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goes to city council
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Air Force readies
for court-martial
in adultery case
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of Air Force personnel
court-martialed on adultery
charges has more than quadrupled in the past decade.
While most of them are men,
women are being accused in
increasing numbers, statistics
show.
The trend is gaining attention
as the Air Force prepares to
open its court-martial case next
week at Minot Air Force Base,
N.D., against Lt. Kelly Flinn,
the country's first female B-52
bomber pilot, who is 26 and
single.
Flinn is charged with adultery for her affair with a married
civilian, and with fraternization
for having sex with an unmarried enlisted man.

Surveillance tapes
viewed by jurors in
Oklahoma.City trial
DENVER (AP) — Richard Nichols was running late. His wife
was waiting in the lobby of the
Regency Towers near the Oklahoma City federal building so
they could take their nephew,
waiting alone in the car, to a
doctor's appointment.
Jurors in the trial of Timothy
McVeigh viewed black-andwhite surveillance pictures of
the lobby as Nichols met his
wife and walked out the doors
at 20 seconds after 9 a.m., the
final frame the camera took
that day.
"I took about two steps when
there was a terrific explosion,"
the maintenance worker testified Wednesday. "We felt heat
and pressure and it kind of
spun us around a little bit.

•MCCH board
needs approval
for park site
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The location of a proposed
community sports/physical fitness
facility now lies in the hands of
the Murray City Council.
With a 6-4 vote, the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Board of Commissioners elected
Wednesday to ask the city for a
tract of land on the corner of 8th
and Chestnut streets.

The proposed area, which is located on roughly four acres of
land in the Murray City Park, has
been a source of controversy for
the past month.

cost between $1.4 and $1.7 million. The project's second phase
would include 16,220 square feet
and would cost approximately
$1.1 to $1.4 million.

A third phase was estimated
For several months, a commitbetween $547,520 and $684,000
tee composed of MCCH board
for 6,840 square feet. The three
members and Murray Family
phases combined would equal a
YMCA officials have discussed a
proposal that would create a
total of 44,892 square feet and
sports/physical fitness facility.
would put the total cost of the
Last month, that proposal took
project at between S3 million to
a step forward when Blue & Co. $3.9 million.
of Louisville completed a feasiThe current partnership would
bility study on the project.
the
breaks
the YMCA to control 65
study
allow
The feasibility
project into three phases.
The first phase, which would • See Page 3
include 21,832 square feet, would

Judges say cost of
trip delaying hog tour
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Plans for a fact-finding tour of
North Carolina's hog farming industry are on hold for the moment until it can be made more
economical, according to several
Purchase area county judge/
executives.
Last week, the judges announced they would be making

the trip the weekend of June 2 to
gather information on large-scale
hog farming, but put those plans
on hold after airline ticket prices
jumped.
"After our meeting last Monday, we got a preliminary ticket
price of $165," said Hickman
County Judge/Executive Greg
Pruit. "We then had everyone go
look at their schedules to see

when we could make the trip and
when we called back, that price
had jumped to $464. So as of
now, we're on hold hoping that
price goes back down."
In response to rumors that the
trip was being financed by special interest groups, Pruitt said

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

GOING TO THE TOP: Jennifer Cavitt takes a look down before
her ascension to the top of the monkey bars during recess at Emmanuel Baptist Academy Wednesday. Cavitt Is graduating into the first
grade this spring.

IN See Page 2

TVA posts $6 million Woman wins shootout with burglar
net loss for quarter
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority
reports a $6 million net loss in the second quarter, putting the nation's largest power producer $70 million in the red so far this fiscal year.
It marks the fourth consecutive quarter in which TVA has reported a net loss, though the agency still ended fiscal 1996 with
$61 million in the black.
TVA, which provides electricity to nearly 8 million people in seven southeastern states, blamed the mild winter and the added expense of bringing two nuclear reactors on line.
Operating revenues dropped 7 percent to $1.38 billion for the
quarter ending March 31, compared to the previous year. They
• See Page 2

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— After kicking in the garage
door, the intruder used an ax to
break into the living area of Ann
Barry's home. She grabbed a
loaded .357 Magnum from the
nightstand and waited.
In the gun battle that followed,
Ms. Barry shot and wounded the
burglar, who was listed in critical
condition Wednesday at The
Medical Center.

Kentucky State Police said
they had found James R. Sugart,
28, of Bowling Green, moaning
for help in a field across from
Ms. Barry's house shortly after
the incident.
"If I hadn't had that gun, 1

wouldn't have had a chance,"
0-year-old
.
said Ms. Barry, a 6
Bowling Green High School finance officer and history teacher
at Western Kentucky University's
Glasgow campus.

range with a hollow-point bullet,
which explodes on impact, just as
he was about to turn on her with
his weapon.
The man fired five shots — all
misses — at Ms. Barry before
fleeing the house Monday evening, she said.
"I'm glad he left," she said.
"I didn't want to have to shoot
him again, but I would have. I
had the trigger back and I was
ready."
Ms. Barry, who lives and often
travels alone, said she began carrying a weapon about five years
ago. She obtained her permit for

Ms. Barry said she shot the
man once in the side at close

• See Page 2

"I wanted to run...but
there was no way,out. I
was trapped.
Ann Barry
Burglary victim
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Today...Mostly sunny. High
near 70. Northwest wind 5 to 15
mph.
Tonight...Clear and cool. Low
in the lower 40s. Light northwest
wind.
Friday...Mostly sunny. High
65 to 70.
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Jackie Butterworth (right) and his crew are all business as they feed a tobacco setter Wednesday on his
land on Hwy. 94 west of Murray. Meanwhile, friends Irene Carter and Willie Mae Winchester pass the time
while tending to their fishing poles on a stocked pond nearby. Seasonal temperatures have returned to
normal and have allowed area farmers to continue work. Others use it for a different advantage.
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•TVA...
FROM PAGE 1
were down 4 percent to $2.7 billion for the first six months,
which began Oct. I.
Power sales declined 1 percent
to 68.4 billion kilowatt hours for

the year to date.
But cash flow is stronger —
because of those added reactors
at Watts Bar and Browns Ferry
— and TVA is taking steps to cut
costs, such as trimming its vehi-

ck fleet, TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell said.
Still, activist Stephen Smith of
the Tennessee Valley Energy Reform Coalition said, "It has got
to be a concern to ratepayers."

SALE
IN TO SUMMER NOW WITH...

CORN AUSTIN

TVA is nearing the final
months of a 10-year commitment
to steady electric rates.
"What you look at, particularly in TVA's case, is the end of
the year," agency spokesman
Frank Cason said Wednesday. "It
doesn't make any difference as
long as you are meeting cash
flow and paying the bills.
"If we were worried about our
stock price, it might be
different."
TVA is not an investor-owned
utility that must produce quarterly dividends to satisfy
shareholders.
A government agency, TVA
sells bonds that require scheduled
interest payments. TVA anticipates it won't add to its debt load
— now at $27 billion — for the

first time in 35 years this year.
Smith agreed the bottom line is
the end of the year. "1 think,
though, that four quarters makes
a year," he said.
"They didn't lose money last
year and the reason was because
they made a little money in the
first two quarters. My sense is
that they have quite a deficit to
make up."
TVA's quarterly results over
the past five years show the
agency has reported at least one
quarterly loss every year except
for fiscal 1993, and still always
ended in the black.
Reasons for periodic losses
range from mild weather in 1992
to $136 million in early-out retirement payouts in fiscal 1995.
Chief Financial Officer David

Smith said TVA is not alone, that
the rest of the electric utility industry in the Southeast suffered
sales and revenue drops because
of the "unseasonably mild
winter, especially when compared
with the harsh winter of 1996."
But Stephen Smith said it
shows poor power forecasting
and overbuilding by TVA, which
is now being sued for allegedly
trying to go outside its mandated
80,000-square-mile region to sell
more power.
"TVA was supposed to be established to serve the valley and
do energy planning based on the
needs of the valley," he said.
"Now they have got to look for
off-system sales and hope for bac..
weather in order to justify their
bottom line."

A group of citizens from the
Purchase area, including at least
one from Murray, is currently in
North Carolina touring those
farms on its own. They are scheduled to return Friday.
Pruitt said the judges want to
look at the two best farm operations and the two worst.
"Each judge will be looking
out for their own county and, collectively, we will be looking out
for the Purchase area," said Fulton County Judge Harold
Garrison.
A proposed 5,760-sow operation in Hickman County spawned
both trips.
Residents of that area have
raised environmental concerns after they learned a Mayfield bu-

sinessman had received state permits to construct a multi-acre
waste pond for the facility.
Currently, farmers only need
state approval for these types of
facilities. Any public comments
on the issue must be made in
Frankfort.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court chose to wait until the
judges make their trip before entertaining a similar ordinance
proposed by the Calloway County
Association of Concerned
Citizens.

man reeling, she said, and he
blurted out, "Hey. Whoa. OK,"
and fired five shots toward her
before staggering out of the
house.
Ms. Barry called 911 and police responded in five minutes,
she said.
"It was a dreadful thing," she
said. "Human life is precious to

me. I hated to do it, but there was
no choice."
'Police lauded her actions and
said she was justified in using
deadly force under Kentucky statutes that allow people to protect
themselves and their property.
"I'd like to give that woman a
medal," said Warren County
Sheriff Jerry "Peanuts" Gaines.
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FROM PAGE 1
each county is financing its own
way. Pruitt did say he has been
approached by several of those
groups.
"Hickman County will pay for
my trip. I refuse to let anybody
pay my way. It's my understanding that we will all pay our own
way," he said.
Calloway County Judge J.D.
Williams may not be able to
make the trip himself, but will
send magistrate Dan Miller in his
place.
The information they gather
will be used as each judge prepares for what could be a fight
between pro-agriculture and environmental groups in each
county.

25% OFF
Maybe, he will need to
cover that sunburn with
some of our great

1/2 PRICE TOPS
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FROM PAGE 1
a concealed weapon shortly after
they became available in October
and has completed the required
gun training courses.
"It's not something I did on a
lark," she said. "I take the responsibility very seriously."
Awakened by the noise the intruder was making, Ms. Barry
thought, "They're breaking down
the door. They're coming to get
me. I've got just a minute to
think about what I'm going to
have to do."
"I wanted to run like hell, but
there was no way out. I was
trapped."
Grabbing her pistol, Ms. Barry
said she waited in the darkened
doorway of her bedroom and
watched the man carrying a pistol
creep down the hallway. He
paused to look into an empty
bedroom across the hall and Ms.
Barry saw her opportunity, she
said.
"That was his big mistake,"
she said. "I watched him and
waited until he started to turn
toward me and then I shot him. I
had no hesitation. If he would
have turned around, he would
have killed me. It was survival. It
was him or me."
The blast from her gun sent the
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mitte,e to do it again on Wednesday. The bill that emerged by a
16-4 vote still separates the community colleges from the University of Kentucky.
The net effect, though, will be
to delay consideration of the bill
by at least a day. "It could be
voted on as early as Friday," said
Stumbo.
But Stumbo, the leading opponent of the package put together
by Gov. Paul Patton, refused to
say whether he.will actually call
for a vote on Friday. As floor
leader, Stumbo has virtually unchallenged control over the flow
of legislation. Opponents want to
delay consideration until at least
Monday, on the theory that public
sentiment favors them and it
could be used to pressure legislators when they are at home on the
weekend.

SEARS
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50% OFF
Sale ends
May 31

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The second vote by the House
Education Committee meant
some changes to the higher education legislation and a delay in
the outcome of the General Assembly special session.
The repeat performance Wednesday was prompted by what
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo called a "parliamentary miscue." In essence,
committee Chairman Freed Curd
used the wrong standard to determine whether amendments were
adopted and as a result two were
left out of the final version Tuesday even though they actually
passed.
The changes were not huge
items, but the threat of a lawsuit
by a public employee union
group prompted House leaders to
send the matter back to the corn-
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That lack of a local voice recently prompted the Graves
County Fiscal Court to pass an
ordinance requiring county approval for such "mega-farms."
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percent of the facility. The remaining 35 percent would be
maintained by MCCH.
During an April board meeting,
MCCH President/CEO Stuart
Poston presented the results of
the study to the board and asked
them to move forward with the
project.
"We need to go to the city and
ask for the land at 8th and Chestnut streets," Poston told the board
in April.
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After garnering mixed reviews
from some members, the board
decided to table the issue.
Some of those same concerns
were again voiced when the issue

was discussed at Wednesday's
meeting.
"We've missed our last chance
to be on the right side of this
issue," said board member Scott
Seiber, who is an advocate of the
facility, but opposed to its proposed location.
"I think this is a narrow approach to this subject and it is not
in the best interest of the people
or of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital."
According to Seiber, the ideal
location for the proposed facility
would be the former K-Mart and
Wal-Mart buildings. Both are
currently vacant.
"It would be much more beneficial in the long run to use these
facilities," Seiber explained.

"Those are worthless buildings
and they will become more
worthless in the future.
"The park is not going to get
any bigger and the facility is not
going to serve the whole community by being located there."
Board attorney Steve Sanders
told Seiber that the facilities were
not available.
Seiber cited concern from
many residents about the park location as a reason not to request
the park property.
"My job as a member of this
board is to represent this community in the best way I can,"
Seiber noted. "If the phone calls
and letters I've received in the
past month are any indication,
I've done that job."

parks and recreation board, according to Klapper.
But Murray Mayor Bill Cherry,
chairman of the MCCH board,
denied Klapper's claim.
"Before we accepted any recommendation from the hospit4
board, we wanted to check and
see if we had the authority to
give the land away," said Cherry.
Board member Richard Knight
made the motion to send the issue
to the city council.
"We believe that this will enhance our city park," Knight told
the board.
Board members Dr. Howard
Giles, Jim Morris, Tommy Marshall, Steve Sanders and Calloway County Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams voted in favor of the
motion. Klapper, Seiber, Oneida
Boyd and Judy Stahler cast dis-

Dr. Phillip Klapper, who
voiced his concerns during the
April meeting, told the board
Wednesday that its decision on
the issue was important to
Murray.
"The actions of this board are
very critical concerning this
issue," said Klapper. "I think the
city council has already got its
mind made up. A select group of
people want to control what happens to our park."
Klapper claimed that the city
council was ready to approve the
corner lot at 8th and Chestnut
streets as the eventual site of the
facility.
The council had already requested the land from the state

senting votes.
In other business, the board:
•Accepted a low bid of
$21,000 to add 20 spaces to the
West View Nursing Home parking lot.
*Appointed board member Jim
Morris to serve on a physician recruitment committee.
•Heard a progress report on the
hospital construction project.
Poston told the board that the
project was substantially completed. The total project should
be finished by the end of the
month, said Poston.
.Was reminded of Hospital
Week activities.
.Was informed of a ribboncutting ceremony for the hospital's new home health care facility. An open house for the building will be held June 8.

Hog farming has economic impact
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Large-scale hog farming is moving into western Kentucky, bringing concerns about its environmental impact along with potential economic benefits.
Kenneth Buckman, a Mayfield
businessman backed by a Carole
Foods Inc. in Warsaw, N.C.,
plans a 5,760-sow operation in
Hickman County and has obtained the necessary permit.
An even larger operation —
24,000 sows — is looking to locate along the Pennyrile Parkway,
said Mike Oveson, executive director of the Kentucky Pork
Producers.
Oveson said he expects that
company, which he declined to
name, to announce a site soon.
If these two operations come to
the state, it would mean $400
million to the economy from hog
sales, employment and contracts
with area farmers, Oveson said.
Part of that impact would be felt
by area grain growers who would
have another market, and farmers
in McLean County could be
among those contracting to help
raise hogs for these operations.
Oveson thinks there will be
more large operations to come.
"I think we're going to have a
lot of companies looking at Kentucky," he said.
Environmentalists say Kentucky's regulators aren't ready
for such large hog operations.
"My primary concern is
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ground water and surface water,"
said Hank Graddy, a Lexington
lawyer who represents the Sierra
Club on water quality issues.
Graddy said he worries that the
animal waste from these operations could escape containment
and pollute water supplies. Because of complaints in North Carolina over the growing number of
large-scale hog operations, the
state legislature there is considering a one-year moratorium on
new or expanding operations.
Oveson said operations coming
to the state can have a positive
impact provided the state "looks
at mistakes of other states and
learns from them."
But Graddy said the state's
agriculture water quality plan by
the 1994 General Assembly was
not farsighted enough to deal
with these large operations. State
laws need to be tightened, he
said.
However, Steve Coleman, head
of the Kentucky Agriculture Water Quality Authority, said safeguards should be in place to ensure that the state's water supply
is safe regardless of the size of
the animal operation.
McLean County is part of the
area being considered by the
24,000-sow operation for contracting with farmers to raise
hogs. It is not the first to take a
look at the county, said Greg
Henson, McLean County agriculture extension agent.

McLean County Judge Executive Larry Whitaker said he
has spoken with representatives
of two large-scale operations.
One went elsewhere, and the
other, which he declined to name,
still is looking at potential sites
in western Kentucky.
Whitaker said he believes
many parts of western Kentucky
are not prepared for such large
confined animal operations.
There is need for a better infrastructure — water, transportation
and planning and zoning.
"This part of the state is so
open arms," he said. "We need
to be sure not to be taken advantage of. I'm not saying they can't
be successful, but issues have to
be addressed such as waste handling and air quality. They have a
lot more to prove before I'm willing to stand shoulder to shoulder
with them."
The hog industry is growing,

with the United States going from
a net importer of pork a decade
ago to a net exporter of pork today, said Glenn Grimes, a University of Missouri agricultural
economist.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
Clinton a target for
columnists of all stripes
By DONALD U. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — By normal standards, President Clinton
ought to feel things are going his way.
Unemployment is at a 23-year low. A treaty that is a major step
toward ridding the world of chemical weapons just won Senate ratification. A deal that might lead to a balanced budget is sealed, albeit a little frayed at the edges.
All in all, good news for the incumbent president — so long as
he does not turn to the opinion columns. All he is likely to find
there are references to his dismal failure as a president and as a
person.
Whatever happened to the liberal-leaning press that Republicans
have long denounced? Clinton cannot buy a kind word these days
as columnists he might have considered likely allies seem in a cornpetition to see who can get off the nastiest jab.
"Somehow, I think, he disappoints people," historian Robert
Dallek said of Clinton. "He's so smart, he's so articulate, he gives
such effective speeches and effective press conferences. I think
people are experiencing a gap between what they expect from him
and what he delivers."
The kind of Clinton bashing that's been a predictable staple in
conservative journals like the National Review and the American
Spectator, is commonplace now in The New York Times and the
New Republic.
Times columnist Maureen Dowd wrote last week that Clinton's
presidency was "so becalmed, so shrunken, so defeated, so aimless" that his Republican predecessor, George Bush, "looms as a
giant who bestrode the earth."
Anyone who joins with Clinton to promote a cause as inoffensive
as volunteerism should beware.
In the, New Republic, columnist Michael Kelly wrote with disdain of the volunteerism summit attended by Clinton and former
Presidents Ford, Bush and Carter, dismissing all the attendees as
"rich people with servants."
"I volunteer, too," wrote Kelly. "I volunteer, again, to lambaste
the president and his cronies for putting together the largest pile of
dirty money ever seen in one place in politics."
What is going on here? Is Clinton this bad, or is the press in a
terrible snit?
From inside the White House, Deputy Communications Director
Ann Lewis sees in the bashing of her boss that "the natural impulse of the press is to define conflict as newsworthy."
Recalling the days when the media were under fire for being too
liberal, Lewis said the current hostility toward Clinton is "overcompensation, an effort to prove they are not liberal."
Political scientist Larry Sabato of the University of Virginia, the
author of a book about the media and political scandals, thinks the
attacks reflect a frustration over the fact that "the public hasn't
responded to a thousand revelations about campaign finance."
The press is often accused of being cynical, Sabato said, but in
this case "I think they're shocked at the depths of the public's
Cynicism.''
Another factor in the media's disenchantment, he said, is that
"they've discovcred something that shouldn't surprised them. Clinton is mainly interested in Clinton. He doesn't have any strong philosophy. He can flip-flop with ease."
Of course, ClintGn is not the first president to feel the sting of an
unhappy press.
Dallek, completing the second volume of a biography of Lyndon
B. Johnson, said LBJ rarely referred to the press in private without
an unprintable expletive.
He quoted Johnson as saying the press "accused me of everything I didn't do and they never found out what I did."
George Washington left office to this commentary from the Philadelphia Aurora:
"This day ought to be a jubilee in the United States ... for the
man who is the source of all the misfortunes of our country, is this
day reduced to a level with his fellow citizens."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald M. Rothberg has covered national
affairs in Washington since the Johnson presidency.

FROM OUR READERS
School supporters thanked
Dear Editor:
The Public Engagement Component of Calloway County Middle
School would like to thank the PTO, co-presidents Sue Lax and Jan
Tucker, and all parents who have worked so diligently to make the
1996-97 school year a success. This organization has done so much for
the students, administrators, and the faculty and staff.
During Teacher Appreciation Week, the treats for the teachers from
the PTO and the office staff were wonderful and made us feel
appreciated. It is great to work with supportive people who focus on
making the school climate positive.
Also a big thank you to the community for those who gave of their
time to be supportive to the Calloway Middle educational process.
Strong involvement by all stakeholders is needed to help our students
become better members of society.
Patricia I assiter
Calloway County Middle School, Public Engagement

Howard expresses appreciation
Dear Editor:
What a privilege it has been to grow up and be educated in this
community. The Murray High School Seniors are blessed by the
examples of our community's citizens and businessess and this is
nowhere more evident than the outpouring of financial support for our
Project Graduation. Your investment in your youth and their security has
not gone unnoticed. We deeply appreciate it and the unconditional love
that it represents. We hope to make you proud and honor the traditions of
our community and school and those that went before us. Programs like
Project Graduation are important as we are being given increasing
freedom to make choices that could affect our lives in so many ways.
Without your commitment this program Would not be possible. Thank
you very much.
Robert S. Howard.
Senior Class President, Murray High School
Murray, KY 42071
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Legal papers echo Watergate
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Whitewater isn't Watergate. But
there's an echo of that scandal as
President Clinton seeks to keep
notes of his wife's conferences
with White House and personal
lawyers out of the hands of
prosecutors.
It is not to hide anything, Clinton says, but to protect the national interest by defending the
right of government officials to
privacy in their dealings with
lawyers.
"I think you need to have
those kind of confidential discussions with counsel in order to
conduct the people's business,"
said Erskine Bowles, the White
House chief of staff.
Richard M. Nixon made much
the same argument when he was
trying to shield White House
tapes and records in the early
phase of Watergate. He failed,
and the abuses of power and
cover-up recorded in his White
House forced him out of it.
The Whitewater case stems
from the Clintons' involvement
in a failed Arkansas land deal before he became president, linked
to the failure of a savings and
loan that became part of the federal bailout.
It has dogged Clinton since his
1992 campaign. He had an independent counsel named in 1994,
seeking to stem the controversy.
Since then, in the hands of courtappointed Kenneth W. Starr, the
investigation has broadened to
other issues.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
A federal court noted that Starr
had called Mrs. Clinton a central
figure in his investigation, and
had said her testimony had
changed over time.
Now Clinton is defending his
wife's truthfulness, and the White
House is challenging Starr's subpoenas for notes taken at meetings that involved her personal
lawyer and government attorneys
as well.
Two sets of notes are involved,
one on a 1995 conference dealing
with Mrs. Clinton's actions after
the suicide of Vincent Lawyer, a
White House lawyer and a close
friend, and the other of discussions in 1996, the day she appeared before a grand jury in
Washington.
Denied the documents, Starr
appealed, and a federal appeals
court ruled that the White House
must surrender them. Clinton is
challenging that order, appealing
to the Supreme Court, saying his
lawyers told him "this is the
right thing to do for America and
for the Constitution."
He has repeatedly promised
full cooperation with the investigation, but said that if discus-

sions with government lawyers
cannot be kept confidential, no
federal employee could ever have
such a conversation again with
confidence that it will remain
private.
The May 2 Court of Appeals
ruling said that if Mrs. Clinton
wanted the records of her discussions to be privileged against
subpoena, she should have been
dealing with her private attorney,
not with White House lawyers at
the same time.
In appealing, the White House
argues that its attorneys were involved in order to protect the interests of the office of the
president.
Clinton called the appeal
"constitutionally. imperative."
"This is a matter of principle
and not of a particular person,"
Bowles said in an NBC television
interview.
Starr originally subpoenaed
nine sets of documents, and the
White House initially withheld
them on grounds of executive privilege and attorney-client privilege. The latter, narrower protection is at issue now.
Nixon had invoked the broader
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executive privilege in 1973, when
special prosecutor Archibald Cox
subpoenaed nine White House
tape recordings and an appeals
court upheld Cox's demand.
When Cox wouldn't relent,
Nixon had him fired.
"I have a constitutional responsibility to defend the office
of the presidency from any encroachments on confidentiality
which might affect future presidents in their abilities to conduct
the kind of conversations and discussions they need to conduct to
carry on the responsibilities of
this office," Nixon said.
Neither that argument nor his
efforts to compromise with partial disclosure succeeded. The
Supreme Court ultimately ruled
that "the president's broad interest in confidentiality of communications will not be vitiated by
disclosure of a limited number of
conversations preliminarily
shown to have some bearing on
the pending criminal cases."
Clinton's appeal is on different
grounds, in far different circumstances, and in a situation that
blurs the line between personal
and government legal counsel.
But government confidentiality
and its boundaries are at issue
now as then.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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No more victims
The white male sits down before
the television preparing to watch
"60 Minutes" on CBS
On comes a story about unemployed blacks in Harlem. The man
considers changing the channel,
believing it will be another liberal
propaganda piece on people who
have been victimized by Repbulican
"budget cuts" and rampant racism.
But what's this? A black man
named Steve Berlack is addressing
an audience composed entirely of
minorities: "You might type 100
words a minute, know every computer program ever came out, and if
you're a jerk, you're not gonna get a
job! It is not your skills that are
keeping you from succeeding, it is
your attitude."
The white male reaches for the
remote and turns up the volume.
Reporter Lesley Stahl endorses
Berlack's diagnosis: "Attitude has
kept a lot of these folks from getting
jobs, or keeping them. They were
surly or didn't show up on time or
didn't show up at all."
The program is called "Strive,"
funded entirely with corporate and
charitable donations. Stahl says it's
not only for people on welfare, but
also for anyone who is poor and out
of work. This is no do-good, feelgood encounter group. The language is tough, the expectations
high and the results impressive. In
the past 12 years, Strive has put
more than 15,000 people into real
jobs, not government make-work.
They've done it at a fraction of the
cost of government programs and
with a far-greater success rate.
That's because, Strive's top goal
is to disabuse people of the notion

oarof

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated coliumnist
that they are victims and cannot
make it on their own.
Rob Carmona, Strive's executive
director, tells the 91 unemployed
New Yorkers in the basement of a
Harlem housing project: "Is the
world racist? No question about it.
Read your history. Life ain't ever
been fair, it's not gonna be fair
today,and it's certainly not gonna be
fair tomorrow! Life isn't fair. Eat it.
Swallow it! Accept it!"
By now,the white male is starting
to "amen" the TV and cranks up the
volume some more. Nobody sings
"We Shall Overcome Someday."
These people are overcoming now.
Rob Carmona not only lectures, he
models. He's been in prison and was
addicted to drugs. He turned his life
around and founded Strive.

Stahl focuses on a few of the
"students." Some are told to leave
for coming in late, but those who do
leave are "caught" by a staff member who explains why the program
is tough and in their best interest to
continue. Some come back.
This is basic training. People
learn how to smile, not smirk,give a
business-like handshake, not the
handshake of the street, maintain
eye contact with an interviewer and
wear shoes that can and must be
shined. They even learn how to
walk,sit and style their hair(no corn
rows).
People who whine or make excuses for not measuring up are told
this is reality and not to be selfish,as
in expecting others to do for them
what they are unwilling to do for

Murray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK

PublIshcr

Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PI FRIJSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. NC.
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themselves. "Put your feelings in
your pocket," advises Frank Horton,
who runs the Strive class like a drill
sergeant. "You're on the edge of
either failing and going to back to
what you were doing, or growing."
Slowly, the white male sees the
class succeeding. Some shed tears
of joy as they get jobs for the first
time in their lives. More than three
quarters of all graduates find work
in New York and in four other cities
where Strive has expanded. In three
weeks, Strive turns around the lives
of some of the hardest core unemployed. Instead of thinking failure
and victimization, they're thinking
they can succeed ... and do.
Dan Jusino, another Strive staff
member, tells Stahl, "My job is to
help people who want to be helped,
not people who need help. You got
some sense of entitlement? You
special? You do what you always
done, you're gonna get what you
always got."
Stahl concludes: "Strive is all
about breaking people, of bad habits, bad attitudes. But it's also about
rebuilding, remaking, catching
them when they fall."
The white male is cheering the
TV now,and he begins to shed tears
ofjoy for those who found jobs. He
wants to send a check. He also
learns something significant about
the continuing battle over poverty,
race and welfare. If poor minorities
want to change their lives, most
whites of good will want to help.
But an attitude of victimization and
entitlement further divides and poisons the social waters, benefiting no
one except those who make a living
off the current failed system.
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Murray Art Guild to offer classes
If you've been wishing for a
for five consecutive Thursday
chance to develop some artistic
mornings through June 26.
skills, or to learn the basics of
The Guild is dedicated to providdrawing or painting, now's the time. ing opportunities for members of
Members of the Murray Art
the community to "get into" the fun
Guild will be offering classes in
of creating through an and plans to
various techniques and various me- continue to offer classes for interdia throughout the coming months. ested persons to participate in.
Classes will be held in the historic
Stapp believes that a person doesn't
home on 6th Street in Murray which
have to be born with artistic "talent"
houses the Art Guild. Anyone inter- -that almost anyone can learn to
ested in learning some basic an is draw.
invited to sign up. The first class
"It's more a matter of learning to
will be beginning drawing and will see,and then practicing, that creates
be taught by Guild member and the ability to draw. You don't have
practicing artist Ann Stapp. Classes to be innately talented. But best of
will begin on Thursday, May 29, all, it's fun,and there's no better way
from 9 a.m. until noon and will run to get started than to take a drawing
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class," she said. Her paintings are
now on display through the end of
May at the Chamber of Commerce.
Anyone wishing to sign up for the
class may do so by calling the An
Guild at 753-4059,on any Tuesday,
Wednesday or Friday, between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. or by
contacting Ann Stapp at(615)2328246 in the evenings. The cost is
$60 for all five weeks.
Class size will be limited, so sign
up as soon as possible. Students will
need only a minimum of supplies,

and a list will be provided at signup. The An Guild also invites
anyone interested in art in any
capacity to become a member of tho
Guild. The Guild is open on Tuesdays, Wednesdays& Fridays for the
members to get together to paint,
draw,or just to get together. Everyone helps everyone with their an
work, and many projects for the
promotion of the arts in the community are sponsored by the Guild.
New members are welcome.

**3rd Annual Spring Concert

*The Four Seasons
The West Kentucky Ballet Company

A and

dancers from The Ballet Studio

,.
76,
Guest Artist
I.4
(IF Dmitri Roudnev, Bolshoi Soloist -".'
From the World Famous Bolshoill

9.
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Nancy Zechner Nerney - Artistic Director

Maggie Tate and Kate Duncan are preparing for the upcoming ballet, "The
Four Season," with Nancy Nerney as their artistic director. The spring
performance will be this weekend, May 16 - 18 In the Johnson Theatre on
Murray State University's Campus.

Robert E. Johnson Theatre
May 16 • 8:00 p.m.
May 17 • 2:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
May 18 • 2:00 p.m.

Film monstrous for New Yorkers
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the filming came about because
the filmmakers - Roland Emmerich and Dean Devlin - also
made "Independence Day," the
smash hit known for its over-thetop explosions and special
effects.
"I think people get a little
nervous that because of 'Independence Day' there's going to be a
big ball of fire running down the
street," Fay said.
"Godzilla" is scheduled to
open Memorial Day 1998.

NEW YORK (AP)- Kamikaze cabbies and crowded subways
are a couple of the everyday challenges New Yorkers face. This
week people in a lower Manhattan neighborhood had to deal
with something a little more out
of the ordinary - a big green
monster.
TriS tar Pictures filmed street
scenes for its $90 million remake
of the monster epic "Godzilla"
in the city's Flatiron district.
And though the fire-breathing
menace didn't actually make an
appearance - he'll be added to
scenes later through the use of
computer animation and puppets
- several people said the disturbance caused by gawkers and the
film crew was monstrous.
Hundreds of people crowded
into Madison Square Park Wednesday night to watch actor
Matthew Broderick race down
Broadway under teeming rain
towers.
Police cordoned off about 10
blocks and pedestrians were
forced to walk out of their way to
reach their destinations.
Laurence Jacobs, owner of the
upscale restaurant Aja on 22nd
Street, complained that dinner
business was off 75 percent during the three days of filming because his patrons' car services
couldn't reach the entrance.
Diesel fumes blown into the
windows from some of the
special-effects equipment drove
clients away gasping, Jacobs said,
and the moviemakers merely told
him to close his windows.
"For me it was unfathomable
that they did not let me know that
this would be disruptive to my
business," said Jacobs, claiming
he lost $35,000 in business.
A spokesperson for the production company, Big Fin, was not
immediately available to comment on Jacobs' request.
David Tetens, owner of the bar
Barzil, said his business was
down 50 percent.
"They won't let you past the
police lines," he complained.
"There's no foot traffic."
But a hot dog vendor was doing brisk business off rubberneckers in the park Wednesday
night, and some restaurants were
filled with production people on
break.
And not everybody in the area
was upset by the commotion.
"I have a friend who lives in
the building who says it keeps
him up till 4 a.m. ... but he says
he doesn't mind it," said Suzanne Nece.
Filmmakers worked between 8
p.m. and sunrise Monday night
through this morning to cause the
least disruption; notified residents
and businesses of their presence
in advance with leaflets, and offered people blackout curtains,
said executive producer Bill Fay.
He said, he suspects a rash of
negative publicity surrounding
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All Tickets are $7

**

Tickets are available at the door or through the following:
D'Art
753-7201 Lisa Hale
492-8745
Kids! Kids! Kids!....759-4577 Trudy McFarlane
Laura Lee
753-8235
Kitchen & Home 753-0545

Artist Ann Stapp will teach a class on beginning drawing at the Murray Art
Guild. The classes start May 29.

The West Kentucky Ballet Company is funded in part by the
Business Council for the Arts and the Kentucky Arts Council.

BOOK REVIEW
Slothad's Gni* to life
by .54•Issed with Devoid 1*
Having boat a loyal following with sold-oat
'bows that
rccli the home with his comic oknervatioro and his hilarious
normetling. Sithad has gone from beim axe of America's
boo-loved and &noise comoditem to national stardom an
television, it movies, mad noer ai lan, even an the printed
PageBorn O B•119:111 Harbor, Michigan. Slotted Paw up W1114
pin to his thus biothatis and two Mien.They in very glad
finally ou of dm house. Nat as glad as the pasonts,thwigh.
He combined with Arnold Schwitumagger ix Jingle All the
Way, and be was the am of Home Omet, Pint Kid, and the
HBO film The Clanrolmi Kid. Hie enonnoulay sucausful HBO
Comedy Specials balm included Brain Dianagod and Son of.
Preacher Min.
My friend Opreh Winfrey, at km TV show, has called on
the homiest mut at the plaint That wes kind of emberressing-but if Oprah wenn to think Ito ?wary, who am I to
erre?
Don't ea lie you don't mad nay help. I no. your life i.
jeclad up--hanging mound do boor.ell by yourself If,
sad. Twine probably one of doom lookny-loco too, browsing
the book for Inn, should I buy it, Mould I natT Hulot
indecision ruled mastlife long onotigh7Take e mend mid buy
But do ms•favor: Unol N,bodihe dram toast your life so
order, plows pay me&
brae to he..to call tho Napo num at
you.

A comedy by Neil Simon
May 2,3,9, 10, 16, 17 at 8 p.m.
May 11 and 18 at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Wal-Mart and JCPenney

South Pacific
A musical by Rodgers and Hammerstein,adapted from the Pulitzer Prize
winning novel "Tales of the South Pacific" by James A. Michener
Directed by Skip Hamra
June 13,14,20, 21, 26, 27, 28 at 8 p.m.
June 15, 22, 29 at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Peoples Bank and Peoples First

rd

Brought To You Each Week By...
Playhouse in the Park
is accessible
to individuals
with disabilities.

How to Eat Fried Worms

RE P4JMORE

By Thomas Rockwell
Directed by Lissa Graham
July 18, 19,25,26, August 1, 2 at 8 p.m.
August 3 at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by HT Marketing, Mattel-Murray and Vanderbilt Chemical

BOOK-J' -CARD

Bell, Book and Candle
By John van Dru ten
Directed by Louise Weatherly
October 10, 11, 17, 18, 24, 25 at 8 p.m.
October 26 at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Bootte's Laundry,Cheri Theaters and Vintage Rose Emporium

GracluaLes!
-11-1 is au to4raph
1lrt Lec ps
friends Close to
you r heart!
Our graduation T-shirt is
ready for autographs on
both front and back.
Includes permanent fabric
marking pen. Any graduate
would love one.

A Holiday Show
Dec. 5,6, 12, 13 at 8 p.m.(Dates subject to change)
Dec.7 and 14 at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Air Products and Chemicals
and Murray Ledger and Times
••
. 11,-.

Senior Citizen
$46

,C)

HiPak.Q.444‘41,k,
759-9758
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Located in

An adult comedy by Paul Rudnick
StudentiChildren
Directed by Robert Valentine
$4
March 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 28 at 8 p.m.
March 29 at 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
and Oakwood Studio,
the City-County Park in Murray. tientuck
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Adult
$35
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Senior Citizen
$30
S
tudent/Children
$20
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Masons'dinner Friday
In a joint sponsored event, the
wives, daughters, sisters and
mothers of deceased Masons will
be honored by Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star and Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons.
The dinner will be Friday, May
16, at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Temple, located on State Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road North (at caution light).
Joe Lasater, entertainment
chairman, said a good group will
perform for those present following the meal.

is pleased to have

Kellye Olson,
bride-elect of
Danny Steele join
our bridal registry.
lours Mon Fri 10-5 p m.
Closed Sat it Sun.

418 Main St., Murray
767-9596

Murray Lodge will furnish the
meats and drinks, while the Eastern Star Chapter will prepare the
food and decorated the dining
area. All members of Kith organizations are asked to bring a dish
to pass.
If transportation is required for
any guest, contact Joe or Sybil
Lasater at 753-4530 or Ernie or
Donna Ferguson at 498-8669.

The Center for Accessible Living is seeking individuals with
disabilities to serve as Peer
Mentors.
A peer mentor is a person with
a disability who is willing to
share life experience with a disability to others with similar
disabilities.
The peer mentor is a voluntary
position and training will be provided on peer-mentoring skills,
independent living philosophy,
disability-specific issues and
community resour.:k.•s.
If you are interested in volunteering as a Peer Mentor contact
the center at 753-7676, voice, or
753-7729 TTY, Monday through
Friday, to request an application.

begins June 2, 1997

•

Includes field trips & swimming
To register your child
-; or obtain info call

•
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7534295 YMCA
1510 Chestnut St., Murray

Every Friday Night

B -14.N-014.0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%
*

Murray-Calloway County Need Line has listed items needed this
week for the food sacks given to clients. Items needed include
canned fruit, canned tuna, canned meats and powdered milk. These
may be taken to the Need Line office, located on bottom floor of
Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way agency.

Peer mentors
are needed

YMCA DAY CAMP
,

Need Line lists pantry items

a

Recycling day Saturday
The 10th Make A Difference Recycling effort will be Saturday,
May 17, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the parking lot of Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University. All types of items will be collected, including eyeglasses by Murray Lions Club, food items for Need Line by
Murray Kiwanis Club, and donations for "Eyes in the Dark" project
will be taken. For more information call Murray Family/Youth Resource Center at 759-9592 or Calloway Family Resource Center at
753-3070.

Martin's Chapel event Sunday
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual
homecomong on Sunday, May 18. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
followed by worship at 11 a.m. with Georgia Ann Coles Hill as special speaker. A potluck meal will be served at noon, followed by
gospel singing from 1:30 to 3 p.m. featuring The Gospel Echoes,
Justin Paschall, Ricky Cunningham, and Jim Ewing. Donations for
the cemetery fund may be mailed to Ralph Robertson, 549 Neale Tr.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Becky Huffman
and Greg Dowdy

Huffman-Dowdy vows
will be said on June 7
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Emmanuel event on Sunday
Kindergarten graduation exercises will be at Emmanuel Baptist
Academy at Sinking Spring Baptist Church on Sunday, May 18, at 3
p.m. The special speaker will be Traci York from -Hardin. Medals
and awards for niemory verses, perfect attendance, and all year
honor roll will also he presented. The public is invited to attend.

•
Becky Huffman of
Point, In, and Greg Dowdy of Milrray
announce, their approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Tim Huffman of Jackson, Tenn.,
and Brenda Fox of Crown Point, Ind.
She is the granddaughter of Bargus Vinson and the late Irene Vinson of Crown Point, Ind., and Della Blanchard and the late Ralph
Huffman of Dyer, Ind.
The groom-elect is the son of Max and Betty Dowdy of Murray.
He is the grandson of the late Gene and Elizabeth Dowdy and
,Lavenia Stewart and the late William Stewart, all of Murray.
Miss Huffman is a graduate of Lowell Baptist School, Lowell, Ind.,
and is attending Crown Bible College, Powell, Tenn. She is employed
by K-Mare, Knoxville, Tenn.
Mr. Dowdy is a graduate of Eastwood Christian Academy of Murray and is attending Crown Bible College, Powell, Tenn. He is employed by Wal-Mart, Knoxville, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 7, 1997, at 2 p.m. at South
Lake Fundamental Baptist Church, 125 North Court St., Crown Point,
Ind.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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WOW Family Night Saturday
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 138 will have its Family Night
event on Saturday, May 17, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Ceneter.
Food will be furnished. All members and their families are invite-4i

are

Wranglers' show Friday
Wranglers Riding Club will have a club show on Friday, May 16,
at 6 p.m. at the rink, located on Van Cleave Road off Highway 94
East. The public is invited to attend.

Faxon Fire vote on Saturday
;

Faxon Fire District will have voting for two positions on the Baord of Trustees on Saturday, May 18, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Station, located on Chapel Road off Highway 94 East.
For information call 753-0391 after 5 u.m.

Promise Keepers event Saturday

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

Promise Keepers Breakfast will be Saturday, May 17, at 8 a.m. at
Republic Bank, Mayfield. Each one should bring own brown bag
meal, but coffee and donuts will be served. A video on "Sexual Purity - God's Way" by Tony Evans will be shown. All interested men
are invited. For information call Steve at 1-502-247-8392.

Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

a

Special breakfast Saturday
Alford Lodge No. 915 Free and Accepted Masons and Alford
Chapter No. 445 of Order of Eastern Star will have a country ham
breakfast on Saturday, May 17, from 6 to 10 a.m. at the lodge at
Aurora. A donation of S5 will be requested, according to Terry
Jones, master of the lodge:-and Fanellis Knight, worthy matron of
the Star chapter.

Farmington event Saturday
Farmington Community Day will be Saturday, May 17, with proceeds going to the Farmington Volunteer Fire Department. Events
include breakfast at 6 a.m. at Farmington Cafe; yard sale/flea market
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Farmington Elementary School; gospel and
country music groups performing; games and food concessions
available.
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Swim Team registration Sunday

$299

• Hi-efficiency, 9 5 9
• 18.00017,500 BTU 230 208 vults.
8.319.0 amps
•3 cooling:1 tai-• ID-position thermos;
• Easy motr- •

Murray Appliance

Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 6 will meet Sunday,
May 18, at 2 p.m. at the Main Fire Station on East Sycamore Suet,
Murray. All residents of the Hazel and Harris Grove communities in
this district are urged to attend and to note the change in date for
this month only.
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Fire Protection meeting Sunday

Sale

Program Info. Call 753-3314
Fattier's Day
PG13 1 30 3 35 7 1092u

30% off

Fifth Element
PG13 1 1534570594
Austin Powers
Internattonal Man of Mystery

Storewide

PG13 1:00 3:10 7:309:3u
Breakdown
R 1:30 3.40 7.00 9405
Volcano
PG13 )0X3 3:20,7:20 9:35

Sidewalk Sale
Friday and Saturday
50%-75% off selected items

Matinees Shows
Saturday & Sunday
Only!

"Your GE. Jenn Air 8, Hot Point Dealer"

212 E. Main St.

753-1586

or F ill'

• Hi -efficiency. 9 0 EER
• 6,000 BTU crml.ng, 115 volts,
1 amps
• 3 cooling, 1 tan only speeds
•8-positon thermostat
• Easy mount mndow installation
• Eas in - c lean sl, rle-otit filter

7 Preferred
Brand of Room
Air Condifioners•

Murray-Calloway Swim Team will have a late sign-up and registration on Sunday, May 18, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Annex of
Calloway Public Library.

IMI 1

al Preferred
*rand of Room
Air Conditioners

Students from Jane Marie's Dance Studio recently performed for the
patients of West View Nursing Home. They are, from left, Callie Dowdy,
Amanda Melton, Leanne Hewlett, Shellie Wilson, Kelsey Dublin and
Catherine Frederick. They can be seen In the upcoming dance recital,
"Ten Year Celebration," on Friday, May 16, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. The public Is Invited and there Is no admission charge.
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Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admivions and
dismissals at Muffaf-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, May
9, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Johnson baby girl, parents, Blake
and Sheila, Fulton;
Aguilar baby boy, parents, Rosa and
Eliseo, Murray.

—

Dismissals
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Expirations

•Standard & High Risk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Walls baby boy, parents, Kathryn
and Dickie, Murray;
Ford baby girl, parents, Laurie and
Roger, Calvert City;
Windsor baby girl, parents. Crystal
and Jimmy, Lowes.
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Yane Marie's
Presents Ow

Ten Year Celebra7tion

•.!

Friday, May 16, 1997
7:00pm
Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University

•

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KDRUCE1 wow FOR MANIREAM=

r

Public Invited - NO Admission Charge
REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER
Gymnastics and Cheerleading Camps
Beginning June 2
For more info. 753-0605
+(c
C=1:=1
,

Mrs. Henrietta Bibb, Eunice Henry
and Mrs. Mancy Balentine, all of
Murray.

• • • •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, May
11, have been released as
follows:
° Dismissals

Grand Am
Diamond Cluster
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Two Carats*

$748

JEWELERS

Hal

Mrs. Estelle H. Morris, Puryear,
Tenn.; Floyd Trantham, Springville,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Sheila A. Johnson and baby
girl, Fulton; Elmer Holland, Cadiz;
Bradley Carl Higgins, Hazel; Mrs.
Virginia A. Eldridge and Mrs. Susan L.
White, Almo;
Robert E. Johnson, Mrs. Rosa G.
Aguilar and baby boy, Mrs. Mary I. Leary, and Miss Megan C. Summers, all
of Murray.

Thetas hear Myers at meeting

e Baat the
East.

All the
beauty...
Half the
Price!

ale.

Wilkins baby girl, mother, Lara
McGrady, Benton.

Dismissals

'
*See store for detail,

Ms. Reta K. Williams, New Concord;
James Webburn Burkeen, Dexter;
Mrs. Krista Lynne Harris and baby

.m. at
n bag
I Puri men

Compare at $1,500
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
May 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission

iy 16,
ay 94

Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489
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Dismissals
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Dance Studio

Mrs. Mae Gallimore, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Floette M. Noel, Kirksey;
Mrs. Jewell Lee and Mrs. Alma Jo
Mathis, Dexter; Miss Elizabeth Cavanah, Benton;
Mrs. Estelle Duncan, Mrs. Mildred
Elkins, Charles Douglas Scott, Thomas E. Hargis, Mrs. Erma L. Lovett,
Leslie R. Humphreys, Mrs. Mayme
L. Roberts, John H. Gammon, and
Kelly A. Schlabach, all of Murray.
•

Ross Insurance
Agency
aatfli

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
May 13, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

Dismissals
Mrs. Edith Faye Swisher, New Concord; Mrs. Stephanie M. King, Cadiz;
Leon C. Jones, Benton; Mrs. Tina
M. Cunningham and baby boy, Dexter;
Charles E. Hilt, Mrs. Edith R. Morganelli, Paul Thomas Copeland, Mrs.
Lori Ann Barnett,
Mrs. Amanda Potts and baby girl,
Bernard J. Seyer, Mrs. Tamara Lee
Henderson, and Ronald E. Litchfield,
all of Murray.

Frank McCallum of Salem and Agnes Williams McClain of Murray
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Gina Ann McCallum of Murray, to Larry Edward Jones, son of Tom
and Wanda Jones of Lynn Grove.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Victor and Alpha
Williams of Dexter, the late Lloyd McCallum of Clearwater, Fla., and
the late Letha Green McCallum of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Seamon and Mable Fuqua of Model, Tenn., and the late Charlie and Maggie Jones of
Pineville.
Miss McCallum is a 1985 graduate of Murray High School and is
employed at Briggs & Stratton, Murray.
Mr. Jones is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is employed at..Briggs & Stratton, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 28, 1997, at 6 p.m. at Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

ns for
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boy, Benton; Mrs Jessie Mildred Guthrie, Hazel;
Mrs. Ruby Estelle Haley, Almo,
Jesse Damesworth, Cadiz; Claude Hamilton, Paris, Tenn ;
Edgar L. Howe Sr , Mrs Ruth V Andrews, Mrs. Willie Lee Foster, Mrs.
Joyce L. Volpintesta,
Miss Martha M. Hutfilz, Jimmy
Duane Paschall, Mrs. Thelma Stockton
and Joe P. Witherspoon, all of Murray.
• • • •

Harris baby boy, parents, Krista and
Keith, Benton.

McCallum and Jones
wedding to be June 28
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• • • •
One newborn admission, dismissals and three expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, May 10, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission

•
rr
o//
•
Gina Ann McCallum
and Larry Edward Jones

111

Mrs. Eulala Smith, Dexter; Mrs. Rebecca Jane Mathis and baby boy, Melber; Mrs. Martha Farrar, Hazel;
Mrs. Lisa Gayle Anglin and baby
boy, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Evelyn Marie
Johnston, Kirksey;
Mrs. Christine A. Knight and baby
boy, and Miss Shirlisha D. Mayes, Cadiz; Mrs. Clemmie Black, Farmington;
Charles E. Scott, Ray Story Jr., Ms.
Treva Block, Paul R. Leberman, Mrs.
Roberta Ann Scott, Mrs. Barbara
White,
Mrs. Nell C. Outland, Mrs. Shelby
Gean Lorson, Larry E. Stalls, Lester
White,
Mrs. Dortha Lillian Eaker, Joe Max
Raspberry, Mrs. Helen Lovett Hogancamp, and Mrs. Fay Nell Flora, all of
Murray.
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Come See Hundreds of Rings

at HALF PRICE!!
and find the ring of your dreams.
Make Your Own
Michelson Moment!
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Compare at $1,000

Hurry! offer
ends June 1st!

THETA DEPARTMENT photos

Peggy Myers in top photo shows and talks about many of the crafts
she and her husband make and sell at craft shows at many parts of the
country at the April meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's
Club. Mrs. Myers is a member of the Theta Department. She was introduced by Sylvia Puckett, vice chairman. Hostesses were, bottom photo,
from left, Jeanette Weaver, Naomi Rogers and Evelyn Jones. The department will meet Saturday, May 17, at 10 a.m. for a brunch at Dumplin's with Martha Guier and Betty Jackson as hostesses.

One Carat*

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

114 Carat*

Ages 0-5
Lightning Bolt Cluster
Compare at $300

Call For Openings

753-5227
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JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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DRESSES

Pamela
_

20-50% OFF

Fringe
Benefits

is pleased to have
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Glover,

formally with Family
Haircare, join our
salon staff.

759-1874
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Summer Swim Program
registration being taken

TODAY

The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross is
gearing up for the 1997 Summer
Swim Program.
Registration is now being taken at the Red Cross office at
607 Poplar St. Hours will be 9
a.m, to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. No
registrations will be taken by
telephone. Each one must come
to the office to sign up.
The registration will continue
throughout the summer until all
classes are full. The price this
year remains the same as last
year — $25 for a two-week class
for one person.
Some persons have asked for a
Level VII class and this year one
is on the schedule. "We will continue to have all of our other
classes, including our Parent &
Special Needs Class," said Peggy
Billington, executive director of
the chapter. Red Cross is a United Way Agency.
A schedule for the Swim program is as follows:

Opera at 5psti
ed thru Sun

,lumra. KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

half-price gift sale:
•

•
•

First Session, June 9-20
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III

•

502474-2773
I-SOO-474-2770

•

•

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men 8 Women
University Square

767-0780

Murray, KY

(BP), Level IV (BP). No evening class
this session.
Second Session, June 23-July 4
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
11 (BP), Level III (BP); 10 to 1030 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level 11 (BP), Level III
(BP), Level IV (BP)
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to 7,30 p.m. —
Parent/Tot; 7 to 7,30 p.m. — Parent/
Pre-School; 8 to 9 p.m. — Level I
(SP), Level II (BP), Level VII (BP),
Level I Adult; 8 to 8,30 p.m , Parent &
Tot; 8:30 to 9 p.m , Parent & PreSchool.
Third Session, July 7-18
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
11 (BP), Level IV (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III
(BP), Level V.
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level 11
(BP), Level III (BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to
7:30 p.m. — Parent/Tot; 7:30 to 8 p.m.
— Parent/Pre-School; 8 to 9 p.m. —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level V
(BP), Level I Adult; 8 to 8:30 p.m. —
Parent and Pre-School; 8.30 to 9 p.m.
— Parent and Pre-School.
Fourth Session, July 21 to Aug. 1
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP), Level V (BP); 10
to 10:30 a.m. — Parent/Tot; 10:30 to
11 a.m. — Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m.
to noon — Level I (SP), Level li (BP),
Level Ill (BP), Level IV (BP); 11 to
11:30 a.m. — Parent and Pre-School;
11:30 to noon — Parent and PreSchool.
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to 7:30 p.m. —
Parent/Tot; 710 to 8 p.m. — Parent/
Pre-School; 7 to 7:30 p.m. — Level I
Parent and Sspecial Nneeds; 7:30 to 8
p.m. — Level I Parent and Special
Needs; 8 to 9 p.m. — Level I (SP),
Level II (BP), Level III (BP), Level IV
(BP); 8 to 8:30 p.m. — Parent and Tot;
8:30 to 9 p.m. — Parent and PreSchool.

Gracie Brown Barrett
and Keith Higgins

Barrett-Higgins vows
will be said on May 23
Gracie Brown Barrett and Keith Higgins announce their
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Willie Brown and the late Maglene Brown of Dexter.
The groom-elect is the son of Hoy Higgins and the late Louise Higgins and stepson of Betty Higgins, all of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, May 23, 1997, at
6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Park Pavilion at Aurora.
A reception will follow at the pavilion.
No invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend.

CALENDAR

What a Great Mother-Daughter accomplishment!!!!
Together, Pat Parrish & Pam Lovelady have lost 90 lbs
& 90 inches!! Don't put it off any longer... Take it
off now!! Call us today for a free consultation & let us
teach you what diet pills can't do!!

We salute the
837 caring employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Lyndia Cochran Dance and Gymnastics recently attended a Spring
Tumble Meet at Benton, hosted by Lisa Darnell Gymnastics. Shown are
Cochran students displaying their winning ribbons and medals. Pictured, from left, first row, Kailey Stone, Taylor Boggess, Kayla Bazzell,
Katie Bauell, second row, Grantt Darnell, Destinee Tidwell, Nathan
Cream, Ayda Ahamadi, Hillary Copeland, third row, Jamie Cream, Crisy
Cream, Sarah Scott, Leslie Schwettman and Mandy Schroader. The Cochran recital will be Sunday, May 18, at 2 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. The public Is invited and there Is no admission
charge.
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-Computerized
Records
-We Accept Most
Insurance Plans
-Free Consultation & Review of Prescriptions
-Health & Beauty Items -Hours 8-6 M-F; 8-12 Sat.
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PROVIDER

Health, Hope
& Healing

HOLLAND DRUG
109 S. 4th St.

UP TO

Bob Dunn, R PH.

753-1462

50% OFF
33% OFF
25% OFF

ALL IN STOCK WALLPAPER
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MURRAY
519 South 12th Street
502-753-7575

Thursday, May 15
Murray Board of Education/7
p.m./Carter Administration building.
Murray Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council/6 p.m.
Panel discussion to help Preschool/
Head Start Families/6-8 p.m./Calloway
County Preschool Center.
Info/759-9408 or 762-3262.
Health Express of MCCH/Crawford's
Station at Lynn Grove/1-3 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./Hazel
Community Center.
Rehearsal of Music Chorus of Music
Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.m.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library. Info/759-4556.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall.
TOPS KY 9469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreConference briefing at Paris FUMC/7
p.m.
First Baptist Church Men's
Softball/6:30 p.m. with Hardin I and
8:30 p.m. with First Assembly.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Murray High School Tigers host
baseball game with Mayfield/4:15
p.m./Ty Holland Field.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, May 16
Cerra S. Lain and Brandon W. Cathey
wedding/7 p.m./Southland Baptist
Temple, Paducah.
"Spring Fling" at Murray Middle
School/5:30-7:30 p.m., sponsored by
PTO. Public invited.
Emmanuel Baptist Academy Spring
Stampede/6 p.m. Public invited.
Jane Marie's Dance Studio recital/7
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State.
Public invited at no charge.
Four Seasons Ballet/8 p.m./Johnson
Theatre, FA Building, Murray State.
"The Sunshine Boys" production/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Wranglers Riding Club Horse
Show/6 p.m./rink on Van Cleave Road.
Dinner honoring wives, daughters,
sisters and mothers of deceased
Masons/6:30 p.m. by Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 and Murray Lodge
No. 105 F.&A.M./Masonic Hall.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Back Pain ? Headaches ?
Neck Pain ?

Dry LeOglle ,L;1.1'eS (1011(111.0I1S

Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help

CaV 7594000 for an Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic
We care about your health and are
dedicated to quality care

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murra , KY

CAROUSEL OF DANCE
Presente4.1 H.

Lyndia Cochran Dance
& Gymnastics Studio

Each year the Murray Dry League members make a contribution to the
Project Graduation programs at the local high schools. Pictured is
Wayne Williams of the Murray Dry League making a financial donation
to Karen Darnell, director of Project Graduation at Calloway County
High School. A similar donation was made to the Murray High School
Project Graduation program.

Bluegrass event Saturday
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Monica Michele Williams
and Matthew Edwin Price

Williams and Price
wedding to be June 28
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Williams orMurray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Monica Michele Williams, to Matthew Edwin Price, son of Richard and Rita Price of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Harry and Betty
Williams and the late Ray and Yvettea Pyle, all of Jonesboro, Ark.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Darrell and Hazel Brandon, and
the late Guy and Carlien Price, all of Murray.
Miss Williams, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a junior majoring in Elementary and Middle School Education at
Murray State University. She is currently employed at the Admissions
and Registrars Office of Murray State and Pioneer Convenience Mart.
Mr. Price, a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School, is a1997 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Biology and a Chemistry minor. He is currently employed at
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Coods.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 28, 1997, at 2 p.m. at University Church of Christ, Murray.
A reception will follow at the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

Wallace girl
is born here
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Wallace of 811 Third St., Hazel, are
the parents of a daughter, Ashley
BrecAnn Wallace, born on Sunday, April 20, 1997, at 9:52 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
five ounces and measured 22 inches. The mother is the former
Debbie Adams. A sister is Hailey
Rose' Wallace.
Grandparents are Roselyn
Bucy of Murray, Sandra Wallace
of Hazel, and Brent Adams of Paducah. Great-grandparents are
Teresa McClure of Murray, Irene
Hubbs of Paducah, Effie Watkins
of Hazel, Faye McClure and Ozzie McClure of Murray.
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i/open 9

I. Cathey
Baptist

Art Show will
be on Sunday
Roger Lisanby and Kimbell
Underwood will have a painting
and pottery art show on Sunday,
May 18, from 1 to 3 p.m. at Princeton Art Guild, 115 Main St.,
Princeton.
The public is invited.

The Fifth Annual Bluegrass on
the Court Square will be Saturday, May 17, at 7:30 p.m. on the
square in Benton. This is the first
int he Sounds of Summer Series.
Featured will be the bluegrass
group, "The Lonesome River
Band." The event will be hosted
by "Josh Williams & High Grear"
with special guest, Chris Thile.
Also a special appearance will be
by the 1996 Tennessee State
Champion Bluegrass band,
"Hyperdrive."
This event is sponsored by the

Register Now For
Summer Gymnastics & Cheerieading
753-4647

Investment Rates

Fitzgerald

baby is born
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Fitzgerald of
Rt. 1, Box 138B, Bardwell, are
the parents of a son, Donovan
Xavier Fitzgerald, born on Monday, May 5, 1997, at 5:04 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Terri Pehm. A sister is Tori
Freeland and a brother is Jacob
Fitzgerald Jr.
Grandparents are Ann and
Terry Pehm of Bardwell, Eddie
and Vanessa Skaggs of Murray,
and Bertha Fitzgerald of Paris,
Tenn.

TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.65% 5.55% 5.40% 5.45%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.70% 5.63% 5.47% 5.52%

UNITED

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

COMMONWEALTH BANK
Federdi Sa•inc, &tn.

Get carried away
with our
specials.

FROM PAGE 8
Friday, May 16

MURRAY ROTARY CLUB photo

Murray

No
Admission
Charge

City of Benton and the Jackson
Purchase Friends of Bluegrass.
Persons are asked to being
lawn chairs for this free show. In
case of inclement weather, the location will change to Benton
Middle Schooly Gym.

CALENDAR

Dr. Paul Yambert, Murray 'State
University's Natural Resources
Management and Environmental
Affairs Department, spoke to the
Murray Rotary Club concerning
the history and future of Land Between the Lakes. He stated the original mission of LBL, outlined the
proposed five concepts to change
LBL, and discussed "Concept
Zero" • the alternate plan written
by a local public group to continue LBL as a wilderness area as
originally planned. Since this is
an issue that directly affects the
area in so many ways, a lively discussion followed.

State
University
Lovett
Auditorium

Sunday,
May 18, 1997
2:00 p.m.

Murray Christian Women's Club
luncheon/noon at Seven Seas. Reservations, 753-2399.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-to 2 p.m.
for senior citizens activities.
Weaks Center/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m. and Bridge Club/1 p.m.
Singles (SOS)/6 p.m./Sedalia Restaurant and later to American Legion.
Info/Jane, 489-2046 or Liz, 759-0212.
AA and Al-Anon open tn
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Barbara Kingsolver
native ... polite firebrand ... masterful
storyteller
Thursday
May 15

l;REAT DEAL

FAMILY FEAST

DINNER SPECIAL

Buy Any Large
Pizza for the
Price ofa
Medium Pizza

One Large
One-Topping
Pizza and
FourSoft Drinks

One Large
Specialty Pizza
& a Large SingleTopping Pizza

Medium One-Topping
Pizza,one Regular
Order of Breadsticks,
and Two Drinks

Equal number
oftoppings
111ht
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IMP
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LARGE FOR MEDIUM

8/7 pm CT

The Kentucky
Network
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A one-hour profile of the New York Times
hest-selling author ... Carlisle, Kentucky
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Pizza

Check your local Yellow Pages"
for the Pizza Hut® nearest you...
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Tiger Woods: Masters champ sheds rust
By RON SIRAK
AP Golf Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Four hours
after stumbling to a shaky 74 in the proam at the Byron Nelson Classic, Tiger
Woods was on the practice green rapping putt after putt, searching for a
rhythm for today's first round.
The rust that accumulated after four
weeks away from competition hung
heavy on Woods' game Wednesday as
he missed fairways, missed greens and
missed putts in a 4-over-par round that
was far from the brilliance he displayed
in his record-setting victory at the Masters in April.
But as Woods has shown over and
over in his brief professional career, he

Woods returns today at Byron Nelson
saves his best for when it means the
most.

"Each round I'll get better and better
with my mental state. It took me about a
round to get my focus and my intensity," he said about the last time he returned from a break this long.
And though Woods says he assumes
he is going to win every tournament he
plays, it is clear the GTE Byron Nelson
Classic is the beginning of a three tournament run-up leading to the U.S. Open
— just as he gauged his game to peak
for the Masters.
"1 had to prove to myself that I could
win a major," Woods said about the
Masters. "I spent those weeks before

getting ready. I changed my ball flight,
changed my putting strategy. I'll probably do the same thing for the U.S.
Open."
Woods faces a field this week that includes defending champion Phil Mickelson, last week's winner Scott McCarron,
the resurgent Nick Price, Nick Faldo
and Mark O'Meara.
Playing amid tight security that included several uniform police and two
plainclothes agents — one of them with
Woods constantly since Friday — the
21-year-old felt out the TPC course at
the Four Seasons Resort.
He hit his booming driver only five
times — once out of bounds — and

made only one putt beyond tap-in range.
"I'll drive it right through the doglegs here," Woods said about using his
driver. "The 2-iron and 3-wood is the
smart thing to do."
Woods was hardly annoyed by his erratic play. He seemed to enjoy being before a gallery again.
When one of his amateur partners sliced a shot wildly into the crowd,
Woods covered his head as if he could
protect the person the ball was bearing
down on and tried unsuccessfully to
suppress a laugh.
Two of his playing partners sold concrete. The other two processed animal
fat. Yes, it was only the pro-am, but Ti-
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Tiger Woods
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Doubles teams
only survivors
after first day
of girls' region

Ugly brawl
in Game 5
aids Miami
•Heat defeat Knicks 96-81
to stay alive in fiery series;
late-game fight could spell
suspensions for New York
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

By JOHN PACENT1
Assoclated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP) — An ugly brawl could end
up looking pretty good to the Miami Heat
heading into Game 6 of their Eastern Conference semifinal series against the New
York Knicks.
The melee in the final minutes of the
Heat's 96-81 victory Wednesday night could
result in suspensions for Knicks players who
came off the bench to join the fight. Miami
starting forward P.J. Brown and Knicks
backup point guard Charlie Ward also are
subject to possible suspensions for getting
the melee started.
"Certainly I'm very concerned," New
York coach Jeff Van Gundy said. "You
want to play with your full team, but that's
up to the NBA office."
Miami, still on the brink of elimination,
goes back to Madison Square Garden on Friday night trailing 3-2 in the best-of-7 series.
The Heat are 0-4 away from the Miami
Arena in the playoffs after posting the
NBA's best road record (32-9) during the
regular season.
"I definitely felt the momentum turn around," the Heat's Alonzo Mourning said.
"To tell you the truth, something was bound
to happen."
The fight started when Ward backed into
Brown's legs as Tim Hardaway made a free
throw, giving Miami a 90-74 lead with 1:53
• See Page 11
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Mary Kay Howard gets set to return a shot in her regional tournament first round match against Fort Campbell's Jamie Rasmussen Wednesday. Howard won the match 6-1, 6-1 before- being eliminated by Lyon County's Kara
Knoth 6-1, 6-4.

Calloway County and Murray each have
one doubles entry still alive in the girls' regional tennis tournament after Wednesday's
first two rounds. Meanwhile, all four girls'
singles entries were eliminated.
In doubles play, Calloway's Ann Taylor
and Elizabeth Blackford defeated the Fort
Campbell team of Schibben/DeJesus 6-1, 6-0
in the first round, then eliminated Murray's
Elizabeth Trawick/Ashley Dunn in the second
round by a 6-3, 6-3 count. Trawick/Dunn won
over Mayfield's Nicholson/Covington 6-1, 7-6
(7-1) in the first round.
The Murray team of Leigh Haverstock/Kim
Alexander also remained alive, beating
Shelton/Cagle of Graves County 6-1, 6-3 in
the first round and downing St. Mary's Lane
and Paxton 6-1, 7-6 (9-7) in the second round.
The other local doubles team, Calloway's
Kelley Travis and Whitney Price, lost in the
first round to Tilghman's Cary/Martin 6-1,
6-0.
Murray's Mary Kay Howard, seeded fifth
in the region, lost to Lyon County's Kara
Knoth 6-1, 6-4 in the second round after beating Fort Campbell's Jamie Rasmussen 6-1,
6-1 in the first round. Meanwhile, Calloway's
Heather Saxon lost to Ballard Memorial's
Lindsey Holmes 3-6, 6-1, 6-3 in the second
round after a 6-4, 6-2 first-round win over
Christian County's Karen Pyle.
Two other local entries fell in the first
round. Calloway's Amy Travis lost to Marshall's Lindsey Phillips 6-0, 6-2 while Murray's Rebecca Miller lost to Mayfield's
Christie Gardner 6-1, 6-0.
The boys' tournament gets under way today
with matches at Murray State, Calloway
County and Murray High. Both the boys' and
girls' tournaments conclude Saturday.
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New Ray

Oilers to play
in Tennessee
starting in '97
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — The Houston
Oilers and the Memphis and Shelby
County Sports Authority signed a letter of
agreement Wednesday to bring the NFL
team here for the next two seasons.
Under the deal, the Tennessee Oilers —
which they will be called for at least this
year — will make the Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium their temporary home during the 1997 and 1998 seasons.
The Oilers would then settle into a
67,000-seat stadium being built in Nashville and paid for by a mixture of state
bonds and funds from personal seat
licenses.
"This is a much safer deal," authority
chairman Avron Fogelman told The (Memphis) Commercial Appeal. "It's what the
public wanted."
Authority member Reggie Barnes
agreed: "The people have won. Power to
the people."
The Memphis and Shelby County Sports
Authority originally was going to consider
a plan letting the Oilers give money to
charity each home game in exchange for
the authority picking up about $300,000 in
travel expenses.

Cardinals' Lankford continues
hot hitting in win over Phillies

File Photo

St. Louis center fielder Ray Lankford slugged his sixth home run Wed.
nesday night in the Cardinals' 12-3 win over Philadelphia. Lankford is
hitting .400 on the season.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Maybe Ray
Lankford should skip spring training every
year.
Lankford continued his red-hot hitting
since returning from a torn rotator cuff, getting three hits including a homer as the Cardinals beat the Phillies 12-3 Wednesday
night.
- Lankford, who missed all of spring training and the first three weeks of the season, is
hitting .400(28-for-70) since coming off the
disabled list April 22.
"We really can't explain it, I'm just trying to put the ball in play," Lankford said.
"It seemed like last year, I was hitting foul
balls, this year I'm driving the ball, and I'm
hitting mistake pitches."
Lankford is even hitting homers against
lefties, something he didn't do at all last season. The home run was his sixth of the season, and fourth off a left-hander.
St. Louis hit four homers in all, and broke
a 2-2 tie with a three-run fifth highlighted by
pinch-hitter Gary Gaetti's two-run double.
Rookies Mike Gulan, Mike Difclice and
Micah Franklin all contributed, with Franklin

•
••••-••••"

hitting his first major league home run.
Lankford had high praise for all three.
"They really ignited us tonight, even
though they were probably a little nervous,"
he said. "The way things have been going,
we needed something to get back on track."
Cardinals starter Todd Stottlemyre (2-2)
allowed three runs and five hits in six innings, and aided himself with an RBI
double.
With the score tied 2-2 in the fifth, Lankford singled with one out and went to third
on Franklin's single. Gulan's grounder
scored Lankford. Difelice singled, and after
Michael Mimbs replaced Phillies starter Calvin Maduro, Gaetti, batting for Mark Sweeney, doubled to left.
The Cardinals added three more runs in
the sixth. Delino DeShields tripled with one
out and scored on Willie McGee's single.
Lankford followed with his sixth homer of
the year.
• See Page 11
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PAGE 10
1:53 left in the game. Brown
wrapped his arm around the
smaller Ward's waist, lifted him
and threw him to the floor behind
the baseline.
New York's John Wallace
jumped on Brown, and players
from both teams joined the pile.
Before order was restored, several Knicks - including John
Starks, Larry Johnson and Allan
Houston - left their bench to
join the melee, while the Heat
players not in the game stayed on
the sideline.
According to NBA policy,
leaving the bench to join a fight
can result in a suspension.
Brown, Ward and Starks were
ejected because of the fight. New
York's Charles Oakley was
thrown out just two seconds before for throwing a punch at
Mourning.
"I expected it after they got
frustrated and we were pulling
away," said Brown, who had his
best game of the series with 18
points and 12 rebounds. "He
(Ward) went after my knees. If he
wants to play football, he can go
back to Florida State."
Ward, who won the 1993 Heisman Trophy as the Seminoles'
quarterback, denied he tried to
hurt Brown.

FROM

BRIEFS
Laker track teams run at Marshall, Trigg
In previously unreported high school track action, Calloway County competed in meets at Marshall County and Trigg County earlier this month.
On May 3 at Trigg, Calloway got four first place finishes from Russell
Lencki (high jump, long jump, triple jump and 110-meter high hurdles). Calloway also took first in the 4x100 relay (Emily Pyle, Susan Arnett, Shawna
Rushing and Christy McCuiston).
Calloway was second in the girls 100-meter hurdles (Shawna Rushing),
4x200 relay (Pyle, Rushing, McCuiston and Tiffany White), high jump (Jamie
Miller) and 400-meter run (Alberto Villanueva). Calloway was third in the
300-meter hurdles (Rushing), the 100-meter dash (Villanueva) and
1,600-meter run (Mike Hudson).
At the Marshall County Twilight Relays May 2, Calloway was second in the
long jump (Lencki) and third in the 4x100 (Pyle, White, Rushing and McCuiston), the 4x100 freshman relay (Ashley Islasias, Arnett, Alicia Eaves and
Amanda Jones) and the long jump (White).
MUSTANG LEAGUE
Wee Care posted a 10-5 victory over Taylor Bus. Seth Asher was the winning pitcher for Wee Care with seven strikeouts while Kent Erwin finished the
game with five strikeouts. At the plate for Wee Care: Asher, double; Erwin,
single; Nick Wolff, triple and double; Lucas Stone, tnple and single; and Carl
Williams, two singles; For Taylor Bus: Sam Sniderman, single; Matt Wells,
single: and Steven Montgomery, two singles.
MUSTANG LEAGUE ll
Hamilton Marble defeated Wal Mart 9-2. Hamilton Marble pitchers Chase
Futrell and Taylor Thieke held Wal Mart to two hits. Getting hits for Hamilton
Marble were Thieke, Antonio Kendall, Mason Thomas, Futrell and Joe Ben
Hendrick.
Last Monday, Hamilton Marble won a pitchers duel 1-0 over Bridles to
Britches. Chase Futrell and Taylor Thieke combined for 12 strikeouts on the
mound and allowed just two hits. Bridles to Britches pitchers Logan Schwetman and Hugh Rollins allowed just two hits as well. Joe Ben Hendrick had the
winning hit for Hamilton Marble.

"I was just trying to protect
myself," Ward said. "I'm not
going to let anyone treat me like
I'm a little kid."
Van Gundy said it is not an
automatic suspension to leave the
bench, and that only Brown
should be kept out of Game 6.
"If on every blockout you had
the right to body slam, then this
league would be the WWF," he
said.
Last October, NBA executive
Rod Thotn said in a memo that
any player who leaves the bench
area in connection with an altercation is subject to an automatic
one-game suspension and a fine
up to $20,000.
Except for the possible suspension of Brown, the fight played
right into the Heat's hands. After
the game, several players came
out of the showers singing "Are
you ready to rumble?"
After being physically outplayed by the Knicks for most of
the series, the Heat finally responded in Game 5. "They were
trying to test our manhood,"
Hardaway said.
Miami led 35-34 at the half,
then started hitting jump shots in
the second half. The Heat got
good production from their shooting guards, with Voshon Lenard
getting a teatn-high 21 points and

Willie Anderson coming oft the
bench to add nine.
The Knicks were led by Starks'
21 points, but were anemi,: most
of the night. They were °arebounded by Miami 42-31.
"(The fight) will take away the
focus on how really poorly v. e
played," Van Gundy said.
Miami says it is ready for an
intense series to get even meaner
on Friday night. Heat players said
they have to allow the emotional
noose to hang New York.

SCOREBOARD

Last Monday, T.J.'s Estates defeated Breaktime Billiards 14-2. Justin
Fox was the winning pitcher. Getting hits for T.J.'s Estates were: David Free,
three hits; Lucas Mathis, triple and double; Chase Duncan, two hits; Brian
Fox, single and home run; Justin Fox, two hits; and Brandon Wells, two hits.
For Breaktime: Justin Baurer, two hits; Brandon Steele, one hit; Josh Dunn,
one hit; and Jacob Nemey, one hit.

FROM PAGE 10
The Phillies took a 1-0 lead in
the first on Scott Rolen's RBI
single, but the Cardinals went
ahead 2-1 in the fourth on an RBI
single by Difelice and Stottlemyre's RBI double.
The Phillies' added a run in the
sixth inning on Darren Daulton's
fourth home run.
Franklin, who had three hits,
hit his first homer in the ninth to
make it 9-3, and Gaetti homered
later in the inning for a 10-3 lead.
After pinch-hitter Mike Gal-
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Century 21)

Open Saturdays Until Noon

MAJOR LEAGUES

On May 10, Rogers Electric defeated Dr. Heskett 22-4 Leading Rogers
Electric were: Robert Fry, triple, two doubles and a single; Beau Bogard,
triple and two singles. Tristan McAlister, Austin Rogers, Austin Mohler, Cole
Hurt, Anthony Taylor, Adario Mercadante, Devan Graves and Steven Miller all
had multiple hits. Leading hitters for Heskett were Adam Heskett, Todd Gibbs
and Jeremiah Harris.

American League
All TiT1041 CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Baltimore
25 12
676
590 3
Nevi York
23 16
541
5
TOMMO
20 17
16 22
421 9.4
potion
Boston
15 22
405 10
Centre! Division
W
L Pct. GB
lAkvaukee
19 16
543
Kansas City
19 17
528
Cleveland
18 19
486 2
389 514
Chicago
14 22
kannesom
375
15 25
Wiest Division
W
L Pct
GB
SeartM
23 15
605
1
Texas
21
15 .583
Anaheim
472 5
17
19
Oakland
16 24 .400 8
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 7, Doran 2
N.Y Yankees 6, lAnnesota 5, 12 innings
Texas 4, Cleveland 3. 10 innings
Kansas City 6, Boston 2
Oakland 7, 144i1V41Uille 4
Anaheim 6, Baltimore 5
SeaMe 9. Chicago White Sox 7
National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
667 Atlanta
26 13
16
590 3
23
Florida
20 16
Montreal
556 44
20
19
513 6
New York
14 24
368 11M
Philadelphia
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Pitttburgh
526
20 18
525
Houston
21
19
447
17 21
3
Si Louis
11
26
1
4
297 8/
Chicago
Cincinnati
11
26
297 84
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
639
23
13
San Francisco
22 15 .595
Colorado
21
15
583 2
Los Angeles
389 9
14 22
San Diego
Wadnasday's Gams*
Montreal 9, San Diego 7
Los Angeles 6. Chicago Cubs 4
St Louis 12, Philadelphia 3
Houston 1, N.Y. Mots 0
Pittsburgh 15, Colorado 10
Flonda 4, Atlanta 3
San Francisco 4, Cincinnal 2, 10 innings

On May 13, Rogers Electric was a 6-1 winner over Domino's. Robert Fry
hit a grand slam over the fence to lead Rogers Electric. Beau Bogard, Adario
Mercadante and Anthony Taylor all had multiple hits. For Domino's, Michael
Wallin, Matt Fry and Josh Eaker all had hits.

II Woods...
ger Woods heard words Wednesday he likely replayed in his
childhood daydreams many
times.
"On the tee," the announcer
drawled into the early morning
mist, "the 1997 Masters winner
The words had an almost physical effect on Woods. Deep into
composing his serious game face,
he jerked his head from the
ground and watched as tournament official Jim Jordan continued the introduction.
"A three-time U.S. Junior
Amateur champion, three-time
U.S. Amateur champion and fourtime winner on the PGA Tour
Woods stared now at the announcer - not the ground - almost as if he were in awe of his
own introduction.
"The world's most eligible bachelor," Jordan bellowed with a
flourish, "Eldrick 'Tiger'
Woods."
The hundreds of fans huddled
around the first tee for Woods'
7:30 a.m. pairing roared with
laughter and the air rippled with
applause. The target of the gentle
barb showed just a touch of embarrassment behind his broad

smile.
"To tell the truth, I really
wasn't listening when he first
started," Woods said. "Then he
got my attention. That most eligible bachelor stuff, that was
different."
Playing inside gallery ropes for
the first time since winning the
Masters, Woods chatted with his
playing partners, flirted with a
scorer and joked with his caddie
Mike "Fluff- Cowan.
"I needed the month off,"
Woods said, downplaying the rust
on his game. "Now I have to get
back to golf."
That starts in earnest today.

2.

BASEBALL TOP

On-Site Repair For:
• Nicks/Dents
• Scratches
• Cabinet Refinishing
• Moving Damage
Antiques

•
•
•
•
•

Cigareue Burns
Broken Joints
Water Marks
Chair Regluing
Molding

MAY SPECIAL
10% OFF
Kitchen Cabinets & /or Free
Service Call ($35 Value)

(542) 5274100 or $04469.1069
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Quit Being
MISLED

WAKE UP!!!

We can match or beat Wal-Mart prices...
But they can't match or beat our service.

We are your dealer for

JVC Pioneer, Kenwood and Orion
car & home stereo systems
37 years in business
VISA

We are the professionals

World of Sound =
222 S 12th St • '0 .rra% •

751

SS

Body Shop, Inc.

Tefldspirs

(Since 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing

rsItt"-%‘

(Large or Smolt)

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134

Unleash Your Potential!

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Set. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash 8 Carry
Good Thro 5/21/97

YERS umber Co.
(502)753-6450

500 South 4th, Murray

'

KIDS DON'T SEEM TO MIND
OUR SUMMER SCHOOL
Perfectfor bordering shrubs, walkways, driveways, etc. Pressure treated to resist insects
and decay.

Parents tell us iVs because they're having fun while learning the -Three C's" Confidence, Control, and CO0Celltrat1011. At Martial Arts Amenca, our
Martial Arts Training teaches more than ;List self defense. It builds character,
self confidence, discipline, and helps your child prepare for the challenges
theyll face the rest of their lives Not to mention the next school year)

Quikrete
Concrete
Mix

Pressure Treated
8' Landscape
Timbers

Don't let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching TV or playing
Nintendo. This summer, let us teach them something they can actually use in
real life. Call us today to take advantage of our "Summer School Special"

$99.95
Includes uniform!
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CALL TODAY!
1411 Olive Blvd. • Murray

12Zt 753-S1111
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SUMMER
SPECIAL!

$2
69
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See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs,
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80 lb. bag

$257
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
H Pct,
G AB
R
374
Roberts KC
33 115 17 43
TManinez NYY
365
39 159 33 58
Justice Cle
36 126 25 46
365
361
JuFranco Cle
33 119 19 43
29 109 17 39
358
SurhofI Bat
351
*Anderson EMI
35 134 26 47
347
IRodnguez Tex
34 144 22 50
347
Gnney Jr Sea
37 147 34 51
Leyntz Ana
29 104 23 36
346
BeWilkarns NYY
39 160 37 55
344
Horne Runs
Gnney Jr, Seattle, 17, TMartinez, New York, 16,
ToClark, Detroit. 13, McGwire, Oakland, 13, Justice. Cleveland, 12, MaWilliams, Cleveland. 10,
MVaughn. Boston, 9
Runs Batted In
TMartinez, New York, 47, Gnhey Jr. Seattle, 45,
ToClark, Detroit, 39, Justice. Cleveland, 33,
CRipken, Salem/are. 33, MaYathams. Cleveland, 31
JBell, Kansas City. 31, O'Neill. New York, 31
Pitching (5 Decisions)
Witt. Texas, 6-0, 1 000, Key. Baltimore. 7-0.
1.000; Clemens, Toronto, 6-0, 1 000, Noumea New
York, 6-1, .857; Enckson, Baltimore. 6.1, .857,
Dickson, Anaheim, 5-1, 833, Mussina, Baltimore,
5-1, .833, RaJohnson, Searlle, 5-1. 833
NATIONAL LEAGUE
G AB
R
H Pct.
LWaker Col
36 141
40 57
404
395
Blausta All
39 119 24 47
17 151
32 55 . 364
EcYoung Col
Gwynn SD
36 145 20 52 .359
Aatl Col
Ga
Lottioanag
39 171
32 61 .357
33 127 32 45
354
28
51
349
38 146
Tucker
341
°M
uctud NYM
All
35 129 20 44
36 138 24 47 .341
HRodn uez Mon
Segu Mon
34 122 25 40 .328
Horne Runs
LWalker, Coiorado. 13, Castilla Colorado, 10
Bagwek, Houston, 10, Hundley, New York, 10,
Jlopez, Atlanta. 9. HRodnguez, Momrsal. 9;
RWhite, Montreal, 8, Mondes.. Los Angeles. 8,
Kent San Francisco, 8, Abu, Florida, 8
Runs Batted In
LWalker. Colorado, 40; Alcu, Florida. 36, Bagwet. Houston. 35. Galarraga, Colorado, 35, Kent,
San Francisco, 34, Hundley. Now York, 34; 81thane Colorado, 34
Pitching (5 Decisions)
PJMartnez, Montreal. 6-0. 1 000, Neagle. Atlanta, 6-0, 1 000, Gardner, San Francisco, 4-1,
.800; GMaddux, Atlanta. 4-1, 800, Sveitl, Colorado.
4-1, .800, BJones. New York. 6-2, .750; Estes. San
Francisco, 5-2, 714.
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East Main • 753-5606

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Rya

UNIRITRUX
IONNOr

Holland Me Co.

cc
igs

753-9627

PARK LEAGUE I
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84111.0

GENERAL • MICHELIN

'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
S,ATI P.M

[ego singled, Royce Clayton followed with his fourth home run
to make it 12-3.
The Cardinals had a seasonhigh 17 hits, including nine hits
and five runs in 4 2-3 innings oil
Maduro.
"It was a battle for Calvin
Made° tonight from the get-go,"
Phillies manager Terry Francona
said. "He's a young kid (22) and
he's been pretty consistent for us.
Maybe we expect it all the time.
He'll have nights like this and
I'm sure he'll bounce back."
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Jane Rogers Ins.

a

•Lankford...

Sponsored By:

Last Tuesday, Coast to Coast posted a 3-2 victory over Coles, Inc., as
Drew Jonas stole home with the winning run. For Coast to Coast, Edward
Baust had a two-run homer, Ryan Cobb doubled, and Chris Owen singled.
For Coles, Roger Jones has an inside-the-park home run, while Brandon
Thurmond and Greg Ryan each singled. For Coast to Coast, Baust pitched a
complete game, striking out 13, and Jacob Damall fanned 12 in going the
distance for Coles.

smart We can't get into a
hrawl."
Over in the Knicks' dressing
room, Buck Williams said the
real culprit of Wednesday night's
fight was Miami coach Pat Riley.
"I think he incited his players," Williams said. "1 think the
way he handles his team, he tries
to get his players to play a certain
style of basketball."
Riley dismissed the brawl or
the notion of any feud between
the Heat and the team he used to
coach.
"There ain't no bad blood.
That's bull," Riley said. "It was
Just a little wrestling match."
play

"It's going to be real nasty,"
Hardaway said. "The referees are
going to control us. We've got to

A

BRONCO LEAGUE
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UNLOCK
Your Child's
TO Future

,v.

‘.,,ocimen 20-pay, cash salue lul insurance plan an he the KEY
to sour Juld s !inure.
Its life insurana. that s paid up in 20
ye ifS, offering a ;ash salue feature that
can help your child itnance a college
edocatxm, a business or a down payment
on 3 horn..
Contact your 1#),,,xkliiken representative
toda.s and t .N1.( X'K your child's future.
oodinen
rhe F \\I II Fratcrnity"®
Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Mapte, Murray
753-5234
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Logging rule means'no
saw, no stumps, no service'
WASHINGTON (AP) --- The
Clinton administration rejected
environmentalists' request to
change a Forest Service rule so
they could try to outbid loggers
for national forest timber sales
and protect the trees instead of
cut them.
Conservation groups in Arizona, Oregon and Washington
state had petitioned the Agriculture Department for a change of
the rule that requires winning
bidders to actually go through
with the proposed logging.
"The government just hung a
big sign on the entrance to our
national forests. It reads, 'no saw,
no stumps, no service," Mitch
Friedman, executive director of
the Northwest Ecosystem Alliance in Bellingham, Wash., said
Wednesday.
Agriculture Undersecretary
James Lyons, who oversees the
Forest Service, said he was rejecting the request to legalize

STRING SAVING
ON ALL PRE-OWNED CARS and TRUCKS
1996 Ford Thunderbird - Emerald Green w/ Grey Cloth, Full, Power,
Alloy Wheels, 13K Miles, One Owner
1996 Chevrolet Tahoe - Four Wheel Drive, LT Decor Package, Dark
Cherry and Silver Two Tone w/ Grey Leather, Towing Package, 11K Mi.
1996 Chevrolet S10 - Extended Cab, V6, Automatic, LS Decor, Burgandy
W/ Charcoal Cloth, 26K Mi., Alloy Wheels
1996 Chevrolet S10 - Fended Cab, V6, 5 Speed, LS Decor, Light Blue
Metallic w/ Grey Cloth, 18K M, . Alloy Wheels
1996 Toyota Rav4 -,vite v,.. Charcoal Cloth, Full Power, Alloy Wheels,
16K Mi., Four De,:,
1996 Toyota Camry LE - Burgundy w/Grey Cloth, 13K Miles, Full Power

1996 Toyota Paseo - Twoi2oor Coupe, Black w/ Dark Grey Cloth, Cassette,
Air, 7K M.

1996 Chevrolet C1500 - c.,. „,-ado, 350 V8, Automatic, Red w/ Grey Cloth,

I

26K MI.., Short Wheel BL:-,,,. .!\oy Wheels
1996 Chevrolet Blazer -:Decor, White w/ Gre Leather, All the Equipment,
34K Mi., One Owr,er
1995 Cutlass Supreme - '.3L Equipment, Red w/ Graphite Cloth, HAI
Power, 43K Mi.
1995 Mercury Sable- L__, E, pment Package, Leather Interior, CD, Alloy
Wheels, 37K Mi.
1995 Chevrolet S10 - l±', HicKage, 4 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Red w/ Grey
Cloth, One Owner, New f7l.":-. Trade-In
1995 Nissan Pick-Up - P,1..,'; Grey Cloth, XE Package, Automatic,
Regular Cab, 28K M.
1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo - LS, Green w/ Grey Cloth, Full Power,
Alloy Wheels, 26K t,ili
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix - SE, Red w/ Charcoal Cloth, 34K Mi., Four
Door, One Owner, New C,iir Trade
1995 Ford F150 - XL fi--(.1-- _-:iije, 32K Mi., 6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Bright Blue
w! Grey Cloth
1995 Mitsubishi Eclipse GST- Red w/ Grey Leather, 5 Speed, Sunroof,
CD Player, 18K Mi. A.H ,, Wheels
1995 Toyota Corolla DX - White w/ Grey Cloth, Automatic, Full Power,
Cassette, 41K Mi.
1995 Chevrolet Cheyenne - Red w/ Grey Cloth, 26K Mi., V8 Engine,
Silverado Appearance Package
1995 Chevrolet Beretta - White w/ Blue Cloth, Automatic, Cassette, 33K

mi.
1994 Mercury Cougar - Burgandy w/ Burgandy Cloth, Full Power,V6,
Cassette, 49K MI

1993 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme - SL Package, Alloy Wheels,
White w/ Grey Inter,-..r 50K fv1 , Four Door
1993 Cadillac Fleetwood - Academy Grey w/ Grey Leather, 48K One
Owner Miles, Full Cadila(_; Warranty
1993 Dodge Dakota .- %.c?nded Cab, LE Decor, Automatic, V8, 47K Mi.,
Black & Silver Two Tone, Alloy Wheels
1993 Mazda 626 LX - Geen w/ Grey Interior, Automatic, Full Power,
Cassette, 44K Mi.
1992 Ford Ranger - XLT Decor, Short Wheel Base, 27K Mi., 4 Cylinder,
5 Speed

1992 Chevrolet Lumina - Eurosport, Four Door Sedan, White w/ Burgandy
Cloth, 56K Mi., One Owner, New Car Trade
1992 Chevrolet Caprice - Dark Green w/ Grey Cloth,65K Mi., Full Porer,
One Owner
i1991 Chevrolet Blazer - K5, Full Size Silverado, Black & Silver Two Tone
W/ Gre Cloth, 69K Mi., All the Options, Clean
WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY
OM/ROUT
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1-800-325-3229

(9011 642-3900

Prisoners use
spoons to dig
way to freedom
KISHINEV, Moldova (AP) —
Seven inmates broke out of a
prison in the Moldovan capital
after using spoons to hack their
way through a wall, a news
agency reported Wednesday.
The prisoners, serving long
terms for theft, took two weeks to
chip a hole in the prison wall, deputy prison director Arkady Socirce said, according to the
ITAR-Tass news agency.
Prison guards did not realize
what was happening because the
prisoners replaced the bricks in
the hole whenever their cells
were checked, he said.

The Homeplace- 1850 living history farm at TVA's Land Between The Lakes
presents River Sounds,Saturday, May 24,from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. Formerly
known as the Four Rivers Folk Festival, River Sounds will feature traditional
dance and music and self-guided tours of the living history farm. For more
Information please call 502-924-2020.

Flint cheered in city where
he was tried for obscenity
CINCINNATI (AP) — More
than 500 people cheered Larry
Flynt as the Hustler publisher
hawked his magazine in the city
where he was prosecuted on obscenity charges 20 years ago.
Flynt, who uses a wheelchair,
was surrounded in a downtown
square. Police kept a watch on
the crowd but made no move
against the flamboyant Flynt,
who promised in April to return
to Cincinnati and sell his sexually
explicit magazine.
Some people had money in
their hands but Flynt said he gave
the copies away.
Flynt, whose life story was
told last year in the movie "The
People vs. Larry Flynt," was
convicted in 1977 of pandering
obscenity and engaging in organized crime for trying to sell Hustler in Cincinnati. The conviction
was overturned, but stores in Hamilton County stopped selling the
magazine when Flynt was prose-

Military records for
WWII veterans sought
Attention World War II Veterans And Their Families:
The Calloway County Genealogical Societies of the Jackson Purchase
are cooperating in an effort to obtain and preserve the military records of
the men and women who served in any branch of the military during the
World War II era. If you are interested in preserving the records of a
World War II veteran or veterans we have a form which needs to be filled
out with as much information as you have regarding the military service
of your veteran(s).
The form is to replace the records which were destroyed by fire in
1970. It seems there are no complete records anywhere for the Jackson
Purchase area. We hope the families in Calloway County, Kentucky
have regard and honor for these veterans as well as all those who without
hesitation have followed the call of this wonderful country when the cry
has gone out that our nation was threatened. You may pick up a form at
the Public Library, Calloway County Judge Executive Office or
contact Alvis Jones. "Your efforts will be rewarded with gratitude."
said Elizabeth Brown of Murray.
Ad space provided by the Ledger and Times

cuted out

of fear that they, too,
would be prosecuted.
Some in the crowd snapped
photographs and chanted "Larry,
Larry" during his 45 minutes on
Fountain Square downtown. Posters read "Hustler on sale here."
"This is nice, man," said Otis
Miller, 44, a factory worker who
held a magazine Flynt had given
him. "1 wanted to support the
man. ... I hope it (Hustler) comes
back here." ,
Nearby, one person held a sign
that read "Pornography destroys
homes and lives — you're still
not welcome!"
The crowd broke up after Flynt
disappeared into a hotel.
Police had said they planned to
monitor Flynt's appearance. Hamilton County Prosecutor Joseph
Deters called Flynt's mission a
publicity stunt. But his office did
not specifically rule out prosecuting Flynt again, saying in advance that if a complaint was
made, it would be reviewed.
Earlier this week, Flynt said he
sees his plan to sell Hustler in
Cincinnati as a free-speech issue.
"What I'm looking for is to be
arrested and go to trial, and hopefully win this time," Flynt said.
"I really see this as unfinished
business in Cincinnati. If they
don't arrest me, I definitely will
open a store."
The city could act against
Flynt on an ordinance that prohibits displays offered for sale or
barter on Fountain Square. City
officials said Flynt had not requested a waiver.
Flynt, who was paralyzed from
the waist down in a shooting in
Georgia in 1978, denied he was
just seeking publicity. He said he
was irked that Hustler hasn't
been sold in the city since he was
prosecuted.

Paris, TN

Your child will
find our summer
day camp program
more rewarding
than what's
offered here.
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YMCA Summer Day Camp
Begins June 2, 1997
Location: East Elementary
Time: 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
includes field trips & swimming

YMCA

Registration: Friday, May 16, 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
YMCA, 1510 Chestnut

CHILDCARE
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753-4295

1510 Chestnut St., Murray
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CHEVROLET-OLDS-CADILLAC-GEO-TOYOTA

2420 E. Wood St.

"nonharvesting bids," partly because it would be a waste of the
money spent to study the environmental impacts of the proposed
logging.
"While we find your proposal
interesting and novel, we do not
believe it is feasible," Lyons said
in a notice to Peggy Hennessy, a
Portland, Ore., lawyer representing the environmentalists.
The Forest Service spends significant amounts of money to assess potential environmental consequences of logging, Lyons said.
Some timber sales are intended
to reduce fire risks and improve
wildlife habitat conditions in addition to provide commercial timber for saw mills, said Lyons.
"If a sale were awarded to a
nonharvcsting bidder, other benefits of that sale would also be forgone," he said.
Chris West, vice president of
the Northwest Forestry Association in Portland, said his group
had urged the administration to
maintain the current rule.
"I don't think anybody in their
right mind would be willing to allow someone who has no intention of fulfilling the contract to
be awarded the work," West
said.
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MHS students selected as Governor's Scholars

Calloway County High School was one of40 chapters represented at the 45th annual FFA Field Day sponsored by the
department of agriculture at Murray State University. The annual spring contest drew students from three states and
featured both team and Individual competition in 17 events. Students who placed In events received SpOdai
recognition at their annual chapter banquet. Raid Day offers valuable experience to high school students and
provides an excellent opportunity to visit the Murray State campus and learn about any of the 11 agriculture programs
leading to baccalaureate degrees.
--MSU photo
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OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Farmers from the former Soviet
Union, learning to operate as independent businessmen, are touring family farms across western
Kentucky to learn about American techniques.
"We came here to learn from
American farmers because we are
just beginning to be independent,
private farmers," said Davron
Djumanov through an interpreter.
"We are just in the beginning
of private farming process. For
the first time, we have opportunity and responsibility for our own
and we hope to have a good future like you have here."
Djumanov, Tulqinjon Tursunov
from Uzbekistan and Biken Bazarbekova and Kudaibergen Kantarbaev from Kazakhstan have
been in Kentucky since early
May. They're here on an exchange with the Kentucky Farm
Bureau and the Citizens Network
for Foreign Affairs in Washington, D.C.
Both countries, Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan, are part of the former Soviet Union and near the
Chinese border.
The four farmers toured the
Estes family's farm in Owensboro and had lunch there. The Estes presented them with some
locally produced soybean oil. The
visitors will be touring farms in
western Kentucky until Friday,
when they'll head home.
Kentucky Farm Bureau is
working with the Private Farmers
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Tests begin
on King rifle
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SOUTH KINGSTOWN, R.I.
(AP) — The gun believed to have
killed Martin Luther King Jr. was
fired for the first time in nearly
20 years as part of James Earl
Ray's latest effort to prove his
innocence.
Weapons experts donned raincoats and safety goggles to shoot
the gun six times Wednesday into
a 900-gallon water tank, then
fished out the bullets for testing.
Ray, who pleaded guilty to assassinating King but then recanted, hopes tests on his rifle
will show the bullet that killed
the civil rights leader in 1968
came from another weapon. Such
a conclusion could pave the way
for the trial he has wanted for
decades.
Results may not be available
until next month.
"I felt this strong sense of history," said George Reich of the
Suffolk County, N.Y., crime lab,
who was the first to pull the trigger. "It's been a highlight in my
career to be involved in this."
A prosecutor and defense laer observing the tests at the
university of Rhode Island
ed down their significance,
how ver.
Defense lawyer Jack McNeil
said even if the tests show the
bullet came from Ray's gun, it
does not prove Ray fired the weapon and he will continue to seek
a trial.
John Campbell of the Shelby
County, Tenn., district attorney's
office said he does not believe
another trial will change anything. He called the tests
"useless."
The Remington .30-06 rifle
was removed Wednesday from a
padlocked, black case and the
three fragments of the bullet from
King's body were displayed in a
clear plastic container.
Six shots were fired into a tank
of water. The tests are to continue today and Friday, with up
to 12 more shots fired.
Ray is seriously ill with liver
disease, adding new urgency to
his longtime effort to get a trial.
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Association in Uzbekistan and InOther farmers hit the market
diana Farm Bureau is working with onions before he did so no
with the group in Kazakhstan to one wanted to buy his product.
set up an association similar to
"Right now, we are in a situaFarm Bureau, said Tony Hollo- tion where more than half the poway, Kentucky Farm Bureau field pulation lives in rural areas and
supervisor for Daviess and sur- all are farmers," he said. "There
are a lot of agricultural products
rounding counties.
Holloway spent a month in Uz- and low prices."
Akmoldoeva described it as "a
bekistan earlier this year.
"We are trying to get them or- difficult transition period" from
ganized and instrumental in deve- state-managed collective farms to
independent farmers.
loping farm policy," he said.
All four farmers described amIt is also a cultural and educaazement with the outgoing,
tional exchange.
Most of the farms in the two friendly attitudes of U.S. farmers;
countries are much smaller than their tidy operations; strong ecothose in the United States and logical practices and technology.
they do not actually own the land
"They have a good belief in
but have rights to it for 99 years, their future," Djumanov said.
said Bibira Akmoldoeva, the "They know what they want and
group's interpreter who works for what they can do and will do it."
the Citizens ,Network.
Those rights carry from generation to the next and include all
the profits from the land and the
rights to decide what to grow and
even to rent it to another. But
The Fifth Annual Classic Antique
ownership is retained by the Bicycle, Whizzer Motor Bike and
state.
Cushman Motor Scooter Show and
Crops grown by the four far- swap meet will be held Saturday,
mers include wheat, corn, cotton, May 24 at the Hazel Community
sugar beets, vegetables and fruits, Center, located eight miles south of
in addition to raising sheep and Murray.
cattle. Some crops they sell to
Each year the event grows, with
companies and others they sell at entries this year expected from as
farmers markets, but sometimes far away as Florida and Wisconsin,
they have a difficult time finding as well as Tennessee, Kentucky and
markets.
surrounding states. They will be
"Last year I produced onions showing their antiques, both rebut couldn't sell them so they stored and unrestored. The public is
spoiled," Kantarbaev said.
invited to attend and share in the

A statewide selection committee
has selected Adam Bartnik and
Amy Mangla, both Murray High
School students, as Governor's
Scholars.
Brad Simmons will serve as an
alternate.
Begun in 1983, the Governor's
Scholars Program strives to motivate and empower Kentucky's
brightest young people to become
effective citizens — future leaders
with a zeal for excellence and a
mind for innovation.
In their junior year of high
school, students are nominated by
their high school guidance counselor to submit an application to the
program. Based on their junior class
population,local school districts are
allowed to submit a select number
of these nominees for consideration
at the state level. A statewide
selection committee, comprised of
education, business, and civic leaders, blindly read and judge the
applications of the over 1200 semifinalists from across the state.
Selection of the 700 finalists is
based upon excellence in four
categories: academic achievement,
student activities and awards, an
essay, and teacher recommendations. While any high school junior
from a public, private, or parochial
institution may apply, only those
who possess the rare qualities of
both academic excellence and exceptional community involvement
are bestowed the honor of becoming
a Governor's Scholar.
Once selected to attend the prestigious, all expense paid, five-week
residential program,the scholars are
challenged by an educational philosophy that is interdisciplinary and
non-traditional, strongly emphasizing hands-on experiences and discussion groups over classroom lectures. Noted scientists, writers, edu-

excellence and sense of civic responsibility in its participants.
Kentucky colleges and universities recognize the merits of this
honor by providing partial or full
scholarships for Governor's Scholars Alumni.

cators, thinkers and business leaders
enhance the experience by visiung
the campuses to speak and to serve
as inspiration for these future leaders. The Kentucky Governor's
Scholars Program prides itself on
helping to instill a spirit of academic

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn

(Cooper
TIRES

7 5 Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd

• Murray • 753-1111

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors.
Not Pre Feb Carpenter Built All Oualiry Materials

A. 4" concrete floor
reInforaml with
wire mesh
12" footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
plywood
J
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 214 fascia
sluminum covered
P 200 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

In concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
(*"...
F. XI studs, 16 0 C
O. 7'
Ellandek
underseiing
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

r

We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxo
Hardboard Siding
1,/, CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22102)
CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'4 CAR (24x30)

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

1 ,/, CAR (12120)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'i CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24x30)

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFAC170N IS OUR GOAL

Hazel to host antique
Whizzer bike show May 24

161

trading, selling, swapping and
storytelling.
Free rides will be provided from
the Community Center show
grounds to downtown Hazel and its
famous collection of antique stores
on a custom 1963 Cushman Truckster. A 20 mile ride will be held for
participants. An Ice Cream Social
ends the day at 7:30 p.m.
If you have a bicycle, motor bike
or scooter you've been planning on
restoring, there will be plenty of
information and those "hard to find
parts."

ii

800-325-3229
$7,000* Off Any Mark III
Conversion Van
MSRP In Stock

l'IIII,ro,i

753-1725
1-800-472-8852

407
N. 12th St.
Murray

VISA

4.11111
WSW

Creative Landscaping

50% OFF

(

$4,000* Off Any

Mark III Truck
MSRP In Stock

All Lilac Bushes
fit's time to feed your Azaleas with\
Aluminum sulfate or
Azalea 4 Evergreen Food )

* Unusual To iar Plants *
Photinia
Cypress
Globe Spruce
Arborvitae

Roses
Herbs
White Pine
Perennials

HAPPY HOUR

Ose„
to/77
Special Leases/Financing up to 84 mo. WAC

WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE
YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY

PEPPERS

Every Friday In May 5:30-7:30

5

Ctt
otO

CHEVROLET-OLDS-CADILLAC-GEO-TOYOTA

/0
4D

Off Storewide

2400 E. Wood St.

'

All Sales Apply To Cash &

Carry Items Only

Oldsmobile

We Are Moving in August
111111 mumlam ktir till' miming!

..drtir.•'•".••••

' ••• • ••••• •

Paris, TN

Gee.
'All prices • tax, license, ttle and registration
Dealer retains all Factory to Dealer Incentives & Rebates

Impllo will 11111

"..110,01001ibetr.riii•et
‘
.
1"4.11.414
7:
:
22
4

-
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•
•
•
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•
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THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

CLASSIFIED
ADJUSTMENTS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1212:42Y Ai
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Olscour4 Ind tun,
40% Discount Sid Run.
044.140 Mot AP Miro Day PaNkigU
$2.00 per column inch extra tor
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Resider Adt
30$ per word, $6.00 minimum
lst day.trs per word per day tor
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tor
bind box ads.
raea-skiditlisq2212Pgda
A $2.00 me wit be required to make
any changes to ad otter deadline.

010

010
020
025
040
050
070
090
((Si
110
120
1 10

Card or
Legal Notice
Nouce
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

New Concord District #2
Calloway County Fire Protection
Nominees Are:
Darrel A. McFerron
721 Dunbar Rd.
New Concord, KY 42076

Stuart A. Conover
550 Edgewood Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
Election to be held June 14, 1997, 11:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. at New Concord Fire Station 402.
020

Notice

Notice

,
y

a

•. tit

-r

f, THE PEONIES
ARE BLOOMING!

ARE your ancestors Civil
War veterans') Free military headstones Call
502-441-2026

BETHEL
...GARDENS

Pa
'

" Located off 94 East
12 miles from Murray.
Follow Signs
04.

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

Special
Hosta Sale

$4.00
.

pa
k

•at

Tues

20LB LP Gas Refills,
$5.95 w/ad. B&B Brokers,
701 S 121h St
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

_Over 50 Varieties At

753-2993
/0 arn.-5 p.m
•

MEATLOAF New Concord
Mkt every Tuesday Now
open Sam-6pm, 7 days

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
25 yrs. In Business

11.aot)4:-s iriL

S

Formal Wear and Limousine
TUXEDOS - '97 NEW 97 STYLES
400 styles to select from
FREE
'97 Charms
304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

1-888-367-6757
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713

clarion
1LP 870

4C=.10

Tapes
Car

Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Llxleland

753-3113

7.er.ter

HALEY'S
LARental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4003 policy
404 SO
a.56

KALE
411 61
14 16

NEW LOWER RATES AGE

FEMALE
89 20
10 96
GO UP

.9.80

1750

1309

a9.86
age 70

21 78

15 54

59.75

27 31

19 33

36 77

28 18

Premiums guaranteed NOT to incrwasti

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4110
NeIloharide TOLL FREE 1400-456-4199

•

. Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques

160
165
170
180
190
. ..
195 . ..
200
210
220

Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
MUSICAL'

In Memory
240
Miscellaneous
260 . Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
270
280 .. Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1leaung And Cooling
290
300
Business Rentals

360

Help
Wanted

Motorcycles
Auto Servict
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Fret Colum^

Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• D•acitinos or. 2 dort
advoncol

Wanted

128
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Business
Opportunity

Help
Wanted

Computers

MANAGER Trainee: Be- TRUCK Driver needed for LOCAL Business. Average CHILD Computer. DAK
come a part of the 41 office local business. M-F day $9L per month. Asking BSR CD40X,Z86 & printer.
of a Fortune 500 Co. We trips only. Current CDL, $64K, financing available 753-7787.
are searching for a strong, medical card & clean driv- with strong credit & $16K LIVE INTERNET training
Available Thru Age 84.
goal oriented leader who is ing record required. Send down. Murray area
with FREE manual, 6-9PM
a self-starter to assist in replys to: PO Box 1446, 1-800-673-5668.
Our most comprehenMonday's $49 prepaid
opening and developing Murray, KY 42071.
Other subjects available
sive policy pays for
our business in the West
800* Hawkins Research
Skilled, Intermediate or
WANTED: Full time sales- UNLIMITED
AVON sales. $8-$18/hr. No
Exper- Kentucky area. This indivi- person, salary plus com- INTERNET- Internet ac- 753-7001
OWN!TO
DRIVE
Custodial Care With
door to door. Easy
drivers, $0 dual must be willing to mission Apply in person at cess anywhere, anytime!
Medicare's new guidemethods! Quick Cash!'Bo- ienced
all miles. Own- travel to Nashville once or W. Mattress, 706 N 12th $17.33 a month. No busy SUMMER Comput•r
down/$.80c
nuses' 1-800-827-4640
lines for confinement
months. Aver- twice a week. We offer a (JC Penney shopping signals, no phone bill sur- Camp for Kids ages 6-14.
36
in
ership
ind/s1s/rep.
Nursing Home Insurprises! Web-page. E-mail, 1 week long, 8-12AM or
age 10,000+ miles a month progressive and liberal center).
ance is more important
a-DRIVERS, OTR Innova- Company drivers: newer compensation structure. In& more. Switch to VTI 1-5PM,$149. Call Hawkins
than ever
tive Trucking Company equipment. Competitive terested individuals should WELDER & pipe fitter, and 800-385-5033ext 7110 Research today and regislooking for driving profes- pay and benefits. New send your resume to: licensed plumbers. Apply in
Business opportunity avail- ter. 753-7001.
For Imo
sionals who are serious ab- Apple Lines 800-843-8308 P.O.Box 682252, Franklin, person at Ernie Davis & able also.
Information cell:
TN 37068-2252.
Son's mechanical job
140
out miles and money! We or 800-843-3384. Call!
trailer, 1421 St Rt 121 N.,
Want
offer: food, hometime &
stufweekly
$1,000
EARN
Murray, KY. Regional Spel
Call
To Buy
benefits.
home.
at
envelopes
fing
MYSTERY Shopper cial Event Center.
800-633-0550.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
Start now No experience wanted for occasional on
133 MHz Intel PENTIUM collections. 753-9433 day
Free supplies, Info No obli- going assignment in Mura-LOCAL company seekWILDLIFE/
Multi-Media Corporate or night
gation. Send LSASE to: ray Help us review the
-tree 10Ca, Claim service'
ing qualified applicants for
CONSERVATION JOBS
ACE, Dept 1209 Box 5137, service of a local financial Now hiring Game War- Computer 16BM/1.6GB
Primtechniaan.
computer
CASH paid for good, used
DIABETICS! (USING IN- ary responsibilities include Diamond Bar, CA 91765. institution. dens, Security, Mainte- w/1 FREE training- FREE rifles, shotguns, and pis$1499.00.
Only
software.
SULIN)- Did you know providing end- user techni- EUROPEAN Skin Care 1-800-725-9550.
nance, Park Rangers. No 753-7001.
tols. Benson Sporting
Medicare or insurance cov- cal support on all types of Company, establishing
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
(DTFI truck driver. Conven- Exp. necessary. For appli
ers most supplies? Save computer products. Must sales team. Teach Pure. tional tractor, (van), be cation and info call 200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM Murray.
money- call 800-633-2001. have a thorough under- Swiss skin care & color. home regular Must have at 800-299-2470, ext KY 111 Multi-Media Home CompuLiberty Medical. Satisfac- standing of the personal Immediate openings, part & least lyr experience. Call C, 8am-9pm, 7 days.
ter 32MB/2.1GB w/15" M STANDING TIMBER- any
bon guaranteed. No HMO computer industry, and of- full time. Unlimited income,
Tons of FREE software- species, large or small
753-0912.
Members. Mention fer a high degree of cus- cash bonuses, Hawaii,
070
FREE training. Only tracts. 502-753-2533.
Domestic
AS-CDOO.
$1999.00. Hawkins Re- WANTED. Riding mowers
tomer satisfaction. Addi- Mercedes Benz. Quality PAINTERS- Blacks decorating center is recruiting for
& Childcare
search 753-7001.
that need work. 436-2867
DIABETICS!(using insulin) tional responibilities in- training and management painters. Interested perMedicare pays for your clude providing assistance program. Please call now,
for
megabyte
business.
my
PER
is
6.99
CLEANING
voice
leave
should
sons
WANT to buy a used portsupplies. We bill them,ship to current network special- Tracy. 1-502-522-8147
office. Call Linda, standard 72 pin MEMORY.
mail message by calling Home or
able basketball goal Call
or
hardware
on
ist
network
to you. Save money_ SatisFREE installation required. 759-9778 after 5pm
EXPERIENCED carpenter (502)759-8609. Recruiting 759-9553.
faction guaranteed. Liberty configuration issues. Qual- in custom finish & framing
Located 8 inches east of
23,
May
Friday,
thru
run
will
cleaning
EXPERIENCED
Medical 800-748-1662. No ifications should include a 436-2766
Papa John's Pizza. 1304 WANTED: 200 AMP power
applicain
walkNo
1997.
lady desires housecleaning Chestnut 753-7001.
pole. Please call 753-7050
HMO members. Mention minimum of 1- year prior
related experience. Must EXPERIENCED merchan- tions accepted. Equal Op- position_ 489-2443, after
or 474-8050.
AS-AA01.
4pm.
be able to provide strong diser needed for night re- portunity Employer.
FREE Pregnancy Tests customer service and learn sets 888-274-3210 ext
PART time maintenance. HOUSE cleaning & comUfehouse 753-0700
in an unstructured environ- *260
Must have good manners, mercial cleaning. Call Lori
polite, and work well with 474-8340.
be
GLIDDEN PAINT CLOSE- ment_ Should have excel
&
FRIENDLY TOYS
OUT! $5.00 A gal., all lent organizational, plan- GIFTS- Has immediate people Lawn skills reHourly Managers =,
ning,
problemand
solving
quired. Starting pay $6/hr. HOUSE & office cleaning
paints & stains, as long as
area
your
in
openings
For our rapidly expanding Western KY &
stock last Black's Decorat- skills. To apply send re- Number one in party plan• Apply at Hilldale Apart- Fast, efficient & reasonable
Phone
ing Center, 701 S 4th St., sume to: PO Box 1040-1, Toys, gifts, Christmas, ments office, 7-3 Mon-Fri
Metropolis markets. We offer paid vacMurray, KY 42071.
(502)753-6199.
EOE. 437-4113.
Murray.
home decor, tree catalog
ation, stock purchase plan,flexible hours,
ROOM To Grow Preschool,
information
MISS KENTUCKY- Ameri- BABYSITTER/ companion and
excellent training with many opportunireputable, prestigious
for
a
school
High
girl.
old
6yr
PART-time
receptionist
800-488-4875
can Coed/Teen/Preteen/
with certified
college
with
or
center
student
ties for advancement. Pay based on
busy
a
in
available
position
Princess Scholarship PaFULL TIME ADVERTISlow teacher/ child
experience Send resume to:
geant for girls 3-20. For transportation 2-5 days a ING ASSISTANT POSI- medical practice. Previous teacher;
ratios; -openings available
application or brochures week. References re- TION AVAILABLE- Office experience in computer
McDonald's, 107 N. 12th,
one to three year olds
for
Call
no
if
quired.
753-5647
insurance
and
entry
data
800-869-5974. No makeup
located in Frankfort News- filing preferred. Must be Enroll your child today! Call
leave
answer
message.
Murray, KY 42071
allowed for young girls.
paper experience pre753-6578 to learn more abHeld July 4th-6th.
BRAKE and wheel align- ferred Computer experi- able to work Tue & Wed out this innovative child defrom 9:30am-2:30pm.
MYERS Barber Shop in ment technician. Light auto ence helpful Send resume Send resume with refer- velopment center.
maintenance.
and/
Salary
Consumer
101
Dept,
Ad
to
Hazel now open 5 days_
ences to: PO Box 1040-H, WILL babysit in my home.
With new barber Al & new or commission dependent Lane, Frankfort, KY 40601 Murray, KY 42071.
Meals furnished. $55 week.
upon
experience
level.
or fax to 502-875-2624
owner Bill. Regular hair cut
Send employment history
POSITION open for part Lynn Grove area. Call
$6. 492-8277.
Advertising Sales Representative
to P.0 Box 947, Murray, KY FULL time position for RN time secretary (25 hours 435-4553, after 6pm.
or LPN at Primary Care per week). Requires good
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
REVOLUTIONARY new 42071
Medical Center. Send re- typing, computer and com- WILL clean houses. Referself-motivated individual. Must have a deweight loss program 'slento: P0 Box 1040 P. munication skills. Send re- ences Reasonable rates.
sume
available
finally
is
der now"
pendable means of transportation. Excellent
437-4064
in our area. Guaranteed to CHILD care provider Murray, KY 42071
sume, including references
benefits include health and dental insurance,
lose weight or your money needed for two school age FULL time clerk/ techni- to P.O.Box 1040Y, Murray, WILL clean your home
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
Some
children.
house
light
back. Call for free cassette.
Very reasonable rates,
cian. Experience not re- KY 42071.
allowance.
gas
work.
salary.
Weekly
(502)527-0881 or
trustworthy & dependable
Phone: 759-4110 or quired Send resume/ reply POSTAL JOBS Start
Send or drop off resume to:
(800)434-6918.
Call 489-2199
wtwork history to P 0 Box $12 68/hr, plus benefits
753-6997.
Murray Ledger & Times
42071
KY
Murray,
1040 V.
SWEDISH STUDENT- And
For application and exam WILL sit with elderly anyAve., Murray, KY 42071
Whitnell
DRIVERSCDL
A
CLASS
1001
other Scandinavian. Euroinfo, Call 1-800-256-7606, time Call 436-5228.
IVES Ext KY107, 7am-8pm. 7
pean, South American, 1 year experience OTR. HAROLD
WOULD like to babysit in
Asian, Russian exchange Home often. Excellent pay, TRUCKING- Is hiring driv- days
my home Call 759-9216
students arriving August. benefits. Call Trism Trans- ers. Training available. ExDIRECTOR OF INVENTORY
Become a host family/ port today! 800-845-5820. perience pay up to 28c per POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
100
experience
No
available
opowner
taking
Now
mile.
AISE. Call 800-SIBLING.
MANAGEMENT
DRIVER, ATTENTION
Business
DRIVER!- The best got bet- erators 81g loaded and necessary For information
Area
seeke warehouse managecompany
Opportunfty
ter by paying you more! empty call: 800-842-0853 call, 1-818-757-3141 Ext
ment director. Qualifications should include
3087
BE YOUR OWN BOSSTeam drivers and driver HELP wanted for spring
inventory management experience, strong
Potential up to $2500 part
trainers, it would pay for cleaning. 753-7043.
leadership and supervision skills,good techANALPROGRAMMER/
time- $8000 full time per
you to call and find out
FEMALE looking for roomnical skills,computer experience. ResponsiCovenant Transport_ Ex- LOCAL company seeking YST central KY location. month processing insurmate, roomy house on
bilities would include operations dept. planperienced drivers and qualified applicants for BS in Computer Science or ance claims for healthcare
Olive $133/mo Call
ning, production scheduling, managing of
owner/operator teams receptionists/ light book related field & excellent providers. Software purch753-0494
inventory and supervision of warehouse
888-MORE-PAY. Gradu- keeper. Primary responsi- COBOL skills required. For ase required plus compustudents bilities include providing consideration, mail/ fax re- ter. Financing available.
ate
personnel. If you have these qualifications
OSO
administrative support. in- sume and three technical http //www.samsi com
800-338-6428
feel you would like a position with a
and
Lost
cluding scheduling service references to: Sunbelt 800-722-SAMS.
growing
and prosperous company, please
And Found
calls, coordinating meeting Search. PO Box 4714,
forward your letter of application and reDRIVER ATTENTION - arrangements, answering Frankfort, KY 40604-4714. THE Tennessee Valley AuLOST: wedding set at
sume with references to: Attn: Controller,
Company drivers/owner and screening phone calls, Ph 502-875-5063; Fax thority (TVA)intends to enBoones Laundry Mat.
P.O. Box 790, Murray, KY 4207L
ter into an agreement with a
operators. It's your call! processing mail, preparing 502-226-4701.
Please return it Call
qualified party to provide a
Van flatbed, dedicated sin- correspondence, and as762-5100, leave message
$35,000- $100,000 visitor service at Land Begles or teams. No experi- sisting in essential com- SALES
for Jon Hollaway Nice
+1 yr No exp req.- PT/ FT. tween the Lakes, Wranence? No problem Train- pany functions. Additional
territory. glers Campground, that
Reward!
Open
ing available. Builders responsibilities include pro1-800-365-7550 ext 72326 sells limited food and
Transport. 800-762-1819
cessing invoices, maintain
060
supply items to campers
DRIVER, OTR- Profes- payroll, and filing sales tax SPORTMAN•S Anchor (200 campsites, approxiHelp
Marina
clerk
store
summer
different
and
and
monthly
sional Semi Drivers
Wanted
mately 35,000 visitors anNeeded. Regular home- quarterly financial reports. position, 3-5 days a week
ASSISTANT Restaurant time, top pay, direct depo- Should have working know- Call for interview and job nually). Based on proposManager is needed for our sit, 401K plan, great bene- ledge of business applica- application Mon -Fri, als received from interritrin llovntal (I hustler in
restaurant in Murray. $350 fits for driver and family, tions such as Peachtree 9arn-4pm only. 354-6568. ested parties, NA plans to
prorating qua/Its health( are in KeSiern
grant a license to occupy
weekly salary plus monthly breakdown, layover, holi- Accounting, Windows 95,
(airman( es
kt and Virthuiest
and use a building (the
bonus is possible for the day pay Cardinal Freight and Office 97 Must be able
the fallaii Intl jab (kpelling%
Wranat
Building
Outpost
right person The success- Carriers, to maintain confidentiality THE BRASS LANTERN
ful applicant should be 800-346-1542-Joe CDL-A and work independently to RESTAURANT in Aurora. glers Campground) in reachieve results. Excellent KY Students apply now for turn for a percentage of
energetic, mature acting, required. EOE
SECURITY GUARDS:
communication skills re- part time kitchen work revenue generated by the
dependable, and able to
quired. To apply send re- through Summer and Fall operation of the facility
PAN positions available. Three years
get the job done Must be
Only parties that can deable to work days, nights & DRIVERS! 35 '4 cents- 40 sume to. PO Box 1040-1, 474-2773 open evenings
on the job experience or training to meet
monstrate the ability and
weekends Fast food ex- cents. Owner operators 86 Murray, KY 42071.
the experience.
DepartTHE
States
United
commitment to successperience is preferred Send '4 cents Heartland ExAgriculture will be fully operate th "Outpost"
of
ment
resume to. Restaurant press regional/system
MURRAY business seeks
hiring temporay summer will be considered. Parties
Manager, PO Box 1040-S, Gets you home weekly
manager with computer &
workers as field assistants interested in receiving a
Murray, KY 42071.
One year OTR needed collections experience
to measure Dark Fire and formal proposal solicitation
For details contact:
800-441-4953
Send resume to 1203-B S
MURRAY
Dark
tobacco
Air-Cured
Human Resources
ATTENTION, TRUCK
the
submit
should
package
Ury, Union City, TN 38261
(502) 782-1105
DRIVERS NEEDED DRIVERS, OWNER OPcrops in the field Applica- request in writing to Regina
CALLOWAY
tions may be secured at the Miller, Tennessee Valley
NOWI- No experience ERATORS! At 83e a mile,
Equal Opportunity
COUNTY
necessary. Earn $600 a the choice is easy!Top pay, MURRAY Christian FSA Office, 88 Robertson Authority, 1101 Market
EmPloYer
accepting
now
is
Applicants
Academy
South
Road
week plus benefits! Get high miles, great lease
Street, 5A Edney Building,
HOSPITAL
hired, trained, and CDL in purchase plan. Phone ap- applications for certified must be 18 years of age or Chattanooga, Tennessee
17 years of age if a high 37402-2801 no later than
20 days, lodging included! plications taken! Call teachers grades K-8th
l'HoI,11 •Ir.. I • \Iiirr.o.
school graduate EEO
Please call 759-1321.
800-467-3806
800-564-6262.
May 22, 1997.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

AVON $7-$15 HOUR,
COMMISSION- Would you
enjoy $500-$1,0001 50
ways to get customers. No
door-to-door. 18+ Independent Sales Representative
earn cash! 800-735-5286.

DRIVERS- Trans-States
Lines offers expended regional and OTR! More home
and $$$! Regional prefers 8
month exp. Students welcome. Free training available. 800-527-9568 EOE.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

NOW HIRING

IMMEDIAT&
AVAILABLE

.11.11.11•111.11

1,,

"".

"

"
'71.

OFFICE HOURS;

060

060

060
Notice

Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease

310
320
330
340

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 470
365
370 Commercial Property for Sale 480
. Pets & Supplies 485
380
Livestock /4 Supplies 490
390 .
Yard Sale 495
4410
Public Salc 500
410
Home Loans 510
420
Real Estate 520
410
Lake Property 530
435
Lots For Sale 550
440
Fi,i- F...:e 360
Farms
450
Sale 570
For
Flumes
460

Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of their ads for any OITOr.
?Away Ledper & Times will
be responsiblefor only one
incorrect Insertion. Any error should be reported knrnocilately so corrections
can be mode.

POSITION

/ ALPINE
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Fans
Equipment

15HP Evinrude motor,
needs water pump, $100
Sears refrigerator, $150
Wood stove, $75 Trash
compactor, $25 753-1140

2010 JOHN Deere tractor,
53hp, real good shape.
$5500. Cal 759-9954.

MA VALUE!! New leftover
pools! 1996 Pools now at
big savings! For ex: Giant
19'X31' O.D. pool only
4929 complete. Includes
sundeck, fence and fitter.
100% financing! Professional installation required/
additional cost. Call
800-759-6058 ask for
Chris. Limited area.
LOG HOMES- Standard
models available or design
your own Free brochure.
Honest Abe Log Homes,
3855 Clay County Highway, Dept. CK, Moss, Tennessee
38 5 7 5 .
800-231-3695.
MAGNAVOX camcorder,
beveled glass coffee & end
tables, oak dresser with
mirror, futon, antique oak
pedestal table, collector
stains. 753-0492.
MOWERS 753-8292

er. OAK
& printer.
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SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.
S.O.S STEEL OVERSTOCKED SALE- Must liquidate new metal buildings.
Direct from factory. Save
thousands. Guaranteed
best price 4, 25x30, 2,
30x40, 2, 50x100, 1,
60x252. Free information.
Call Tom, 888-574-8820.

UTILITY trailer, 5'x8', tilts,
3500* axel, 15" wheels,
sideboards, tailgate, spare
tire, $650. 767-0506.

2BR, nice, appliances II&
water furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesdy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities induded, rent based on income. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.

REGISTERED black An
gus bull, born 12-18-95
U T Performance tested
502-767-0911

•

265
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

TOWMOTOR 4000 pound
forkkft. Gasoline powered,
$1500. See at Hill Electric,
1300 Hillwood.

NEW mobile home lot, all
services provided, $90/mo
Recent models need only
apply 753-7953
300
SWIMS

Rentals

(41 Storage
All Sizes
k% a i!able

753-5585
240
4 CAR garage. 753-4509.
Miscellaneous
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT OLD-FASHIONED
WEDDING- Smoky Mountains near Gatlinburg, overlooking river, horse-drawn
carriage, cabins, jacuzzi,
ordained ministers. No
tests or waiting. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN
WEDDING- Gatlinburg's
original chapels (since
1980). Photography,
music, flowers, limos, jacuzzi suites, fireplaces.
Love walk brick, Rev Ed
STEEL BUILDINGS
Taylor 800-346-2779.
SALE:- 30x40Z10, $4,323,
40x 60x14, $7,786; httpl/vAwi.gatlinburgchap
50x75x14, $10,591; ets.com.
50x100x16, $14,240; FAMILY BEACHES IN SC60x100x16, $16,707. Mini Pawleys Island & Litchfield!
storage buildings, 30x160, All amenities nearby. 1-6
32 units, $13,944. Free bro- Bedroom condos & homes.
chures. Sentinel Buildings, Visa & MasterCard. James
800-327-0790 ext 79.
W. Smith Realtors. Free
TANNING BED FACTORY brochure, 800-476-5651.
OUTLET-New & used
Wolff, Sunmaster, Puretan
Sunbeds. All at factory
prices to public. $33 per
month. Call today for color
catalog: 800-679-9678.

Livestock
Supplies

Heart
Equilletent

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

GATLINBURG AREA Simple, yet elegant, traditional Christian weddings in
victorian chapel starting at
$129. Lodging available.
Call toll free 888-428-9996.

OFFICE space for rent. Call
753-7634.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

NEAR University. Available
June 1. Extra large, 2br
apartment, first floor. Large
living room & kitchen/ dinette, loads of closet
space, quality carpet
throughout. Central elec.
heat & air, dishwasher, disposer, range, refrigerator,
washer/ dryer hookup, .
$350/mo, $350 deposit
753-4560 nine to five, M-F.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
WATERFRONT apartment
for rent, day, week, month.
Cypress Springs area
502-436-5099
340
Houses
For Rent

SMALL office space
753-4509 Or 753-6612

1BR lake house, screened
porch, appliances furnished, 1460 Poplar Spring
Dr. $325/mo. 759-4696.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

2BR, 1 bath, gas heat,
$295/mo, plus deposit.
753-9826.

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

2BR, central gas h/a, $450
plus deposit. 753-5592.

753-3853

3BR house, no pets, deposit. 753-3300.

120
Apartmorns
For Rent
1 & 2BR apartrnents. Stove,
refrigerator, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, water, trash
pick-up & lawn care provided. Farmington Square.
Starts at $315/mo plus deposit. No pets. 762-4483 or
345-2748 after 4pm.
1 & 3BR apartments behind
Bradley Book Co., near
campus, appliances furnished. 759-4696.

1BR duplex, appliances
GET MARRIED- Smoky
furnished, 412 N 5th St.
Mountains. Areas most
$250/mo. 759-4696.
beautiful chapels, cedar
mountain top,elegant white 1BR efficiency apartment,
WASHER & dryer set, chapel, private, gazebos, 641S. No pets. 492-8634.
$125. Custom built, solid limousine, cabins, heart jacherry office desk,301(72, cuzzis, complete arrange- 1BR, extra large duplex,
$650. Call *753-5632.
ments. Christian services. appliances furnished, 1628
800-893-7274.http://www. Miller, Apt* B. $275/mo.
WO LFF/SUNMASTERvic.com/shopline/chapel/c 759-4696.
Commercial or Home syshapel/htm.
1BR, nice, appliances furntems. Our sunbeds are larger, tan better, cost less. ROMANTIC CANDLE- ished. Coleman RE.
America's largest indepen- LIGHT WEDDINGS- Or- 753-9898.
dent manufacturer. Easy dained ministers, elegant 1BR, water & appliances
payments, free delivery. chapel, photographs, for- included, reference & deFree color catalog. als, videos, receptions, posit required. No pets
800-605-2268.
honeymoon cabins, fire- $225/mo. 753-3949 or
places, kitchens, jacuzzis. 748-5924.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSNo waiting, no blood test.
Tan at home. Buy direct
Gatlinburg, Tennessee 1 OR 2br apts. near downand save! Commercial or
800-933-7464
or town Murray. 753-4109.
home units from $199.00.
800-WED-RING.
1 ROOM furnished effiLow monthly payments
Free color catalog. Call to- WEDDING PACKAGE. Af- ciency near MSU. Partical
day 800-842-1310.
fordable, romantic, elegant. utilities furnished. Coleman
Planned just for you. In- RE, 753-9898.
WOLFF!
WOLFF!
cludes little chapel, or- 2 AND 3 bedroom apartWOLFF
Factory direct
dained minister, music, ments available! Come an
distributor offering the
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h apply today! 'Carpeting
largest variety in the indusdress, tuxedos, videos & 'Lots of closet space •
try with over 50 different
new model tanning beds to photos. Honeymoon suite, Range & refrigerator 'Cenjacuzzi and limousine. On tral heat & air 'Laundry
choose 800-626-4252.
beautiful KY Lake. room on site Playground
1-888-367-6757 or 'Handicap accessible 'E155
753-1300 free info. Mr. J's qual Housing Opportunity.
Formal Wear & Limousine. Office hours: M-F 7:30arn
Appliances
to 3:30prn Call 437-4113 or
ALMOND Whirlpool
TDD* 1-800-545-1833 Ext
270
washer & dryer, $350/pr.
287.
Mobile
901-247-3986
Homes For Sale
2BR Duplex, appliances,
160
central heat & air, yard
14x70 WITH extended
Home
maintained, $450.
room,
in
Stella
trailer
park.
Furnishings
753-8096.
759-2482.
LIKE new daybed, paid
2BR Duplex, carport, ap$300, asking $130. In- 1982 14X70 3br, 1A bath, pliances, lease, no pets,
large
living
room
&
kitchen.
nerspring mattress.
$450/mo. 1817 Ridgewood
$5,200 obo. Call 489-2605.
247-0648.
Dr. 753-7457.
MAY Red Tag Sale. All
items reduced throughout
the store. Living room, bedroom, dining room, recliners & bedding & much
more. Save! Carraway Furniture, 105 N 3rd.
753-1502.

400

Apnoea*
For Rent

FORD tractor 801, good DOUBLEWIDE trailer at
condon,ready for farming Stella on private lot,
with 4 implements, 44600. $450/mo plus deposit.
753-4058.
754-1604.

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.

390

320

Malik
Hoses For Real

2BR, stove & refrigerator,
w/d hook-up, central h/a,
$450/mo. 12 month lease.
1 month deposit. 4mi north.
No pets. 753-2259,
527-8174.
3000S0 ft house in Gatesborough. 3BR, 24 bath, Ir,
formal dr, fam rm, eat in
kitchen. Available June 1.
No pets, deposit & lease
required. Call 753-8251 after 5 or 753-6412-004 or
704-253-0827 after 4pm.
3BR, 1A bath, stove, refrig, washer/ dryer, next to
campus, $600/mo, deposit/
lease required. 306
Broach. Call 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956.
3BR, 2 bath, c/h/a,
$375/mo. 2br, 2 bath, c/h/a,
$250/mo. Both have large
yard & are located on a
deadend street. 1A miles
from Aurora, 1 miles from
lake. Deposit & lease required. Available June 1.
502-354-8893.
3BR, 2 bath, double garage, for rent 527-0493,
354-6923
3BR, appliances furnished,
701 Broad St $375/mo
759-4696
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd. $600/mo. Central h/a. Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
4BR, 2 bath, 2 story brick
house. Ch/a, fenced yard.
767-9072.
A-FRAME lake front house,
large stone fireplace, full
basement, 2 story. Panarama Shores- 436-5903.

400

GIANT

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Frl. & Sat.
I a.m.-Noon

Turn at KIrksoy Store

400

Yard &des

Yard Sale
2203 Creekwood
(Robison Road to
Weedgate to Taaglewclod to Creelprood)

Fri. & Sat.
7-1
Furniture,dorm refrigerator, Cheap Good clothing — ladies 14 & 8,
bedspreads, lamps, to
and lots of good stuff.

on 464 W., 1 mite on
right
Fri. & Sat.
8 am. until ?
You don't *ant to
miss this ono!
Men's and women's
name brand clothes &
shoes, household silk
flowers and decorations,
Mulled animals, furniture, bedding, fishing
equip., hunting equip.,
boating equip., livestock
equO.,shop loois, automotive parts 8 accs.,
lawn mowers, lots of
good
telephones,
jewelry, and much more

Garage Sale
1623 Locust St.
Fri., May 16
7a.m.-2p.m.
Sat., May 17
7a.m.-12p.m.
W01111111'11 clothes sizes 1014, almond van • hood,
emcees Raliegh bicycle, 15
interion doors 1 in of sliding gLass doors,lots of hardeiniklren's
ware,
toys,
clothes, lots of misc.

5 Party
Yard Sale
Riviera Court
Lot 5
Fit & Sat.
May 16 & 17
8 a.m.-5 p.m
Canceled if rains.

2 Party
Garage Sale
1624 Magnolia Dr.
Thum & Fri.
May 15 & 16
7 a.m.-?
Holiday Barbie's, antique Singer sewing machine, etagere, small
appliances, embroidery
pillowcases,
quill
scraps, knick knacks,
lots of good clothes.

Big Yard Sale
2648 Coles
Campground Rd.
Near Watershed

Fri & Sat
Rain or Shine
Jewelry, Glassware, Magazines, Books, dolls, clothing, small appliance,
churn and 100 yr old youth
bed, on, cast iron piece
Christmas iterns, clock &
etc.

4 Family
Yard Sale

Yard Sale
Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat 8 Lm-4 p.m.
Take 94E to 280,
then go 1/2 milt to
1536, follow 1536,
51/2 miles to sale or
take 121 S.to Cherry
Corner and follow
signs.
Something for everyone
Rain or Shine
Garage Salo
Friday
7 lint-Noon

Take 94 West,go left
on 783, second
house on the right
Decorative items, Home Interior, women's clothing

size 7-12, baby items, ti's
clothes 12 mo.-3T, queen
size combrIsr set, beige
plush carpet

3 Party
Yard Sale
Friday, May 16
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
1626 Catalina
Dr.
Knick knacks, clothes of
all sizes, youth desk
bed, comforters.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
740 Nash Dr.
Two blankets (one
electric), clothes size
lg. & med., old food
chopper, new corn
popper & new skillet,
new material & toys.
In Case of Rain
Open Next Week

Yard Sale

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.

Rain or Shine
May 16 & 17
7 a.m.-5 p.m
Hwy. 94 E • turn left
at Happy Holiday
Boats • turn left on
Bethel Church Road
• follow sign to Eldridge Auto Salvage
• 1.5 mls.

May 16
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
May 17
8 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
121 N. by Stella, turn
right on 299 on left
about 1 mile.
Plants, old computers,
organ, lumsture, girls
(3&4), men's (XL), women (L), Is misc.

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.

3 Family
Yard Sale

7 Party
Yard Sale
5 mi. out 641 S., turn

a-3BR, appliances furnished, 6139 St Rt 121
North. $450/mo. 759-4696.
360
For Rent
Or Lease

len
1985 14X70 FLEET- 2BR Duplex in Northwood,
Pets
WOOD, 2br, 1 bath, $400/mo. 759-4406.
& Supplies
$10,000. 489-2558, leave
„2BR duplex, appliances,
message.
AKC Chihuahua puppies
fenced backyard,$415/mo,
sexes, various colors.
both
1985 14X70 trailer on 1
deposit. Available 5/9.
Call 759-3262.
acre lot, has septic but 492-8393.
needs new well. Almo area
Labs. Pure bred, no
2BR duplex, central h/a, BLACK
$15,000. 759-2484.
papers.
492-8266.
w/d hook-up. No pets.
1986 14x70 MOBILE 436-5960.
DOG obedience classes or
home, 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
private. Serving Murray 17
completely remodeled
years. 436-2858
ANTIQUE clocks, excellent 489-2711
condition. 762-0394.
FREE to loving home. Fe1991 14X80 3BR, 2 bath,
LADIES this is a perfect off Hwy 121. Call 345-2456. 2BR, near MSU. Ap- male black Lab mix, 1 year
antique vehicle, slightly
pliances furnished. Avail- old, friendly, energetic,
all
used 1994 Ford Ranger.
able now. Coleman RE. good with kids. Has
shots, been spayed, and is
Call 436-2200 for details. 1992 CLAYTON doublew- 753-9898.
ready for love. She must
ide, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
len
Must be moved. Call after 3BR, 2 bath duplex, w/d have a good home ASAP.
753-2240 if interested.
6pm. 753-9615.
Lawn &
hook-up, dishwasher. Call
Garden
2BR trailer for sale. 12rno lease with deposit. HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI$475/mo. Available June CIDE: Recognized safe &
116 JOHN Deere, 16hp, 753-9866.
effective against hook,
46" cut, hydro-stat, $700. BEAUTIFUL unfurnished 1st. 753-4342.
round & tapeworms in dogs
753-8743.
IMMEDIAVAILABLE
3/4br,2 bath doublewide on
cats. Available 0-1-C at
&
JOHN Deere 48in cut its own 'A acre private ATELY. 1,2 & 3BR apart- Southern States.
ApartMur-Cal
ments.
mower with sulky riding at- wooded lot, with walking
tachment and grass access to lake. Double car- ments, 902 Northwood Dr, MUST sell- 2 AKC brindle
759-4984. male Boxer puppies
catcher. Very dependable port 22mi to Murray,9mi to Murray, KY.
Housing 345-2629, after 5pm.
14 HP Kawasaki engine. Benton or Draffenville. Sell Equal
Opportunity.
Used approx. 480 hours. $43,300. Rent $450/mo
RED Bar Zona calf for sale.
$1300. Ideal for mowing 753-9211, 759-6000.
BRAND new lbr, 1 bath Also, AKC Husky for breedlarge lawns. 753-4573.
apartment. $375/mo, lmo ing purposos 492-8723.
lyr lease. No pets.
deposit.
MOBILE
HOME
LOANSTORO 12hp 32in cut. Still
753-2905 or 753-7536.
330
has warranty. Can be seen 5% down, refinancing,
at Keith's Lawn & Tractor, equity loan. Free sellers BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
Livestock
package, land or home duplex, garage, stove, re80 E Main..
swum!
loans. Green Tree Finanfrigerator, w/d, deck.
1990 ROPER riding cial, 800-221-8204 or
old
2YR
registered
CharoLease. No pets. 1706 Oakmower. 16hp, 441n cut. 800-554-8717.
hill Dr. $600/mo. 753-7457. lais, 6 heifers, 2 bulls
$750. 436-2463.
502-753-4811.
MOBILE home in subdiviUSED push mowers for sion, 3 miles south of May- LARGE 2br, appliances ADD muscle to your calves.
sale & small engine repair. field. 3BR, l'A bath, 20x20 furnished,631 North 4th St. 1- two year old red Limou753-0260. •
$375/mo. 759-4696.
workshop. 247-0648.
sin buN. Call 492-8302.

1604 Oakhill Dr.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 am -4 p.m.
Lots of name brand
clothes, 3 microwaves,
baby clothes - all sizes,
household items, decorations, shoes, toys, too
much to mention.
759-2060

Yard Sale
1010 Payne
Sat., May 17 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
smaN appliances,
books,
dance shoes, aquarium & stand,clothes &
m isc.

Yard Sale
Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat 8 Lni.-1 p.m.
Take 84 East to 280,go
around S curve, 1st
road on tight (Scenic
Acres Dr.) 3rd trailer
on right.
Couch, chair, vacuum
cleaner, girls clothes 21 to
5, plus size women's
clothes, lg. man clothes,
Is, end table, lots more.

120

430

Hose
Loans

Real
Wets

CASH FOR HOME
OWNERS- Credit prob
lems understood Free applicabonl $10,030 for $88 a
month $30,000 for $265 a
month $80,000 for $707 a
month 800-6698947
Capital Seekers, APR
8 75% subject to change at
240 a month OAC

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

right on lawring Rd.at
T turn right,2nd house
on left
Frl. 8-4
Sat 8-1

15

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

641 s.to Ins w to 7113
S. 7/10 mile M ells Lit.
go to end.
Treadmill, electric wider
healer used 1 yr.,
dresser, C.B.'s, linens,
Home Interiors, furniture, hundreds of items
to numerous to list.

Garage Sale
408 N. 6th St
Fri. & Sat
May 16 & 17
7 am.
Rain or Shins
Electronic dog fence, 3/4
Violin with new tow, maim deener, stroller, paint
sprayer, bikes, swing set,
Daisy Kingdom mother/
daughter dresses, lots of
clothing all 612116 especially
size 3-4, flute, cherry desk.

3 Family
Yard Sale
8 miles 94E
Fri., May 16
7 am-3 p.m.
Comforter, curtains,
Home Interior, name
brand clothes, toys,
entertainment center,
lots more!

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

CASH Immediate $$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims
J C
Wentworth
800-386-3582
CASH NOW- We purchase mortgages, annuities
and business notes Since
1984 highest prices paid
Free estimates, prompt
professional service ColoFinancial
nial
800-969-1200, ext 58
CREDIT CARD DEBT!.
Stop harassing phone
calls. Eliminate or reduce
interest. Cut payments up
to 50'/.. Non-profit consolidation Co. 800-229-8027
HOMEOWNERS LOANS!
borrow up to 25% more
than your home is worth!
Consolidate bills! Home improvements! No application
fee! Apply by phone. Samboy
Financial,
800-692-6438
410

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waning to purchase
homes-al price ranges. If
you are thinking of seeingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAND for sale- approximately 15 wee in Akno
Heights area. Good building sites. Cal 759-4805
leave message.
.1.10

Lets
For Sete
'h ACRE choice corner lot.
new subdivision, just outside city limits, natural gas,
city water. By owner_
759-2153
CROSSFIELD Subdivision
lots- underground utilities
753-5541 or 759-1189.
QUAIL RUN SUBDIVISION SPRING SALE
Large lots in quiet -and
serene Quail Run Subdivision Price reduction for the
spring season. Close to
town with water, sewer, and
trees. Priced from $9,900.
Favorable owner financing
available Call Ed at Century 21. 753-1492.

Real
Estate
20 ACRES rolling hills,
beautiful home site, 10 minutes from MSU. Weekdays 753-8332, evenings &
weekends 527-0180.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

By Owner
1700 sq. ft 3 Bedrooms 1 1/2 baths. Large
sunroom. Central gas & air. Carport &
detached garage. Fenced back yard.

Phone 753-2615

JACKSON
PURCHASE
TITLE
COMPANY, INC.
304 Maple Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

(502) 753-1737 • Fax (502) 759-4625
4bstrortz, Durk LIMA Claws, Psocksoe,Sole Agreamous, Esc
Call for "Air of Your Real Ersate Needs
.
Reasossabk Rates • Free Initial Consultation

RICKY A. LAMKIN, Owner
Attorney At Law

PUBLIC AUCTION
Fri., May 16, 11)97 • 1 p.m.
At the home of Mrs.Martha Hudspeth in Gob),Ky.juirt offHwy.
584. Watch for auction signs.

Nice clean sofa w/matching love seat - wing back chair - nice knee hole
desk - glass top dressing table & chair - nice table lamp - 19"B&W T.V.
- tables - stereo w/A.M.-F.M. radio - mirror - luggage - chest freezer frost free ref. - box springs & mattress - window air conditioner straight chairs - some older dolls - old toys - porcelain door knobs kerosene lamps - kerosene heaters - toy chest - nice clean can ningjars
- bug zapper - old milk bottles and irons - porch lights - old porch post old door - wrought iron post - milk can - 2 fine wash kettles whack cast iron tea kettle - other cast iron items - load binder - sledge &
wedges - wood splitting mall - hand saw - electric fence box - rubber
tired pony cart - seed sower - wrenches & tools - tool chest - metal
shelving - exercise bike - water hose & reel - gas tanks on stands garden planter - bicycle -old Underwood typewriter - Warm Morning
heating stove - coal stove - some rough sawed lumber - 19' Carver boat
with 75 h.p. Johnson motor with a heavy built alloy tandem axle
trailer - 19" Carver camper trailer with ice box, stove,sink zip in - 14'
H.P. Craftsmen 5 speed riding mower - and much more. Not
responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine. Refreshments
available. For more information and your auction needs phone 4354144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

TV, lamp table, exercise
equip., sewing machine,
Home Interior,
knack
knacks, toys, gets bikes, WI
size clothing, Little Tikes
oukloor gym.

ESTATE AUCTION

Yard Sale

Sat., May 17,1997 at 10 a.m.at the home ofthe late Mrs.
Cordie Murphy - 1206 Peggy Ann Drive in Murray,Ky.
just off 641 South.

1007 Poplar St
1 block from
Domino's
Sat, May 17 &
Sun., May 18
8 sm.-6 p.m.
No Early Birds
Antiques, women's clothes,
appliances, bys, display

cabinet Something foreveryone.

Yard Sale
171 Coles Campground Rd. 4th house
on left.
Fri., May 16
Set., May 17

8-2 Both Days
Don't miss this one.
Swing sat, toys, bikes,
some baby items, boys
clothing 3-5, nice men's
& women's clothes.

• ••-•••••••,avav,••
•
•

Nice old side board w/bevel mirror - fine old dresser with marble inlay & glove
boxes - large old chifferobe w/bevel mirror - primitive sewing box - portable
sewing machine - old hi chair- old glass door showcase -(3)old kerosene lamps
- old pictures & frames - bookcase - old oak fainting couch - goose neck lamp coo coo clock - Roaster lamp base - walking cane - luggage - nice clean material
- carnival glass water set - other Carnival glass pieces - Iris bowl - old tea pitcher
& glasses - other old tea glasses - fire king pieces - green reamer - old scallop pie
dish - Harmony House dishes - old meat platters - old mixing bowls - cast iron
pieces - lot of what not items - Avon bottles - Tupperware - other old glass &
china - mug tree - white granite with red stripes - pots & pans - small kitchen
appliances - nice frost free upright freezer - nice set of stack washer & dryer chrome table & chairs - electric fan - vacuum cleaner wind chimes - couch &
odd chair - recliner - lamp table - reading lamp - set of table lamps - nice old 3
piece bedroom suite - other 3 piece bedroom suite - nice hidabeti couch - large
letter telephone - quilt tops - Christmas decorations - step ladder - 12'extension
ladder - carpenter tools - Snapper push mower - hand & yard tools - push garden
plows - bolt cutters - wheel barrow - fishing equipment - Barney Miller games grill - saw horses - set of concrete steps - radio - lawn chairs - pressure canner fruit jars & more.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144. Not responsible
for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Tt rry Paschall - Auctioneer
"1/y Nerrice !Mews', Cost, It l'ovs"
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ASO
Noses
Far Sale

Used
Trucks

Servkiis
*Weil

Services
Offered

90 ACRE farm on Goodman Rd near Marshall Co
line off of 1346. Owner
hnanang 502-753-8943

NEW on tie market. Well
maintained, 3br, 2 bath
brick home with vinyl trim
Detached 24x24 garage
with vinyl siding. Spacious,
fenced backyard with 21t1
above ground pool and adjoining deck. Modem appliances in kitchen. Residential area close to town.
Call for an appointment.
753-7836.

1088 DAKOTA Sport, V-6
with auto transmission,
while with COMM Astro
topper. Asking $3,500.
759-1979 or 492-8854.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262_

AFFORDABLE homes built
on your lot, starting at $35
sq ft. Free consultation &
estimates. S&K Construction 7530-7091.

8Q ACRES in Clarks River
bottoms near Almo Inquire Howard Bucy,
436 5099

1300 SO ft. 2br, 1 bath,
central ft/a, 1 car garage,
recently remodeled 502
Olive $52,903 759-4960
2BR, 1 bath A-frame, central ha, close to lake
$32500 436-5040
2BR 1 bath home, in need
of repair, on 2 or more
acres, east of Murray near
Irvin Cobb Resort Asking
$25,000 474-2003
2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 lull baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras. 753-4761.
38R, 2 bath, large rooms
with plenty of closet space,
breakfast room with bay
window, large front porch &
rear deck, 2 car garage with
storage area. Central heat
& air, gas. 753-1428 after
6pm or leave message.
38R, 2 bath brick in town.
759-1078
3BR, full basement w/
apartment, central h/a, 11
mile east 94, 3 acres Call
767-9750
4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr492-6200 or
iced
753-7688
DUPLEX
IN THE
WOODS. . One building
has two units each containing two bedrooms/ two
baths and one car garage.
One building has two units
each containing three
bedrooms/ two baths with
two car garage_ Located
Just oft 94 West on Johnny
Robertson Road. Enjoy the
decks with your morning
coffee!! Call Lynda at
Grey's . 759-2001.
ESTATE Sale 3br, 1 bath,
in town garage, central f•Va
with separate 1br rental
unit $63.900 759-9932
FOR sale by owner
1000sq ft log cabin located
1400 Diuguid Furnished
appliances Like new.
502-236-2210
or
502-236-2751, after 6prn

THE paint isn't dry on this
new 4br, 2.5 bath home
Palladian windows adorn
the facade of this excellent,
fully functional plan You'U
love the hardwood flooring
throughout, two spacious
great rooms, soaring ceilings and quality craftsmanship throughout. Located in
Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac. This home
could be just what your
looking for. For inquires call
435-4487, 759-1828 or
753-9950.
470

motorcyclo
1995 YAMAHA Kodiak,
4wd 4 wheeler, $4,200
489-2558, leave message
1996 HONDA Magna,
750, red, 2,8XX miles,
like new, helmet & saddle
bags included. $6,300.
759-3328 day, 436-2333
nights.
1997 YAMAHA Blaster,
$2,600. 436-5569.
ition. $2,800. 436-5569.
1997 YAMAHA Timbenvolf
250, $3,000. 753-2125.

Used
Cars
1975 NEW Yorker with new
carpet & vinyl, cha +gas
heater, washer & dryer,
table and chairs, utility pole,
2 car carport plus 2 porches_ Call 753-4094, after
4pm
1978 CAPRICE 4dr, auto,
air, strong motor. $850 obo.
759-1058
1982 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic, 4 door.
753-4514.
1984 CAMARO, V-8 automatic, over-drive, very
clean, runs good, 1 owner,
new tires, 87,XXX actual
miles. 489-2792.
1984 OLDSMOBILE LS,
garage kept, extra clean, 1
owner, low mileage. Must
see to appreciate, $4200.
Call afternoon or evening
753-6931.

1991 FORD F250- White
&vitt blue interior, Auto,
P/S. P/B, Stereo, dual
tanks, V-8, new tires.
Heavy duty Looks and runs
new! $5,975.00. Phone
502-875-4050. Dealer.
1994 DODGE D
Cab, V-8, loaded
hitch, am/fm
chetin

0
trigs.

ad

38K miles,
753-9903

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Celloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

A ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
1994 FORD Ranger XLT, sheds, tree work
like new. 21,600 miles, one 436-2867.
owner vehicle. $9,300 obo
Call 436-2200.

ev

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & masonry And home repairs
Free estimates. 759-0505
Elite Building.
A&H RbOfing. Licensed &
insured. All work guaranteed. (502)924-0616,
(502)522-6255.
ALL types home repair
and maintanence Morris
Property Management
759-4599

1994 GMC Sierra, $6,800
obo. 489-2378.
1995 FORD Ranger XLT,
19,XXX miles, am/fm cassette, air, sport wheels,
beclliner, air bags, one
owner. $9,500. Call
753-7701, after 5pm.
1996 CHEVY truck ext.
cab, white, loaded, automatic, low mileage, extra
clean. Call 759-8061 or
753-0987, leave message.

sa ItVett

FREE ESTIMATES

Ln,8t`iTh0

h

NEW CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

1996 MAZDA B 2300
pickup, air, am/fm cassette,
aluminum wheels
492-8611.

Campers

29FT Shasta camper
Good shape, carpeted,
new furnace, $4,000 obo
759-4834 leave message
95 KING of The Road 3711
top of the line 5th wheel
with real oak wood, dual
slide outs, R/K, 10 cu ft
refer, ent center, waher/
dryer, Over $14K of options,
96 Dodge 3500 Laramie
SLT Club Cab, V10 tow
truck, loaded, 141< mi
$99,500 new,$86,000 obo.
Day (502)759-1600, EVE
(502)436-6191.

Spring Construction Special!
$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
available.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

541212-4.36-57
LICENSED

520
Boats

& Motors

INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimunin
Tree Spraying
Tres & Stump
Removal

14Fr Aluminum boat &
trailer, 20hp, electric start
Johnson. $600. 753-8743.

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
FwJl Laor of
Equipment
(s,J1A S.r.e

AimikkkA

FOR sale Newly remod16FT Bass Tracker w/
eled, 2 bedroom home. 1986 CHEVROLET Euro trailer, 40hp motor & trolling
ida&
4,.j
Perfect for starter home or Sport, power and air, runs motor, $2500. Call
11,y
retirees Fenced backyard, good, $2,000 obo. 753-5870.
-4011.4610001
:01
. ""
'1.-4110uagat
- imAdowtswar
carport, storage building. 436-5070 after 5:30.
Available 6/1/97, $55,000
1986 VOLKSWAGON 1985 21FT Celebrity ski
•-c Locator Map:
Great location for
obo.. 1409 Poplar S.
Jetta for sale. 150,XXX boat with inboard Mernow and the future.
753-4879 after 5.
miles. Call 759-9216.
cruiser engine. Excellent
HOUSE for sale by owner: 1989 CHEVY Beretta. Tilt, condition, low hours. In1.yr old 3br 2 bath with cruise, am/fm cassette, air, dudes trailer. $6,500. Call
.4;;;,
garage. central h/a, ap- new motor with less than Bill 753-1222 days,
pliances, large corner lot, 10,XXX miles. $3,000 obo. 753-6620 evenings.
fenced back yard. Located 753-4264.
1988 JAWS OFFSHORE
Caroiwooci@'MSN corn
in Easy-Y Subdivision. Low
1991 MAZDA RX7, red ex- SPORT CUDDY BOAT$90's 753-0736
terior, black interior, loaded Red, white & black in color,
LEASE PURCHASE on &power acc, std Sap trans- 24' in length, 355 small
four bedroom home located mission, extra nice. Call block motor, Stainless Marat 702 Meadow Lane
502-436-2333 leave ine Exhaust, VDO gauges.
$1500 earnest money re- message.
This boat has the best of
quired Good credit in the
everything! Everything reCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
last two years Home has 1994 BUICK Century, like done in 1995 & 1996. One
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
hardwood floors and two new, loaded, 28,XXX miles.
looking
kind,
sharp
of
a
All Types Of:
car carport Call Lynda at 437-3044.
boat! Asking $21,000.00.
Custom
Woodworking
Grey's 759-2001
1994 THUNDERBIRD, Phone 502-227-2760.
&
sunroof,
V8,
built
in
leather,
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
1988 MERCURY Classic
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
story brick home. Let your laser radar detector, low 50 outboard motor, power
• Drop by and see our showroom
kids walk to school Close miles, loaded, garage kept T&T. 436-2751.
am suNeum • MURRAY ()Behind Bunny Broad)
--N
to Murray Middle School & 759-5277 leave message.
753-5940
Hospital Newly remodeled 1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr, 1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24ft ..s.
pontoon boat with 1989 •:
kitchen & cabinets, new white, 5sp, good condition
..1\
11
"'"Mel
'
lmillill' 46.•
carpet. central gas & air, Need to sell, best reason- Mariner 1351'np motor. Call
large backyard Excellent able offer! 436-6026, leave 753-9950 AM, 759-1828
PM.
home for young couple Of- message
fered at $69,500.
1995 FORD Taurus, Forest 1994 22FT Sweetwater
753-3445
Green, 28xxx miles, pontoon. 1994 40hp Force
MOVING out of state, loaded, $12,500 Call with tilt & trim, teal & white
must sell! 3 BR 1,4 bath 759-5783
in color. Fiberglass frames
ranch. Brick with carport
on furniture, treated deck,
PONTIAC
Grand
1995
and detached garage on
factory drive-on trailer_ Like
power
win1.47 acres. Many special Prix, white, 4dr,
new. $8,500. 436-5481,
features, $65,000. Call dows & locks, 34,XXX (573)471-4259.
obo
$11,000
miles
437-4309 for a showing.
753-1064
1995 CELEBRITY 200 ski
MUST sell by June 1st. 1996 FORD Aspire, 6xxx boat & trailer. 5 7 MetBest offer over $92,000 miles, still under warranty, cruiser, marine radio, buttakes this beautiful 2 story a/t, air, am/fm stereo. Will ton down cover, white w/
blue trim, 44 hours actual
brick home with 4br, 2 bath, consider trade, $6495
operation. Owner's too
fireplaces, cfhla 767-9072. 753-6133
busy to use it. See it at Irvin
NEW 2 story, 4br, 24
Cobb Marina, 436-2525
baths Open foyer, col500
1996 BASS Tracker Pro
umns tile floors, etc. etc
Team 17, 17ft, 40hp MarUsed
City subdivision Ready to
iner, many extras
Trucks
sell 759 2571 435-4013,
767-0734.
435 4040
1967 GMC% ton with 1972
NEW 3br, 2 bath with at- V-8, engine, good condi24 Hour Loan Hotline
tached garage % mile bon. $500. 436-2874.
north of city Fully equipped 1977 CHEVY Silverado, 1996 DURACRAFT 17'A
1-800-748-8353
kitchen
$78,000
sharp truck, cold a/c, jon boat, semi-V, 40hp
Yamaha, Minnkota trolling
759 4567 436-5362, $3,200. 492-8475.
motor, Eagle Magna Ill fish
436-5437
Benton, KY
1983 CHEVY Silverado, & depth finder All like new
502-527-8671
800-457-4866
NEW 3br, 2 bath house, brown/tan, a/c, p/s, p/b, am/ 767-9615.
tray ceilings walk-in closet, fm cassette. Cruise, tilt,
Ask For Doug Clad(
french doors & deck, extra 96xxx miles. Very nice, 1996 MONTEGO Tigernice Call Lee Starks Con- $4400. 759-0737 after shark jet ski whrailer. Only4
times in water, under 5
struction, day 492-8238,
6Pm•
hours use. 759-5277 leave
night 759-5475
1986 FORD Ranger, ex- message.
NEWLYWEDS don't buy a tended cab, 4X4, 3in lift.
home till you see this one!2 New shocks, wheels & 1996 STRATOS 201,
Year old home, furnished, tires. Many extras. 200hp Johnson, extended
warranty paid for, $18,500
2br. 2% baths, living room, 753-3309.
family room, screened in
759-1967
patio, air conditioner, 1986 FORD Ranger, V-6,
LIKE new, 14ft on boat and
forced air heat, enclosed excellent condition. $2,800
trailer. Excellent 6hp Evin436-5669.
garage. 5 minutes to KY
Mowing
Seeding
rude motor. 753-9751_
Lake. $46,900. 753-1718.
1988 CHEVY Silverado
MILINTLIC

Call
502-435-4487
or
800-265-7786

L

ATTENTION!

Car & Truck Buyers
Yes You Do Qualify

COUNTRY CHEVROLET

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carlle Staples
753-7083

VINYL sided 2br farmhouse, 2,500 sq ft on 5
acres $65,000 753-2171

+

C1500 SWB, stepside,
loaded, 70xxx miles.
436-2794 or 742-3596
(P1198 ).

POLARKRAFT 15ft Jon
boat, depth finder, trolling
motor. 753-7787.

Services
Offered

ALCOA vinyl siding & re- lAcDANIEL Construction
placement windows. Dis- Specializes in custom
count prices Free esti- home construction, planning, design modification,
general construction, and
light excavation. Over 15
years experience. Full inALL carpentry 15yrs exp , sured. Free estimates.
foundations, slabs, sidew- (502)436-2766.
alks, driveways, buildings
remodeling, repairs, AGC METAL ROOFS Stop replacing shingles. Go with
certified. 489-2214.
quality and style that tests a
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- lifetime. STOCKWELL
niture repair & custom CUSTOM METAL ROOFwoodworking. 753-8056.
ING. We also install win
Call
APPLIANCE REPAIRS, dews, siding & soffit
Factory trained by 3 major today- 759-4965.

mates Armor Siding &Window Co 1-800-957-3404 or
901-644-1555.

manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

MICHAEL'S Transmissions. Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions.
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions. Call 753-0152,

Appliance Repair Service
Professional- Dependable
502-767-9552.

MIDWAY Fence Co.
Chain link & vinyl fence at
reasonable prices.
759-1519.

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup and delivery.
753-5668.

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Local and Out of
State Moving. 767-9630.
MULCH delivered, Murray.
436-5560.

E

Services
Mimed

Services
Offered
PAINTING. Interior- exterior. Free estimates. Home
repair. 436-5032.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval' Gutter Co
753-6433.
STOP endless painting
with vinyl siding & trim.
20yrs experience. Bill
Speed 502-856-4098.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.
VINYL Replacement
Windows- special this
month. Call for free estimate. Morris Property Management. 759-4599.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCRs, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted
753-0530.

Si
senti
1987
Cou
was
Call
tor
resil
Ji
Higl
gion
year

FREE Tabby kittens to a
good home. Very gentle.
753-4870 after 5pm.

scru
cam
Bou
Jam
sper

WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.

FREE to good home! 14
Month old Boxer/Chow mix,
male dog. Good with older
children. Moving and can't
take. Call 753-9610 or
753-0871.

duc
WPI
Mui
Sea:

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Ani
Dia
of
Lea

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

bea
Sch
shir
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BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.

510

1994 JAYCO 32ft, 5th
wheel,$12,000. 1993 F350
Crew dually, $15,000. Both
clean & road ready
502-474-8395

530

530

530

530

Farms
For Sete

Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Retaining Walls

Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching
Edging

out
of
Wo

BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens, bushogging
and blade work. Phone
753-3413.
BUSH-HOGGING- garden
and yard tilling- grader
blade work- front end
loader work- yards mowed.
FREE ESTIMATES. Call
POP 492-8530 or Gary
753-0912.
BUSHOGGING, garden &
lawns rototilled. Haul sand,
stone & gravel. Light blade
work. Jonesy 437-4030.

_

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience.
753-5592.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical.
489-2832.
COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica. Wulff's Recovery, Murray. 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM Interior & Exterior Of Paris- we do all types
of remodeling, additions,
floor damage, decks, metal
buildings, painting, electrical and plumbing. Call
642-2979. Free estimates!
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning* vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DIRT, sand & gravel. Roy
Steele Trucking. Call
753-6879, after 5pm.
DO It All Handyman. Remodeling, carpenter work,
small additions, roofing,
storage buildings, yards
mowed- large or small.
Free estimates. 759-6645.
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots Gerald Carroll,
492-6159.
HANDYMAN Company.
We do it all! Roofing &
siding specials. 474-8621.
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
HAULING. Spring cleanup 474-8621
HOP'S Plumbing Repair
Home phone 437-4824.
Shop 437-4189.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAWN mowing. No rush job
here! personal one on one
service. Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates
489-2590.
LAWNS mowed. Riding or
push mowing. 753-4692 or
753-7771.
UCENSED for electric and

gas. 435-4358.

Ws

Jennifer Jordan, an employee of Curves for Women, presented the senior
class of Calloway County High School with three gift certificates and a money
donation In support of Project Graduation.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May
16, 1997:
Charisma, creativity and dynamic
energy break barriers. As a result,
many positive changes are likely.
High imagination and the ability to
energize those around you draw others. Do not take unneeded risks or
gamble with feelings and money. If
you are single,attractiveness is high,
and you have many choices. Romance
opens doors and allows an outlet for
strong drives.Ifattached, your relationship heats up considerably. You
might fight sometimes, but the arguments clears the air. Consequently, you reach a new level of
intimacy. VIRGO inspires you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You are full of high energy.
You charge through work with a
rapidity thatsurprises you. Dosomethingjust for yourself— take a brisk
walk, make a doctor's appointment
or decide about a vacation.Cutout of
work early, if you can. Tonight: Buy
flowers on the way home.
TAURUS(Apri1,20-May 20)
***** You have a strong need to
be creative.Solutions and ideas come
out of the blue. Take time for a loved
one who craves your attention and
time.Someone you are introduced to
today could have significance. Tonight:A little mischiefdoes you good.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Be more direct with family.
Get key projects done at home. Pace
yourself, and finish all errands. You
can accomplish a lot if you put your
mind to it. Decide what you want,
and then proceed.Tonight:Be homeward bound.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Set up key discussions.
How you see a change and what
needs to be done is clear, once you
have a talk. There are many different points ofview. Return calls,clear
your desk and get your work done.
You will want to leave early today.
Tonight: Hang out with friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Build your self-image, make
sound decisions about money matters and manage your budget. Be
careful about what you commit to;
you might be overly optimistic.
Evaluate a trip with care. You do
need a change, however. Tonight:
Indulge in Friday fantasies.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are personality-plus,
full of dash and sparkle. You have
the energy to clear your desk, complete projects and return all calls.
Use your unusually direct communications to get what you need done.
Animal magnetism is high; use your
magic. Tonight: You pick!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take a deep breath,and think
through a decision. You can make a
difference if you don't act immediately. You experience a lot of frustration. Be straightforward, and
examine your feelings.Tonight:Vanish with a mischievous look!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Push hard, and be clear.
You are high energy, and full of
personality. It is important to act,
notjust think. Be explicit about the
choices you make. A friend wants
you to join a key project. You are
comfortable working with groups.
Tonight: Be where the party is.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Take action professionally.
Be active with those who wield
power. If you would like to make a
point, the timing is now. Others
respond to you in a big way. Someone could be.hostile when interacting with you. Establish boundaries.
You clear up a lot quickly. Tonight:
Step into the limelight.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** One-to-one relating is key
to your understanding. Reach out
for another. See life from another
point of view. Take off at the drop of
a hat. You have a lot to accomplish,
and will do so quickly. Return calls;
there is interesting news. Tonight:
Take off ASAP for the weekend.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Carefully think through what
another says. You could be put offby
his terms. Consider what is going on
with him. Your perspective could be
a lot different. Find out the rationale
behind his thinking. Negotiations
are successful. Tonight: Make time
for closeness.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Defer to another,you might
not have a choice. Understand what
is going on with someone dear.It will
take all your empathy to come to an
agreement. Allow him first to blow
off steam. Your charming ways
smooths the path.Tonight:Socialize
the night away.
BORN TODAY
Singer Janet Jackson(1966), tennis
player Gabriela Sabatini(1970), actress Debra Winger(1955)
•* *
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Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Sue Outland, ueasurer, preArmy Pfc. Jimmy D. Ragsdale,
sented the year-ending budget for son of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
1987 at a meeting of Calloway Ragsdale, was awarded a safe
County Fiscal Court. Skip Neale driving certificate while serving
was appointed to Murray with 24th Transportation Co. near
Tuy Hoa, Vietnam.
Calloway County Transit Board
Maurice Ronald Christopher,
to replace John Nanny who has
son of Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Christresigned.
opher of Murray, received his
Jim Nix of Calloway County
Juris doctor degree at the UniverHigh School has been named Resity of Kentucky College of Law
gion I Athletic Director of the
on May 8.
year for 1986-87.
Gail Smith, Yvette Watson,
Josephine Smothers is pictured
Vicki Hopkins, Ricki Hopkins
scrubbing pine residue from her
and Sheila Erwin are new officers
camper at her home on Johnson
Boulevard. She and her husband, of Student Council of Calloway
County High School for 1967-68.
James, have just returned from
Gene Orr Miller, Mrs. James
spending the winter in Florida.
Alton, Mrs. Walter Byers and
Fred Paxton, publisher of PaMrs. J.B. Dover are new officers
ducah Sun and president of
WPSD-TV, spoke at a meeting of of Hazel School Unit of ParentTeacher Association.
Murray Rotary Club at Seven
Forty years ago
Seas Restaurant.
Prudence McKinney, senior at
Twenty years ago
Ruth Howard, Linda Vinza, Murray Training School, was presented the Anon Foundation
Anita Lawson, Sallie Guy and
Diane Spurlock are new officers
Award, sponsored by Murray
Lions Club, at the concert by
of Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters.
Murray Training School OrMurray High School Tigers chestra on May 9. She is the
beat Calloway County High
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
School Lakers for the championMcKinney.
W.C. Elkins, local businessship of the Fourth District Baseball Tournament at Calvert City. man, spoke about "Selling" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
Pitchers were Brad Taylor for
MHS and Tommy Chavis for at Murray Woman's Club House.
He was introduced by Nix
CCHS. Both teams will play in
the First Regional Tournament, Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr Jr.
also at Calvert city.
Dr. Donald Hughes spoke ab- and children, Andy and Vicky, of
out "Staying Well" at a meeting Bridgeport, Ill., have been the
of Delta Department of Murray guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vester Orr Sr.
Woman's Club.
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Today is Thursday, May 15, the 135th day of 1997. There are 230
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 15, 1972, George C. Wallace was shot by Arthur Bremer
while campaigning for the Democratic presidential nomination in
Laurel, Md. He was left paralyzed.
On this date:
In 1602, Cape Cod was discovered by English navigator Bartholomew Gosnold.
In 1886, poet Emily Dickinson died in Amherst, Mass.
In 1911, the Supreme Court ordered the dissolution of Standard Oil
Company, ruling it was in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.
In 1918, U.S. airmail began service between Washington, Philadelphia and New York.
In 1930, Ellen Church, the first airline stewardess, went on duty
aboard a United Airlines flight between San Francisco and Cheyenne,
Wyo.
In 1940, nylon stockings went on general sale for the first time in
the United States.
In 1942, gasoline rationing went into effect in 17 states, limiting
sales to 3 gallons a week for nonessential vehicles.
In 1948, hours after declaring its independence, the new state of
Israel was attacked by Transjordan, Egypt, Syria, Iraq and Lebanon.
In 1963, U.S. astronaut L. Gordon Cooper blasted off aboard Faith
7 on the final mission of the Project Mercury space program.
In 1970, Phillip Lafayette Gibbs and James Earl Green, two black
students at Jackson State University in Mississippi, were killed when
police opened fire during student protests.
Ten years ago: President Reagan told a gathering of out-of-town
reporters at the White House he did not consider himself "mortally
wounded" by the Iran-Contra affair. (The president got to relive his
radio-announcer days when he complied with a reporter's request to
read a promo for Nashville station WSM.)
Five years ago: A judge in Los Angeles ordered police officer Laurence Powell retried on a charge of excessive force in the beating of
Rodney King. (The charge was eventually dropped).
One year ago: Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole announced he was leaving the Senate after 27 years to challenge President Clinton full time.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Constance Cummings is 87. Singer
Eddy Arnold is 79. Playwright Anthony Shaffer is 71. Playwright Peter Shaffer is 71. Playwright Paul Zindel is 61. Actress-singer Anna
Maria Alberghetti is 61. Counterculture icon Wavy Gravy is 61. Singer Trini Lopez is 60. Singer Lenny Welch is 59.
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lions, they are at risk of not
only addiction but serious drug
interactions as welL
If a physician determines
that a senior patient needs narcotic medication, it would be a
kindness for a family member to
stay involved to ensure the
medication is taken as prescribed.
***

DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Disgusted in Florida": My husband
and I met and married in Florida 16
years ago. He, being single and in
the Navy, had visited many nude
beaches overseas throughout the
years, so of course he tried to persuade me to go to a nudist club with
him. My response was always. "No
way!"
Two years ago, we were sent to
Virginia, where he promptly found
a nudist club. For some reason, I
finally agreed to go with him. I was
just like "Disgusted* — I had assumed that people went to nudist
clubs only to gawk at all the naked
people. However, I figured I might
as well go just once, so I could justify my feelings and prove to him that
I was right.
Well, I was wrong! I was surprised at the "non-reaction" the people there had. I was also sure that I
would either catch him looking
around or that I would be intimidated, but neither happened.
Persuading me to go took a lot of
perseverance on my husband's part,
and although I had determined that
I was not the type to frequent such
places, I am very happy that I went
once. It became a valuable learning
experience.
I guess this is a long way of saying, don't be so quick to judge before
you try something. You may be
pleasantly surprised!
HAPPILY SURPRISED
IN MINNESOTA
DEAR HAPPILY SURPRISED: Call me hung-up, narrow-minded, square or behind
the times, but I would never be
comfortable in a nudist colony.
However,I wholeheartedly support the right of anyone with an
opposing view to do as he or she
wishes. (P.S. Hand me a towel,
please.)

West led a diamond,won with the
North dealer.
ten,and South played a low trump to
Neither side vulnerable.
the ace,on which West produced the
NORTH
nine. The Polish declarer, obviously
* 10532
a chronic worrier, was afraid the
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nine might be a singleton,so to cover
•K 10
this possibility, he led the six of
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and he easily made the slam.
showed one ace.
kids to make a shocking statement,
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
based on the behavior of supposedly
normal adults.
In mulling over your question, I
recalled the early jazz age and flappers of the 1920s, the post-prohibition
over-use of alcohol in the '30s, the sexual liberties of the '40s, the weird
styles of the '50s (remember the DA
40 Continental
aL;ROSS
haircut?) when I was growing up, the
42 Portion
drugs and sexual freedom of the '60s;
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1 Southeast
the list goes on.
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wise
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ETON
party
INNS CAR
19 Bird's home
have thought up some other ploy,
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YET
AND CATIN
were she a member of an earlier gendomestic
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RE ERRANDS VA eration. I guess the only solution is to
61 Yoko—
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YANKEE EARLAP love the kids, try to protect them from
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DOWN
by Zeus
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ers,
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prov.
6 Mao — -tung
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11 — Dawn
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DEAR DR. GOTT: In a column
16 Undiluted
9 Edible seed
4 Actress Weld
37 Ms. Zadora
some time ago, you stated that genital
18 Mother of
10 Canadian
5— art
38 Coup d' —
herpes is transmissible only during
Castor and
active stage, when blisters
the
Pollux
appear. This is incorrect. The majori20 Indian tent
ty of victims become infected from a
22 Metal tubes
23 Reluctant
partner who is not in the active stage
24 Have
DEAR READER: Right you are.
scruples
Since I wrote the original article,
26 Artificial
researchers reported in the New
language
27 Water nymph England Journal of Medicine that up
to 70 percent of cases result from
28 Bndges
"asymptomatic" shedding of the virus.
31 More dry
34 Chinese
That is, most genital herpes infecpagoda
tions result from contact with a carri36 Public
er who shows no sign of herpes.
announceFortunately, asymptomatic shedments
ding can be reduced by up to 95 per39 Three (Sp.)
41 S.A. animal
cent by using Zovirax, a prescription
43 Musical key
anti-viral medicine.
46 Tissue
It is mandatory that all people with
48 Dance step
49 Joan Van — genital herpes practice safe sex, even
50 Roman three in the absence of obvious infection.
51 — Kippur
Thank you for writing so that I could
53 Sloe — fizz
print an update on this common and
54 Year (Sp.)
uncomfortable sexually transmitted
57 — plus ultra
disease.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Vaginal Infections and
Disorders."
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DEAR EXPERIENCED: No
one should have to suffer pain
when relief is available. However, since many seniors have difficulty monitoring their medica-
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DEAR ABBY: This lain response
to "Concerned Daughter,' whose
elderly mother is being prescribed
narcotic medication.
The daughter indicates that the
narcotics were prescribed for "aches
arid pains." Generally speaking,
narcotics are not prescribed for general aches and pains. I've had 20
years' experience working alongside
physicians and have never seen this
happen. Narcotic medication is used
to treat pain associated with cancer,
injury or other serious pain conditions.
No one is able to feel another's
pain If "Concerned Daughter's"
rout her has a condition that requires strong medication, that is
her physician's decision. I agree
that it's important for the daughter
to meet with the physician. There
may be a condition that the daughter is unaware of. It may be that
narcotic medication is the only
treatment for the mother because of
her age, poor surgical risk, etc.
Chronic, serious pain can have a
debilitating effect on an individual,
seriously impairing the quality of
life. Patients with chronic pain
should not be considered addicts
simply because they are treated
with narcotics. Addiction must be
placed in proper perspective. Physical dependence and tolerance of
drugs are not the same as addiction.
Addiction is aberrant behavior and
compulsive use of drugs for nonmedical purposes.
Individuals who suffer pain
should be viewed with compassion.
EXPERIENCED IN PAIN
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Investigations being
made on allegations
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The state is investigating a former insurance agent who, according to court records, allegedly
took more than $3.4 million from
friends, relatives and fellow
church members to finance failed
business ventures.
Kentucky State Police also said
they have opened a theft investigation against Lew Perrin
McGee. He allegedly accepted
money from about 59 people,
some of them retirees who say
they lost their life savings.
The state Department of Financial Institutions filed a complaint
Monday in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Lexington alleging that
McGee committed fraud, misled
the investors and had no intention
of repaying them.
McGee, 59, declined to discuss
the claims. His attorney, Thomas
Bunch, also declined to comment.
McGee has not been charged with
any crime.
McGee, who filed a Chapter 7
bankruptcy liquidation in February, testified at a March court
hearing with his creditors that the
people lent him the money. But
the creditors contend in lawsuits
and interviews that they believed
they were making investments.
In any case, it appears McGee
has few assets left to repay creditors. In filing for bankruptcy, he
listed debts of $4.1 million and
assets of $321,625.
Morris Swofford, a retired
IBM employee, said in an interview that he had been spending
three months a year in Florida
with his wife after retirement.
But he lost $158,000 he said he
gave to McGee as an investment
and now works full-time installing blinds because he needs the
income.
Swofford sued McGee in 1996
and won a judgment of $50,000,
his initial investment, in Decem-

ber but hasn't been able to collect. Swofford said he doesn't expect to see any of his money but
hopes the lawsuit prevents someone else from losing money.
At the March bankruptcy hearing, McGee testified he put the
money he got from the 59 people
into his own bank account and
used it to pay for eight property
and casualty insurance agencies
he owned across the country.
Most of them closed last year.
Creditors allege in court filings
that McGee told them that because of his years of service with
his employer, Equitable Life Assurance Society was giving him a
special investment opportunity.
Among those he solicited money from were members of his
church, Hunter Presbyterian in
Lexington, where McGee was a
member of the choir and his wife
played the organ.
But in 1995, troubling news
began spreading among church
members, after he was fired by
Equitable and the company sent a
letter to McGee's clients saying
the insurance company no longer
employed McGee, said Swofford,
who received the letter.
According to records released
by the Department of Financial
Institutions, Equitable notified
the state it had accused McGee of
fraud, forgery, comingling funds
and selling unregistered investment contracts.
McGee testified in March that
he sold his insurance agency to
his son, Matt, in late 1995. Soon
after, several civil lawsuits were
filed against McGee in Fayette
Circuit Court.
All told, six lawsuits — including the Swoffords' — were
filed against McGee. Two plaintiffs settled out of court, and the
rest are pending and will have to
proceed through the bankruptcy
court.

Ads warn of railroad danger
WASHINGTON (AP) — On
screen the teens laugh and joke in
their car as they wait for the train
to pass. It does, and they pull out
— into the path of another locomotive on a second track. The
camera pulls back to show the car
being battered violently along the
track.
It's one of a set of new
"shock" ads aimed at warning
Americans of the dangers of railroad crossings. The goal is to
scare people. Based on the previews, it will work.
"The announcements are
graphic because we want to get
people's attention," said Gerri
Hall, head of Operation Lifesaver, which works to being attention to the dangers of railroad
crossings .and trespassing on
tracks.
"If the spots are scary, they're
nothing compared to the real
thing," added Transportation
Secretary Rodney Slater. The
new ads were tested in Texas last
year and crossing deaths fell by
10 percent, he said.
"If you've never seen the body
of a grade crossing victim you
don't realize the horror of these
accidents," added Rep. Spencer
Bachus, R-Ala., whose father, an
engineer, once jumped from his
train moments before it struck a
gasoline truck.
Last year 471 people died in
accidents at highway-rail crossings and 472 were killed in accidents while trespassing on railroad tracks. That was down from
579 crossing deaths and 494
trackside fatalities in 1995.
Operation Lifesaver was
founded in 1972 when crossing

fatalities alone topped 1,200. Today it operates chapters in every
state except Hawaii and federal
officials estimate the program has
saved 10,000 lives in its 25 years
of efforts to warn the public.
The latest push includes print
and radio ads as well as the
graphic television presentations.
The ads were put together with
assistance of the Association of
American Railroads and will be
offered as public service spots
and paid ads across the country,
Ms. Hall said. The broadcast versions cost about $50,000 each to
make.
In addition to the car demolished at a double crossing, a second ad shows a man deciding to
drive past a closed warning gate
because the drivers behind honk
impatiently. He drives his family
into the path of a speeding train
with deadly results, again shown
on screen.
And the third ad opens with a
crew of jovial children walking
along a trestle when they hear a
train coming. They sprint to the
side but one doesn't make it.
Suddenly the camera is in his
place, looking up as the locomotive roars over him.
Eyes closed and heads turned
away in the audience at Washington's Union Station but one face,
jaw set, stared intently at the
giant screen.
Astrid Harvey of Los Angeles
watched, unflinching.
She knows the horror of such a
tragedy all too well. A baby sitter
was walking her 4-year-old son,
Christian, along a track when he
was struck by a train moving at
70 miles per hour.
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Palestine event Sunday

Senior area games
will start Monday
son: Charlie Bender (502) 7599942.
The Nautilus Swim and Racquet
Club in Paducah will host the
swimming eventon Friday,May 23,
at 9 a.m.
Also on Friday,join your friends
at 12:30 p.m. for a game of billiards
at the Paducah-McCracken County
Senior Center.
Sponsors for the games this year
include People's First Banks, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 55
Plus, a service of Western Baptist
Hospital, Peoples Bank in Murray,
Columbia Pinelake Regional Hospital of Mayfield and Citizens Bank of
Paducah.
For more information and registration forms,contact Vicki Williams at the Purchase Area Development District at(502)247-7171 or
your local Senior Centers.

The dates, times, and places are
set and ready for the annual Purchase Area Senior Games events.
These popular games are held each
year for the 50-plus age group to
promote physical fitness for seniors.
Kick-off for the week's events
will be held in Murray at the Roy
Stewart Stadium on Monday, May
19, beginning at 9 a.m., with competitive events as well as fun games
and bingo scheduled for the day.
Bowling will be held Tuesday,
May 20, at 12:30 p.m. at the Red
Bird Lanes in Mayfield.
On Wednesday, May 21, tennis
will begin at 8 a.m. at the South
Highland Country Club in Mayfield.
Golf will highlight the day Thursday, May 22,with a Shotgun start at
8 a.m. at the South Highland Country Club in Mayfield. Contact per-

The Liberty Boys will be featured in a gospel singing on Sunday, May
18, at Palestine United Methodist. The singing will follow a potluck
meal to be served at noon. Pictured are Max McGinnis, seated, and
Garvin Stom, Roy Skinner and Harold Anderson, standing. The Rev.
Calvin Clark, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. services. The public is invited
to attend.

Officials want Baker to leave the jail
here is a bed that could be used
by a violent criminal," sheriff's
spokesman Curt Benson said
Wednesday. "Instead, we have
him up there occupying the space
because he's having a disagreement with the City Council of
Tacoma."
Someone offered to pay
Baker's $125 bond, but he refused to sign for it and the donor
rescinded the offer. Baker was
offered a release on his personal
recognizance, but he refused to

TACOMA, Wash. (AP) —
Will Baker, won't you please go
home?
A neighborhood activist who
was thrown in jail for disrupting
a city council meeting on April
29 has the Pierce County sherifrs
office singing a decidedly unhappy tune.
Baker refuses to leave jail unless the city drops a disorderly
conduct charge against him and
apologizes.
The jail is overcrowded, "and

sign those papers, too.
Jail employees can't recommend or arrange for bond services, Benson said, but did provide Baker access to a telephone
and phone book. They even left

I.

his jail door open for an hour Saturday night so he could make
some calls.
Nothing doing.
Baker's next court appearance
is set for May 29.
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PAY NOT 1 PENNY
MAKE NO PAYMENTS &
PAY NO INTEREST UNTIL MAY 1998
NOT 1 PENNY DOWN
NOT 1 PENNY IN INTEREST
NOT 1 PENNY IN PAYMENTS
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Get Your Best Price At Any Of
The 3 Locations Of Fleming
Furniture and Pay Nothing For
1 Full Year - Until May, 1998
LIVING ROO
BEDROOM
BEDDING
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LEATHER

a)

SLEEPERS

4%

MAY 1998
PAY NOTHING FOR
1 FULL YEAR
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PADUCAH SUPERCENTER OPEN SUNDAY 1 TO 5
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25% to 45%
Storewide!
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FOR 1 FULL YEAR
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Broyhill

Credit 8

Murray Cable Channel 34
Thursday 5/15 9:00 P.M.
Saturday 5/17 9:30 A.M.
Sunday 5/18 9:30 A.M.

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60• A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455• 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 10 in 7 • Sunday to 1 • Pridny 10 to It
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Sunday, May 25
Westside Baptist Church, 2 p.m.

Baccalaureate Services
Wednesday, May 21
First Baptist Church, 8 p.m.

Commencement Exercises
Tuesday, May 27
Lovett Auditorium, 6:30 p.m.

Commencement Exercises
Friday, May 23
Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Commencement Exercises
Friday, May 23

Project Graduation
(After Commencement)
Calloway County
High School

Eastwood Baptist Church
7 p.m.
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Calloway County High School
CCHS To Graduate
May 27
Baccalaureate exercises for the graduates of Calloway
County Hh School willbe held at 2p.m.Sunday, May 25at
Westside Baptist Church. 'The featured speaker zviff be
Danny Herndon of Green Plain Church of Christ.
Commencement exercises will be held'Tuesday, May 27 at
6:30 p.m. at Murray State 'University's Lovett Auditorium.
'The featured speakfr is Larry England, retiring CO
faculty member and speech coach.
Also slated to speak,.are the seven valedictorians andfour
salutatorians.
Forty-five students wilt graduate with distinguished
honors, having maintained a grade point average of 3.5 or
h6rher.
Sixty-three students who maintained a grade point
average of 3.W to 3.49 will graduate with honors.

Class Officers

Most Outstanding

Chrlssy Stubblefield, Vice Pres.
Josh McKeel, President
Stephanie Ward, Socretary Crystal Nadeau, Treasurer
Beth Carraway, Reporter

Susie Richter

V

Most Outgoing
Nicole Grogan

Boone Chambers

Best Looking

Best Personality
Tracy Dunn

Josh Lasater

Beth Carraway

Chrissy Stubblefield

C,
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Most Intellectual
Susie Richter

Patrick Haney

Most Likely To Succeed
Brad Wilson

shi
est;
Tei
"Cl
ver

Most Dependable
Missy Ainley

Mechelle Woodall

Thomas Holcomb

Congratulations
Class of '97!
(
For those special graduation gifts
choose from our photo frames,
scupltures and prints.

Let the professionals at
The Gallery frame your senior
picture and highlight this
special time in your life.
The

*Shirts *Shorts *Suits •Sportcoats
*Pants *Accessories

LirALLERY,
31c

Free Gift Wrapping & Gift Certificates Available
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Calloway County High School

Best All Around
Laurie Parker Josh McKeel Susan Green

*Ai% •

Most Talented
Laurie Jo Parker

Nicholas Helton

."

Most School Spirit
Russell Lencki

Missy Stubblefield

Most Athletic
Josh McKeel
lases

Class Clowns

Mr. and Miss CCHS

Matt Farmer

Misty Mason

Crystal Nadeau

Beth Carraway

Josh McKeel

Grads net $400,000 in scholarships
do•

CCHS seniors accomplish much in '96-'97
by Jerry Ainley
Calloway County High School
Principal
Calloway County High School's
1996-1997 seniors have had an
outstanding year. From receiving
over $400,000 in scholarships to
winning various awards for
academic and extracurricular activities, this year's senior class has made
our faculty, parents and community
very proud.
On Senior Awards night,scholarships will be awarded from such
established institutions as Middle
Tennessee State University, University of Kentucky,Creighton University, and Transylvania Univer-

sity, as well as from various community organizations such as
Professional Secretaries International and Hazel Women's Club. In
all, over 50 seniors have received
much deserved scholarships this
year.
This year's senior class was very
busy from a choral perspective.
Every senior in the Chamber Choir
participated in the KMEA First
District Choral Festival held at
Murray State University. Several
students were selected for participation in the Quad-State Choral Festival, also at MSU. Seniors led the
way in participating in All-State
Choir auditions and the Solo and

Ensemble Festival. Eleven seniors
helped to lead the Chamber Choir to
a Superior rating at the Smokey
Mountain Music Festival in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Several seniors from FBLA,
FHA, FFA, TsA, and the Foreign
Language Club won awards this
year in competitive events at the
regional level and will compete
during May and June at the State
level. Our senior speech team members also had an award winning
season after competing in such
prestigious competitions as the Harvard Invitational Tournament and
the National Forensic Leagues District Qualifying Tournament.

Through the leadership of this
year's seniors, many of our
academic organizations also received awards. The chemistry team
placed second overall at MSU Chemistry Tournament and the Quick
Recall Team placed first in the
District Governor's Cup competition and placed second in the Regional Governor's Cup competiton.
Senior members on our Future
Problem Solving Team has its finest
performance ever this year. After
placing in the Regional Governor's
Cup competiton, the FPS team will
compete this summer in the International FPS competition in Ann Arbor, Mich. Also, the 1996-1997

Senior Academic Team was ranked
fifth in the stale after competing and
winning in various tournaments.
Several of our seniors have also
been involved in global concerns.
Eleven students traveled to Belize,
Central America last summer for a
10 day scientific excursion to study
global water quality. The research
team explored firsthand the rainforest and marine ecosystems. In response to their efforts, the Kentucky
Environmental Council selected
CCHS to showcase their Outdoor
Classroom and Environmental Research. In close conjuction, the
Calloway N.E.E.D. team (National
Energy and Environmental Deve-

lopment) will be traveling to Frankfort and Washington, D.C. to receive recognition for their outstanding accomplishments. Several
senior members of our National
Science Honor Society were
selected to teach and train surrounding middle school students from
across the region about energy
conservation.
In terms of sports, this year's
seniors have demonstrated excellent
leadership skills that have enabled
our various teams to have successful
seasons.
We wish the class of 1997 the
best of luck as they begin down the
road to their futures.

Justification For Higher Education
For Great Gifts.„

*

Best of Luck
and Continued
Success to the
Graduates of 1997.

IF*
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Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719
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Calloway County High School

Amanda Gayle Adams

Dallas G. Adams

Casey Bebber

Lisa Michelle Bebber

Eleshla Jane Adams

Melissa Anne Ainley

Amanda Danielle Armstrong

Elizabeth M. Blackford

Brad A. Bogard

Amy Marie Boggess

Amanda Dawn Barrow

Adam Donald Bolen

1121Amem...
Holly Nicole Brandon

Nathan D. Brandon

Deanna Maree Brooks

Stacey Lynn Buchanan

Joshua P. Bucy

Justin Allen Burcham

Lt,

Bradley Keith Burkeen

James B. Burkeen

Jacob W. Canup

Craig A. Butler

Amanda Beth Carraway

David Shane Cavitt

4

•
Boone Fenton Chambers

Jeremy Ryan Chapman

Andrea G. Conner

Justin Eric Cook

Erica Michelle Cossey

Monica Dawn Cossey

Melissa Jo Crawford

Danny Mac Crouch

Best Of Luck To All
Area Graduates

John A. Cooper

Angela Dawn Curtis

Shelia Fay Copeland

Brooke L. Darnell

ViL
This School Career is
all wrapped up!

From Murray's Pier 1...
Steve & Martha Andrus,
Owners

411
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Let
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Wrap up your graduates favorite
gift from their favorite store.
UNIVERSITY PLAZA * 1205B CHESTNUT ST. * MURRAY, KY

Congratulations Class of 1997!
...74440.40•4144.0
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Calloway County High School

Randy Shawn Darnell

Casey Marie Daugherty

Patty Sue Duncan

Carol Erwin

3M

nd

Tiffany Elizabeth Davis

Roxanne Marie Duncan

Tracy Dan Dunn

Lori Farley Scarbrough

Bradley Darren Forrester

Dana Joy Dodson

Allison Blythe Duke

Jamie Easley

Randall Kyle Edmonson

Beth Foster

Michelle Datum* Todd Duncan

Jon Michael Ernstberger

Brandy Fowler

Carla Marie Futrell

April Michelle Green

Debra Green

Nicole Marie Grogan

Tiffany Marie Hale

.•

Michael Aaron Galloway

Jennifer Lynn Gay

Ashley Michelle Gilson

Michelle Lee Green

Susan Ann Green

David Martin Greene

Adam Haley

Ashlea R. Helm

Nicholas Taylor Helton

41E, •

Patricia Kay Greer

Heather Leann Henderson
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Congratulations elk.
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Class of '97'
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Big Sly Sirloin

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL!
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Ifs a little bit wild and spicy,
with a stampede of flavor
you won't soon forget.
Rustle one up soon!
Served with sauteed
Center
mushroom and your Bel-Alr
Murray
choice of potato.

it

Jason Scott Henson
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Cheryl Lynn Henneberger

$29.95
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Join Now!

Large Sirloin

CALL TODAY
'Kg' 753-6111

Regular...$6.99
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Calloway County High School

Jana Lynn Herndon

Kimberly Michelle Henson

Brian Hicks

Michael D. Hicks

Summer Dawn Hill

Thomas F. Holcomb, Jr.

ap,

be

Christy Gayle Hosford

Lisa Ann Holt

Sammy Ingram

Robert Alan Jaszenko

Kelly Joe Jones

Kimberly Dawn Kamber

Susan Victoria Hosford

Brad D. Johnson

Justin Keith Keeling

Dwight M. Houston

Mark A. Johnson

Michelle Houston-Hicks

Melissa Marie Johnson

Scott Parker Kellie

Jason H. Kelso

Jessica Marie Lampe

Joshua Lee Lasater

Kimberly Lynn Hutchens

CI

Timothy R. Johnson

Kathy B. Kobraei

ati°11.r

From All of Us At

Martin Carl Koca

Amanda Lassiter

;'.

Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Lunch Buffet
Only

Includes:
• Pizza
• Spagatti
• Salad
• Drink

19

good at Murray ,ocalrun only
No valid *Mt any other speclal One
SpeCral per coupon

Ewes 5/25197

Jennifer Lassiter

Heather Jo Lennox

Holly Ann Leslie

+ Tax
(Must present CZNJOOr, when plaang order)

Only

Includes:
• Pizza
• Spagatti
• Salad
• Drink

11.1r r

Congratulations
To The Grad

Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Dinner Buffet

Everyday Specia-1

• Them /H A gaecial 4i

All Movies

3for $750

• Otter rod at Murray location only
Not yalkl eith any other specsal One
special per coupon

E xi:was 5/25/97

Russel T. Lencki

(must present coupon when pkac.ng order)

Keep For 2 Days

For all your graduation
Party needs!
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753-7670
Central
Shopping
Center

Sun.-Thurs.
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m.-12 p.m.

Bel-Air Center • Murray • 759-0200
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Calloway County High School

Heather Dawn Lewis

Jr.

MIstie Nicole Mason

ens

Kami Jo Mitchell

Kylie Leann Mullinax

Trey O'Neal

4

Robert Lewis

Amanda Michelle McCuiston

Joshua David Martin

Martha Joy* Martin

Billy Gene McCulston

Dawn Marie McDonald

Joshua Allen McKeel

Nikki Lynne McMillen

Molly B. Melson

Nekesha Lee Miller

Melissa Anne Milton

Joshua L. Mitchell

Bethany J. Morris

Joshua Daniel Morton

David Lance O'Neal

Todd William Monahan

Matt Morgan

Kyle Andrew Murdock

Crystal Lynn Nadeau

William Erik Nadeau

Derek Edwin Nance

Amanda Lynn Ordiway

Amy Marie Outland

Timothy R. Palmer

Andrew Maddox O'Rourke

Graduates...
You are at

Christina Renee Lowe

Tonya Faye Morgan

Laurie Parker

GRADUATION SALE
____. . ._.,. clarion
,
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Class
1997

Amigo I
CD Changer

. . . . . . . . . . . ,. .". . . . . . . . . . .,

•

ALPINE
hrhilfiten
Mascots & other
great gifts for
Grads.
of new lives, new careers, new beginnings!

Congratulations!
Come see us...' Where we make shopping a
pleasurable experience."

-O. AD.. oar./

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold''

406 S. 12th
753-7435

Dixieland Center • Murray • 759-1141
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In Dash CD
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Custom Installation Available
Sunset Boulevard Music

1

Dixieland Ctz. Chestnut St.
753-0113

1
, MUSIC

,
'1

TAPES - COMPACT DISC -

-`.

CAR STEREO

Congratulations
Calloway County High &hi
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We wish you the best
Amanda Gayle Adams
Dallas G. Adams
Eleshia Jane Adams
Jason W. Adams
Melissa Anne Ainley
Nora Albright
Amanda Danielle Armstrong
Amanda Dawn Barrow
Jennifer Beane
Casey Bebber
Lisa Michelle Bebber

Jerry W. Birdsong
Diana L. Black
Elizabeth M. Blackford
Brad A. Bogard
Amy Marie Boggess
Adam Donald Bolen
Jennifer Marie Brame
Holly Nicole Brandon
Nathan D. Brandon
Shelly Ann Bray
Deanna Maree Brooks

Stacey Lynn Buchanan
Joshua P. Bucy
David W. Bugden
John Bugden
Justin Allen Burcham
Bradley Keith Burkeen
James B. Burkeen
Steven Lewis Burton
Tommy O'Neal Burgess,Jr.
Jeremy D. Burriss
Craig A. Butler

David Matthew Butler
Jacob W. Canup
Amanda Beth Carraway
David Shane Cavitt
Boone Fenton Chambers
Jeremy Ryan Chapman
Andrea G. Conner
Justin Eric Cook
Karl Thomas Coon
John A. Cooper
Shelia Fay Copeland
Erica Michelle Cossey
Monica Dawn Cossey
Joey J. Cox
Melissa Jo Crawford
Danny Mac Crouch
Angela Dawn Curtis
Steven Shawn Dabbs
Brooke L. Darnell
Randy Shawn Darnell
Casey Marie Daugherty
Tiffany Elizabeth Davis
Dana Joy Dodson
Allison Blythe Duke
Michiel Jo Duncan
Patty Sue Duncan
Roxanne Marie Duncan
Susan Duncan
Tracy Dan Dunn
Jamie Easley
Randall Kyle Edmonson
Jon Michael Ernstberger
Carol Erwin
James R. Erwin
Lori Farley Scarbrough
James Matt Farmer
Paul W. Fogle
Bradley Darren Forrester
Beth Foster
Brandy Fowler
Carla Marie Futrell
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n your future endeavors.
Michael Aaron Galloway
Jennifer Lynn Gay
Ashley Michelle Gilson
April Michelle Green
Debra Green
Michelle Lee Green
Susan Ann Green
David Martin Greene
Patricia Kay Greer
Nicole Marie Grogan
Tiffany Marie Hale
Adam Haley
Patrick Daniel Haney
Ashlea R. Helm
Nicholas Taylor Helton
Heather Leann Henderson
Cheryl Lynn Henneberger
Jason Scott Henson

Derek Raye Keel
Justin Keith Keeling
Scott Parker Kellie
Jason H. Kelso
Thomas M. Kirks
Kathy B. Kobraei
Martin Carl Koca
Jessica Marie Lampe
Joshua Lee Lasater
Jennifer Lassiter
Amanda Lassiter
Russel T. Lencki
Heather Jo Lennox
Holly Ann Leslie
Heather Dawn Lewis
Robert Lewis
Angela Marie Long
Christina Renee Lowe
Karly J. Lowe
Joshua David Martin
Martha Joye Martin
Mistie Nicole Mason
Amanda Michelle McCuiston
Billy Gene McCuiston
Dawn Marie McDonald
Joshua Allen McKeel
Nikki Lynne McMillen
Christopher John McNeely
Patrick A. McTaggart
Molly B. Melson
Laura Katherine Miller
Nekesha Lee Miller
Melissa Anne Milton
Joshua L. Mitchell
Kami Jo Mitchell
Todd William Monahan
Matt Morgan
Tonya Faye Morgan
Ashley Ann Morris
Bethany J. Morris
Joshua Daniel Morton

Kimberly Michelle Henson
Jana Lynn Herndon
Brian Hicks
Michael D. Hicks
Summer Dawn Hill
Thomas F. Holcomb, Jr.
Daniel Holskey
Lisa Ann Holt
Christy Gayle Hosford
Susan Victoria Hosford
Dwight M. Houston
Michelle Houston-Hicks
Kimberly Lynn Hutchens
Andrew Lee Hutson
Sammy Ingram
Robert Alan Jaszenko
Brad D. Johnson
Mark A. Johnson
Melissa Marie Johnson
Timothy R. Johnson
Kelly Joe Jones
Kimberly Dawn Kamber

!rad
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Kylie Leann Mullinax
Kyle Andrew Murdock
Crystal Lynn Nadeau
William Erik Nadeau
Derek Edwin Nance
David Lance O'Neal
George V. O'Neal
Andrew Maddox O'Rourke
Amanda4znn Ordiway
Britt A. Orr
Amy Marie Outland
Timothy R. Palmer
Laurie Parker
William A. Parris
Cassie Shea Paschall
Justin Page Paschall
Buzz Paul
Tisha Leann Peeler
Marie Perry
Jennifer Kay Peters
Celeste Ann Peterson
Robert Michael Pierce
Christopher Joseph Prescott
Crystal Marie Price
Samantha G. Puckett Teckenbrock
Christy Marie Ramsey
Brock W. Ray
Joe David Rayburn
William T. Reed, Jr.
Brad Earl Reeves
Susan K. Richter
Doug Riddle
Ragen W. Riley
Trent Michael Ringstaff
Catherine Riley
Matthew A. Roberts
Keith P. Ross
Renae Rowland
April Dawn Rowles
Elizabeth Joy Rumble
Jamie Lee Scalf
Scotty A. Schecter
Evelyn Kay Shaffer Eyres
Brad S. Shelton
Brittany Carol Shelton
Beth Ann Slinker

ation takefaith with you,and great will
as your dearest dreams come true.
Helen Steiner Rice
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Chad Micheal Smith
Luke D. Smith
Julie Gale Smotherman
Mindy Renee Smotherman
Jason Scott Stallons
Lori A. Stalls
Mary Leslie Steely
Andrea L. Stephens
Ray Stone
Sean Kyle Stonecipher
Christina Gayle Stubblefield
Melissa Carol Stubblefield
Jeramie Wells Suiter
David A. Tabers
Davin S. Tabers
Richard Adam Tabers
Gena G. Taylor
Jennifer Dawn Taylor
Rain Thomas
Chad William Thorn
Jana Beth Thorn
Michelle Danette Todd Duncan
Alberto Villanueva, Jr.
Rikki Leasha' Walczak
Stephanie Gene Ward
Terry C. Warner
Brenda Lee Washer
April Leigh Webb
Melanie Kay Westbrook
Bryan Westra
Bobby S. White
Kristina Kay 'Whitfield
Ginger Allison Whittaker
Thomas W. Wilcox
Deidre A. Wilford
Shane R. Wilkerson
Amanda L. Williams
Danielle Deann Williams
Bradford Jones Wilson
Rebecca Gail Wilson
Mechelle Renee' Woodall
Billy Woods
Amy L. Wyatt
Jennifer J. Wyatt
Rickey L. Young
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Justin Page Paschall

Cassie Shea Paschall

Buzz Paul

Jennifer Kay Peters

Tisha Leann Peeler
a

Celeste Ann Peterson

11,7.• irst
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Christopher Joseph Prescott

Robert Michael Pierce

Joe David Rayburn

Brad Earl Reeves

Crystal Marie Price

Samantha G. Puckett Teckenbrock

Susan K. Richter

Catherine Riley

Christy Marie Ramsey

Brock W. Ray

Ragen W. Riley

Trent Michael Ringstaff
_

Matthew A. Roberts

Keith P. Ross

Brittany Carol Shelton

Brad S. Shelton

Renae Rowland

Elizabeth Joy Rumble

Jamie Lee Scalf

Julie Gale Smotherman

Jason Scott Stallone

April Dawn Rowles

Beth Ann Slinker

Chad Micheal Smith
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Lori A. Stalls

Mary Leslie Steely

Andrea L. Stephens

Ray Stone

Sean Kyle Stonecipher
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Topping Pizza
1 Large 1 -Topping
Pizza. Add 2 Toppings
For Only $1 Plus Tax
Deep Dish Extra.

and more!
Great Partyware Selection for
Your Graduation Celebration.
Cards and Wraps
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Melissa Carol Stubblefield

Rain Thomas

Jeramie Wells Sutter

David A. Tabers

Chad William Thorn

Jana Beth Thorn

Richard Adam Tabers

Gene G. Taylor

Jennifer Dawn Taylor

Stephanie Gene Ward

Brenda Lee Washer

April Leigh Webb

Shane R. Wilkerson

Danielle Deann Williams

Bradford Jones Wilson
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Kristina Kay Whitfield

Ginger Allison Whittaker

Thomas W. Wilox

The following Calloway County High
School graduates are not pictured:

Rebecca Gall Wilson

Mechelle Renee' Woodall

Billy Woods

Senior remembers past four years

Gilson climbs steps of high school career
by Ashley Gilson
Calloway County High
School Senior
As I stood on the back steps of the
gym last week, I realized that I was
on a plateau. I had finally reached a
point in my life where I had one
important decision.
After climbing up the mountain
for four years, I had to decide
whether to climb some more and
proceed to the top or to stay on this
plateau and risk falling off face first.
Of course,the climb to the top of the
peak will be much longer and
treacherous than the climb to the
plateau that I am presently on. So,
was I going to take the easy way out
and stay stationary on this plateau,
or was I going to achieve all of my
hopes and aspirations and continue
to climb the mountain of life?
As a freshman, I began in a
valley. The valley of new beginnings. I was no longer a juvenile
middle-schooler and I had to act like
a "big kid" now. My freshman year
was a time of growth; I grew within

myself and began to moid my
character. High school was not as
demanding as I thought it would be,
at least for my freshman year. That
year was exciting and I learned and
experienced many new things.
The next year I got much more
involved. I was climbing the mountain and I had many hard falls, but I
learned many lessons. I attended
many ball games and loved being
part of our school spirit. I was still
an underclassman, but I made the
best of my sophomore year. Although that year went fast, some of
my favorite memories of high
school lie within that year.
My junior year was my hardest
year at CCHS. I took many hard
classes and studied many hours.
Yet, I still found the time for my
friends and social life. My junior
year was great and I changed in
many ways. I became more mature
and I knew it was time to start acting
like a young adult. We, as juniors,
were being looked up to by the
underclassman as they watched our
every move. I was getting closer to

the top of the mountain my junior
year, but I had a far climb ahead of
me.
Now that I am a senior standing
on the plateau surrounded by my
classmates, I begin to think about all
the times I have had the past twelve
years in school. Even though my
class is very large and I do not know
everyone, I feel as though we are all
the same. We all have ambitions for
the future and the time has come to
fulfill our dreams.
My senior year was a BIG awakening. Many important life decisions were made this year. One bad
mistake could haunt me in the
future; therefore, each decision was
carefully thought out and planned. I
had to decide what college to attend
and how I planned to spend the rest
of my life. This year was very
stressful and now that it is coming to
a close, I can sigh with relief, or at
least take a breath!
lam excited about taking my next
step off of this plateau and beginning the rest of my life. That step

will begin as I walk off the stage as I
receive my diploma. I am sad that I
will be leaving my childhood days
behind, but now my childhood
dreams are being pursued since I
have decided to keep climbing and
reach them.
As the class of 1997 parts and my
classmates go their own ways, I will
never forget all of the great times we
had together. We will always be
remembered for our versatility and
our diversity. We have accomplished many things and have many
goals set for the future. Harry
Emerson Fosdick once said, No
horse gets anywhere until he is
harnessed. No life ever grows great
until it is focused, dedicated, and
disciplined."
This is the legacy CCHS has
given us. Keep climbing.
(Editor's Note:Ashley is a senior
at Galloway County High School
and feature editor of The Laker
Review. She is the daughter of
James and Teresa Gilson of
Murray.)

Calloway
County
Class
Of
1997

Jason W. Adams
Nora Albright
Jennifer Beane
Jerry W. Birdsong
Diana L. Black
Jennifer Marie Brame
Shelly Ann Bray
David W. Bugden
John Bugden
Steven Lewis Burton
Tommy O'Neal Burgess, Jr.
Jeremy D. Burriss
David Matthew Butler
Karl Thomas Coon
Joey J. Cox
Steven Shawn Dabbs
Michiel Jo Duncan
Susan Duncan
James R. Erwin
James Matt Farmer
Paul W. Fogle
Patrick Daniel Haney
Daniel Holskey
Andrew Lee Hutson
Derek Raye Keel

Thomas M. Kirks
Kariy J. Lowe
Laura Katherine Miller
Ashley Ann Morris
Britt A. Orr
William A. Parris
Marie Perry
William T. Reed, Jr.
Doug Riddle
Scotty A. Schecter
Evelyn Kay Shaffer Eyres
Luke D. Smith
Mindy Renee Srnotherman
Davin S. Tabers
Alberto Villanueva, Jr.
Rikki Leasha' Walczak
Terry C. Warner
Melanie Kay Westbrook
Bryan Westra
Bobby S. White
Deidre A. Wilford
Amanda L. Williams
Amy L. Wyatt
Jennifer J. Wyatt
Rickey L. Young

Project Graduation
set for May 27 at CCHS
Calloway County High School
will celebrate their 10th annual
Project Graduation on May 27 with
a night of activities, games, contests, and prizes for the 1997 graduating class. Parent committees
and community volunteers have
been working since January to provide food, prizes, activities, and
decorations for the seniors.
Project Graduation was initiated
by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration to reduce the
number of deaths attributed to graduation night parties. Following
graduation, the seniors return to the
high school where they are lockedin from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. the next
morning. During that time, they are
entertained in a supervised environment that is drug and alcohol free.
Attendance is voluntary and typi-

(7-0

cally totals over 90 percent of the
graduating class. The local Jaycees
provide a casino where participants
can win play money used to purchase various prizes and gifts. This
year's activities include the male
beauty contest, lip-sync contest,
win-loose-or-draw, the almost newlywed contest, dance contest, and
several sports games. The highlight
of the event is the drawing for the
car. At 6 a.m. a lucky graduate will
win the Project Graduation Car.
Project Graduation is coordinated by Karen Darnell, a member
of the Calloway High School faculty. All prizes, including the car,
are purchased with funds donated
by businesses,churches,civic organizations, and individuals throughout the community.
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Murray High School
MHS To Graduate
May 23
Baccalaureate exercisesfor the graduates of Murray 51'wh
School. will be held Wednesday, May 21 at 8 p.m. at First
Baptist Church.
Performances will be presentuf by the seniors. A reception
will be held afterward at the h4ih sciwa.
Commencement eorcises will be het at 8 p.m. at Murray
State 'University's Lovett Auditorium on May 23.
The salutatory address will be given by Katie Mcgslrary.
'The valedictory address will be given by lennifer Leary.

Class Officers
Jenny Leary, Secretary
Allen Thompson, Treasurer

Best All-Round

Robert Howard, President
Stephanie Simmons, Vice Pros.

Robert Howard

Stephanie Simmons
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Miss Murray High

Mr. Murray High

Angie Fitch

Allen Thompson

Most Likely To Succeed
Jenny Leary

Cory Martin

-

Hampton recalls past
school year at MHS
—4914)
adat
t
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From all of us at
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
we wish each and every one
of you continued success
in all your future endeavors.
FORD
C) MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

753-5273

=

by Dr. Dan Hampton
Principal of Murray High
School
Time marches on and for the
Class of '97 there were a few
changes at Murray High School for
their senior year. Murray High
added some new staff for the '96-'97
school year.
The following were new staff
members: Coach Stan Waller,
Coach Rechelle Cadwell, art
teacher Heather Duffy, Coach
Rusty Back and Rev. Norris Mills.
The following teachers retired
this year: Sue Miller, Martha Crawford and Marilyn Barksdale.
And now for the MHS highlights!
August came and with it the beginning of a new school year for the
Class of '97, the last year of their
high school careers.
With the opening of school came
the start of four activities here at
MHS. Coach Rick Fisher's football
Tigers began their season with a
tough 24-19,_lass-to rival Calloway
County. Tilie football Tiger's had a
rough year with injuries. Senior
running back Johnnie Harrison
went down with a season ending
knee injury the second week of the
season. A big blow for the Tigers.
This year's team was young, with
several starters returning for next
year. But for this year's seniors the
season was bittersweet. This senior
class had had records of 12-1, 12-3,
and 10-3 in the three previous
season of their careers, so the 5-6
record was hard to take. But good
things happen out of trauma, senior
quarterback/running back Allen
Thompson signed a football scholarship with Wofford College in
South Carolina. Johnnie Harrison
has some scholarship offers pending
and running back Salim Sanchez
has offers in both football and track.
Thanks Seniors for a great career!
The MHS soccer teams also began play in August The boy's team
was decinitely in a rebuilding sea-

son, but Coach Weatherly's guys
responded with an exciting season.
The team finished with an 8-9-0
record, with several returning starters back for next season the future
is very bright for the boys' soccer
program at MHS. Individually, the
soccer Tigers achieved some great
recognition.

team finished first in Quick Recall,
and second in the Regional Governor's Cup. The team won the Scholars Games at Fulton, finished fifth
in the Elizabeth Allan State English
Composition, and advanced eight
students to the State Governor's
Cup.
The MHS Speech Team, under
the leadership of long-time Coach
Mark Etherton and Hope Foster
once again led a strong charge into
competition. The team won the
State Drama Championship, the
Kentucky District of the NFL team
championship, and the team placed
third at the State Speech tournament.
The Lady Tiger basketball
Team had what can best be described as a dream season. The Lady
Tigers, winners of 21 games, accomplished what no other Lady
Tiger team had ever done. The Lady
Tigers successfully defended their
All-A Regional Basketball title with
a 50-41 victory over the Lady
Bombers of Ballard. This awarded
the Tigers a second straight trip to
Richmond and the All-A Girls State
Tournament. The Tigers beat a
higher ranked Caverna team in the
first round, before falling to eventual All-A Runner-up Lexington
Catholic, by 3 points, in the quarterfinals. A great accomplishment, but
the roll was just beginning. After
losing to Marshall County by two
points in the District Finals, the
Lady Tigers came back to stun the
highly ranked Marshalls in the Regional Finals and advanced to the
regular State Tournament, the
Sweet Sixteen, in Frankfort. Although the Tigers fell in the first
round to Ashland, it was a dream
season for the girls and Coach
Cadwell.
The MHS Boys' Basketball team
had an interesting year. For the first
time in 21 years, Coach Cary Miller

The MI-IS Lady Soccer Team had
another terrific season. The Lady
Tigers finished the season with a
13-7 record,and for the third consecutive season,the Lady Tigers were
eliminated in overtime in the Regional Soccer Tournament
The Murray High Tiger Band had
another excellent marching season,
under the leadership of John
Stroube and Beth Stribling. The
Tiger Band finished second in the
"Madisonville Maroon Classic,"
with a first in percussion. The band
finished second at the "Ohio County
Marching Festival," with another
first in percussion and an added first
in Drum Major. The Tigers finished
second again at the "Murray State
University Festival of Champions,"
but the Tiger Band came back to
garnish first place at the "Caldwell
County Festival of Pride." The
Tiger Band placed seventh at the
West Regional Quarterfinals, Class
AA," and completed the marching
season with a fifteenth place showing in the State Semifinals.
The schools newspaper, the
"Black and Gold," under the leadership of Lisa Polivick, has also
stepped forward to receive an
award. At the Murray State University Journalism Workshop, the
"Black and Gold" staff won a
"Superior Rating" for the 1996-97
"Black and Gold" school newspaper.
The Academic Team, under the
leadership of Mrs. Fairbanks and
Mr. Hasty, had a terrific season. The
team won the All-A Classic
Academic Bowl and advanced to
the State All-A competition. The • See Page 13
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Best Looking
Kim Alexander

Aaron Howard

Most Athletic
Sarah Williams

Most Talented
Katie McNeary

Josh Elliot

Most Dependable

Allen Thompson

Jarrod Manna

Wittiest

Most School Spirit
Matt Harris

Ellis Schell

Stephanie Hill

Angie Fitch

Al Plan

Kristin Johnson

•Hampton...

Best
Wishe

The following seniors received
recognition: Danette Woods: Yeager Art Show-print, Women's Club
Regional second place sculpture,
All State Regional-Juror's AwardGraphic Design, Honorable Mention-print making, and an All State
Finalists - $500 college scholarship

FROM PAGE 12
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Come see us for

Smart
Selections
for your

Special
Graduate!

was not on the sideline for the
Murray High Tigers. Coach Miller
retired as the Boys Basketball
Coach following the 1995-96
school year. Coach Rick Fisher
assumed the head job for the 199697 season. Fisher took the Tigers to
a 7-15 record. As of this writing, he
has resigned from the basketball
job, while he will continue in his
role as Murray High's head football
coach. Fisher took the basketball
job as a favor to the school because
there was no teaching positions with
which to hire a coach. Murray High
will have some vacancies for the
1997-98 school year and the search
for the new head basketball coach is
currently underway.
The art department leaped into
the art competitions at the state level
this year. Under the guidance of our
new art teacher, Heather Duffy, the
art program has blossomed.

1111

Susan Krieb: Yeiger Art Show - two
sculptures, Women's Club Regional- first place sculpture, All
State Regional - Juror's Awardsculpture,and an All State Finalistsfirst place sculpture. Lyn Fletcher:
Yeiger Art Show- painting, Women's Club Regional- first place in photography, and painting. All
State- photography, and the Murray
Art Guild - printmaking. Matt Harris: Yeiger Art Show- printmaking
and All State Regional-Honorable
Mention-printmaking. Robert Howard: Yeiger Art Show-painting, All
State Regional Juror's Award-

II I • • II

mixed media. Adam Wells: All
State Regional- third place drawing.
Angie Colson: All State Regionals
1st place-textile designs, All State
Finalist-Textile Designs. Max Johnson: All State Regionals-painting.
The FBLA chapter was busy this
year. Special projects included
making tray favors for patients in
the Murray-Calloway County Long
Term Care Facility at Thanksgiving; delivering coloring books,
crayons and puzzles to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Pediatrics Unit; decorating the front doors
and lobby of the high school with
Christmas decorations; making a
donation of dog food to the Calloway County Animal Shelter and
participating in the Region 1 FBLA
Conference at MSU.

State University Foreign Language
Festival.
The French students won the
Sweepstakes award at the Foreign
Language Festival held at MSU
March 27.
Students placed in the such
categories as: listening and oral
proficiency, recitation of a literary
passage, art, written proficiency,
costumes, food and French drama.
MHS Spanish students won the
Sweepstakes award at the Regional
Foreign Language Festival held at
MSU on March 27. They competed
in such areas as: extemporaneous
prose reading,listening proficiency;
oral proficiency; recitation of a
literary passage; written proficiency; art; construction models;
costumes; chorus and group drama.

The Murray High Foreign Language Departments, as usual, swept
the Sweepstakes awards at Murray

II • • Ill • Ill
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Kimberly D Alexander

zabeth R. Broughton

'Alcmene L. Crouse

y

Gregory L. Atkins

Dea Banks

Amy R. Burgess

Ashley R. Burgess

Sharon A. Duffy

Jack F. Drake

, Lyn) M. Fletcher

Terri D. Ford

Billy W. Gorham

Christine E. Griffiths

Johnny E. Harrison

Stephanie L. Hill

Karla Blakely

Andrew R. Bright

Jonathan W. Burgess

Ross A. Clark

Angela L. Colson

Joshua C. Elliott

Karen D. Fischer

Tracy L

Jamie L. Fox

Blalock

Angela J. Fitch

Joe C. Gagel

Melissa D. Goldhamer

Julie A. Gustafson

Tara M. Harman

Lynda M. Harrington

Matt G. Harris

Jason L. Hjetland

Aaron R. Howard

Robert S. Howard

Angela R. Hutchens

Shaun W. Gordon
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Look to us for quality Home & Auto
Insurance coverage, low rates, attractive
discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

6 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Tues - Sunday

A

Breakfast • Hamburgers • BBQ • Homemade Desserts
• Ice Cream • Kids Menu • And More

A

Best BBQ This
Side of Hico!

Lindy Suitor

Manager: Walton Monk Stallons
So. 12th St. • Murray • 753-1615
211 S. 12th
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Daniel C. Hutchens

Steven M. Ingersoll

Brian (Max) Johnson

Kristin N. Johnson

Spring R. Johnson

Nathan H. Mike

Jennifer A. Lewis

Jason W. Lovett

•••

Joanna L. Kind

Susan R. Krleb

Travis W. Kyznar

Jeffrey R. Luffman

Thomas J. Lynn

Patty M. Lyons

Jennifer I. Leary

Jarrod G. Manna

Crystal R. Mardis

Cory M. Martin

'
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Katie M. McNeary

Kimberly J. McNeely

Lindsay B. McNutt

Joseph E. Mehr

GRADUATION
SPECIALS
PLYMOUTH NEON 4 DR

By Karen Fischer
Murray High School Senior
The car door opened and there we
stood, facing Murray High School,
facing the row of double doors that
led our minds into a state of perplexity yet clarity, anticipation yet
reluctance, and maturity yet
youthfulness.
Through the windows of the
doors, we could see the school. We
stood in awe as we watched the
upperclassmen excitedly greeting
one another to catch up after the
summer break. They seemed so
happy; we were so terrified.
Timidly, we inched towards the
entrance, towards those doors, but
couldn't help glancing once more
over our shoulders, only to see our
parents driving away with a goodbye kiss and a wave. Though we felt
abandoned in this strange place, we
had only heard so much about, we
thought twice about returning the
wave, for now we were in new
territory. What would it lead to if we
were spotted with (gasp)...our parents??? But we persevered none
the less, seeking comfort in those
freshman huddles, the circles of
security, acting as if we weren't
scared, as if we knew what we were
doing, as if we were cool. That's
right, we were cool. Weren't we?

s198/mo.
Not a Lease

EAGLE TALON CPE

ns

12,987

Sporty car with 2.0 liter DOHC engine, air

conditioning, tilt, AM/FM/cassette with 6 speakers,
folding rear seat — A real head turner.

s242/mo.
Not a Lease

CHRYSLER SEBRING CONVERTIBLE

19,987

Loaded with power windows,locks, keyless entry,
AM/FM/cassette with CD and 8 Infinity speakers,
16" alloy wheels wiht touring tires power driver
seat, air conditioning and lots more — Just in time
for summer cruising.

A

4

•10% DOOM 39 APFIASO /no rOAC
Nth College Grad Fete* or 9400
-1014 Down S49 APF1/60 ono /CIAC
tee Collage Greed Rebels
$400
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX, GTLE, UC
DEALER RETAINS FACTORY REBATES,
F ANY.

s369/mo.

**

Not a Lease

And so, through our freshman
year we trudged, desperately trying
to dodge those "freshman kill days"
that really weren't, trying to avoid
the nickname, "greeny," and continually searching for the ever-famous swimming po61. But hey, don't
worry.. next
year
be
we'll
sophomores.

Cain's0
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 North
Murray, KY
(502)753-6448
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Rebecca L. Miller

Fischer sees high school
years as valleys, high points

10,987

Expresso with 2.0 liter DOHC 150 HP Engine, air
conditioning, AM/FM/cassette with 6 speakers
tach,spoiler,floor mats,60/4C split fold down seat
and lots more.

Adam C. Meloan

Our sophomore year came and
our sophomore year, well...went.
Referred to as a "blur," no earthshattering events really took place
(except for the football team making
it to state, that is.) Tenth grade was
the year to form our identity in high
school. Not quite upperclassmen, it
was our year to simply exist. We had
no worries of being clobbered in the
halls by the almighty seniors, although we were still quite leery of
the subject altogether.
However, there was one stepping
stone that we could look forward to
that year. Let us not overlook the
importance of that small plastic card
containing some picture that remotely resembled ourselves. Towards the end of tenth grade, most of
us had in our possession, a driver's
license, and if we were lucky, we
might have been able to scrounge up
a car. That's right, now we were cool
for sure. There was no more of our
parents dropping us off for school. It
was now possible to turn up the
radio and cruise the square.
Continuing on our journey
through high school, we stopped
briefly for our junior year. Though
rumored to be the most difficult year
academically, many refer to
eleventh grade as, "the best year,"
or,"the year that just flew by." Our
first prom was approaching and it
was the juniors' job to sponsor it.
Our class, having been described as
having no spirit of cooperation, no
togetherness, as simply being a
group of individuals with no camaraderie, finally had a chance to come
together to build companionship
and new friendships. The comment,
"Wow.So that's what the people are
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like in those other classes," became
commonplace. It was an environment conducive to learning, not
about facts and figure, but about
ourselves and our peers.
And so we embarked once more,
but not without pausing longingly
for our senior year. It had finally
come. This was the year in our life
when it seemed that we ruled the
Earth. All was ours (and if it
wasn't...just you wait). Didn't the
seniors possess intangible magical
powers? Anything and everything
was possible. Through our three
years, we had heard others speak of
this memorable moment in time,
and it was now our chance to
experience it first hand. Our senior
year marked the first real ending and
the first real beginning in our lives.
The class of'97 strolled down this
red carpet with poise, pleasure, and
pomposity. Then, as we neared the
end of this carpet, we turned back to
say goodbye. It was in that brief
moment of looking to our past that
we finally realized the difference
between what we had been and what
we are now. We are no more the
group of students that were simply
born in the same year. We are the
friends who are there for each other,
who recognize the talents and the
diversity of our own class, and who
can share past adventures together.
We are the friends whose roots have
intertwined to form the bearing tree.
Though still individually unique,
we've managed to connect and
unite. We were freshman, we are
seniors, we will graduate — not
separately, but collectively.
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Murray High School

Robert T. Nautty

Albert P. Plan

Tabitha D. Painter

Brandy R. Nyert

Jason T. Pogue

Tyler A. Powers

Ellis L. Schell

James M. Simmons

Stephanie L. Simmons

Dana D. Thomas

Allen P. Thompson

Devon N. Tubbs

4
John D. Poynor

Anna M. Rapert

Brian W. Sinclair

Nicole L. Straw

Angelita K. Upchurch

Salim S. Sanchez

Rahul Tandon

Adam S. Wells

Melissa J. Villafior

Brent D. Underhill

Sara B. Williams

Heidi M. Wolf

The following Murray High School
graduates are not pictured:
Brad Fox
Keegan S. Moore
Benjiman J. Wooton

Richard L. Cole
Heather M. Delancey
Lawrence C. Eakels
Danette G. Woods

Murray High School schedules
Project Graduation for May 23

•Nce.

Murray High School's 1997 graduating seniors will participate in
Project Graduation on May 23,
following graduation. The purpose
of Project Graduation is to provide a
safe and fun celebration for the
graduating seniors. This event is
given to the seniors by their parents
in honor of their graduation.
This year's Project Graduation
co-chairs are Debbie Hill and Shirley Martin. They are assisted by
committees working in the areas of
fund raising, prizes,food,entertain-

ment,volunteers,decorations, publSome of the prizes include color
icity, security, tickets, and cleanup. televisions, CD players, stereo
equipment, dorm refrigerators,
Many exciting activities are be- watches, gold bracelets, as well as
ing planned for the graduating se- numerous gift certificates. The 1997
niors for the night long event. While Project Graduation will be conthe details of Project Graduation cluded with a ceremony for the
activities are not yet being revealed, seniors at approximately 5:30 a.m.
there is no doubt that this year's the following morning.
event will be exciting and action
Project Graduation would not be
packed. There will be entertainment, as well as fun competition, possible without the tremendous
with many opportunities throughout support given by local area businesthe night to win cash and prizes. ses and individuals.

t

"I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I
have kept the faith."
2 Timothy 4:7

Eastwood Christian
Academy

Murray High Class Of 1997
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Eastwood
Christian Academy
Friday, May 23rd • 7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church

111

Renee Humphrey

Roy Boyd, IV

Two will graduate from Eastwood
The 1997 graduating class from
Eastwood Christian Academy includes two graduates, Renee Humphrey and Roy Boyd, IV.
Renee Humphrey is the daughter
of Paul and Louella Humphrey of
Murray. She has served on the
honor society, won second place in
Kentucky State Fine Art and
Academic Tournament of Louis-

ville, captain of the Varsity Cheerleading and Lady Warrior volleyball team. She is a member of
United Pentecostal Church. She
plans to attend Gateway Bible College in St Louis this fall and major
in Christian education.
Roy Boyd,IV, is the son of Roy,
Jr. and Karol Boyd of Puryear. He is

High school sports squads
enjoyed degrees of success
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
The 1996-97 school year produced several "firsts" for the
local high school sports teams.
Calloway County's boys' soccer team advanced to its firstever regional tournament while
the Laker football team defeated
Paducah Tilghman for the first
time in its 20-year history. The
squad also advanced to the regional title game for the first time
ever and had its most productive
season ever, finishing at 11-2.
The joy was mixed, however,
with the retirement of coach Billy
Mitchell after five years at the
helm, during which he compiled
a 30-26 mark, including 26-10
over the last three seasons.
Mitchell's retirement ended a
40-year career, including both
high school and college positions.
Assistant Joe Stonecipher was
named the head coach in April.
The Murray girls' basketball
team, meanwhile, under first-year
coach Rechelle Cadwell, also
posted its best season ever. The
team advanced to its first-ever
Sweet 16, and along the way, became the only team to ever represent the First Region at both the
state All-A Classic and the Sweet
16 in the same season.
Murray's boys had their first,
and as it turned out, only season
under the direction of Rick
Fisher, who doubled as football
and basketball coach before resigning the post this spring. A successor has yet to be named.
Summing up the year in the respective sports:

Graduation:

a member of the annual staff, placed
second in Kentucky State Fine Art
and Academic competition in math
and a member of the Warrior basketball team. He is a member of
Maplewood Baptist Church. He has
received a scholarship to attend
Union University of Jackson, Tn.
this fall and major in accounting and
music.

Congratulations Class of 1997...
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GOLF
Calloway County's boys won
the regional title after finishing
close to the top the two previous
year. The Lakers raced to the title
by an eight-stroke margin over
Mayfield, led by Adam Haley's
71. Calloway finished eighth at
the state tournament.
Murray's Robyn Myhill advanced to her second straight
state tournament, qualifying as an
individual. Myhill finished 26th
in the state with a two-day score
of 175.

Murray's girls beat Calloway
County 4-0 in the district tournament before losing to Marshall
County 3-0 in the district final.
Murray beat Heath 2-0 in the regional tournament before losing
3-2 to Madisonville to end the
season at 14-8. Calloway's girls
closed the year with a 5-12
record.
Murray's Samantha Hogsed,
Mary Kay Howard, Susan Krieb
and Courtney Christopher all received all-state recognition after
the conclusion of the season.
FOOTBALL
Calloway continued its recent
resurgence. After improving its
win total the last three seasons,
Calloway opened the season with
a 24-19 win over Murray and was
unstoppable for much of the year.
Despite injuries to quarterbacks Alberto Villanueva and
Dan Arnett along the way, Calloway rolled to a 9-1 regular season
finish, its only loss coming at
Hopkinsville. The historic 36-26
win over Tilghman gave the Lakers the runner-up spot in the district race.
In the playoffs, Calloway
bombed Owensboro 55-21 at Roy
Stewart Stadium, then shocked
second-ranked Bowling Green
10-7 the following week on the
road to end the Purples' 26-game
winning streak.
The next obstacle was the
team's first-ever appearance in
the regional championship game,
where the Lakers again met up
with Hopkinsville. Calloway suffered a bitter 13-9 loss to eventual state runner-up Hopkinsville.
Murray's season, however, was
not nearlji as smooth as Calloway's as injuries wracked the Tiger roster. Murray finished second in the district race, but was
upset 14-0 at home in the first
round of the playoffs by Todd
County Central to close out the
year at 5-6.
Calloway's Josh McKeel received all-state first-team recognition and signed to play with
Murray State. Allen Thompson
signed with Wofford College, a
Division I-AA school located in
Spartanburg, S.C.

SOCCER
BASKETBALL
Calloway's boys advanced to
Murray's girls lost their first
the region by beating Murray 2-1
in the district tournament, aveng- game under the direction of Cading a pair of 2-1 overtime losses well, an MHS assistant the previto the Tigers during the season. ous season, but followed up with
Despite falling to 3-1 to Marshall their best season ever.
The Lady Tigers beat Heath
County in the district championship game, Calloway made its (60-53), Fulton County (33-30)
first-ever regional appearance, and Ballard Memorial (50-41) to
losing to Madisonville 3-2. Callo- repeat as All-A regional
way finished the year 9-10 while champions.
At the state All-A in RichMurray wound up 8-9.

mond, Murray beat Cavertia
60-51 for its first-ever win at the
tourney before falling to eventu.:
runner-up Lexington Catholic
57-54 in the second round.
Upon returning home, Murray
ended Calloway's season at the
Fourth District tournament with a
62-47 win. The Lady Tigers lost
to Marshall County 39-37 in the
district final as a last-second
three-pointer by Sara Williams
narrowly missed.
Williams would have her revenge, though, in the regional
title game. After the Lady Tigers
dispatched Graves County
(55-34) and Fulton City (57-46)
to reach the final and a rematch
with Marshall, Williams canned
two free throws with 7.9 seconds
left, and Marshall was unable to
get off a final shot, giving the
Lady Tigers a 30-29 win to snap
Marshall's 29-game winning
streak.
Advancing to the Sweet 16 for
the first time ever, Murray ran
into a strong defensive effort by
Ashland Paul Blazer and suffered
a 54-45 loss to end the season at
21-9, Murray's most wins ever in
a season and its second straight
20-victory campaign.
Sophomore Becky Greene was
named to the Sweet 16 alltournament team.
Calloway's girls won the Allied Signal tournament in Metropolis, Ill., at the beginning of the
season, and wound up at 19-6.
On the boys' side, Calloway
County, which at one time stood
at 5-6, rebounded to post a 17-9
mark for the third straight year.
Calloway beat Murray 69.-43 in
the Fourth District 4ournament
before losing to Marshall 54-48
in the district final.
In the regional, the Lakers ran
into eventual state semifinalist
Graves County and lost 65-42.
Murray's boys bolted to a 3-0
start under Fisher, and along the
way advanced to the second
round of the All-A regional by
edging Carlisle County 57-56.
The Tigers were then ousted by
eventual tourney champ Mayfield
72-54. With the loss to Calloway
in the district tournament, Nlurray
finished at 7-15.

A

The schools' spring sports
teams are still competing, with
the regional tennis tournament
going on this week and concluding Saturday. The regional track
championship is set for next
weekend. Both events are at Murray State.
The district baseball and softball tournaments are next week at
Marshall County and the Murray
City Park, respectively.

Special thanks to
Allison Photography
for providing
Calloway County High School
and Murray High School
senior pictures.

...Looking forward to a great 1998!

*Today's Grads— IL
Tomorrow's Leaders
Whether your ventures take
you across the world or across town,
keep in touch with your hometown news!

4llion
€1

ThotogCapity

"Official Photographer
To Murray High School
And Calloway County
High School"

Harry Allison
Lance Allison

753-8809

507 S. 4th St.
•••••-•••
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— MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL —
Class of '97
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Kim Alexander
Greg Atkins
Dea Banks
Karla Blakely

Angela Fitch

Tracy Blalock

Lyn Fletcher

Andrew Bright
Elizabeth Broughton
Amy Burgess

Terri Ford
Brad Fox
Jamie Fox

Ashley Burgess

Joe Gagel

Jonathan Burgess
Ross Clark
Richard Cole
Angie Colson

Jack Drake
Sharon Duffy

Rebecca Miller

Stephanie Hill

Keegan Moore

Jason Hjetiand
Aaron Howard

Robert Nautty
Brandy Nyert

Robert Howard

Tabitha Painter

Angela Hutchens
Daniel Hutchens

Albert Plan

Steven Ingersoll
Max Johnson
Kristin Johnson
Spring Johnson
Nathan Keller
Joanna Kind
Susan Krieb
Travis Kyznar
Jenny Leary
Jennifer Lewis
Jason Lovett
Jeffrey Luffman
Thomas Lynn
Patty Lyons
Jarrod Manna
Crystal Mardis

Salim Sanchez
Ellis Schell
James Simmons
Stephanie Simmons
Brian Sinclair
Nicole Straw
Rahul Tandon
Dana Thomas
Allen Thompson
Devon Tubbs

Cory Martin

Brent Underhill
Angellta Upchurch
Melissa Villaflor

Katie McNeary
Kimberly McNeely
Lindsay McNutt

Adam Wells
Sara Williams
Heidi Wolf

Joey Mehr
Adam Meloan

Danette Woods
Benjiman Wooton

Julie Gustafson
Tara Harman
Lynda Harrington
Matt Harris
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Jason Pogue
Tyler Powers
John Poynor
Anna Rapert

Melissa Goldhamer
Shaun Gordon
Billy Gorham
Christine Griffiths

Michelle Crouse
Heather Delancey

Johnny Harrison

Larry Eakels
Josh Elliott
Karen Fischer
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TELEPHONE
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(502)
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